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CHAPTER ONE.

mrptoDucrtoiv
et

In 1974 the Federal Communications Commission adopted a
series of policies,and guidelines designed to increa'se the amount and

scheduling* educational and informational television prbgrams for.
_preschool and sâhool-age children, to decrease the amount of
advertising on children's prograins, and to eliminate certain selling
pradtices.

Last year the Commission xeconstituted its'Children's s
1

TeleN>ision Task Force and requested that the Tagc-Force determine.

whether-commer,cial broadcasters have complied with the Oommission's
1974 policies:
Although' the regulatory issue is.compliance with the 1974

Children's Television Report and Policy Statement, (Policy

-1

1

Statement), the Second Notice'of Inquiry in Docket N119 19142 (Second

Notice) placed oomplOnce in the larger context of new technologies,.
.

alternative program sources, and similar factors.

In this setting,

.,.
"N

Federal Communications Commission, Children's Toieviston Report
' and Policy Statement, 50 FCC'2d 1 (1974),\recon. denied, 55 FCC 2d
01 -(1975). aff'd sub nom.,. Action for Children's Televisjon
FCC, 564 F. 2d 458 (D.C. Cir. 1977).. The dcket of which this
Report is a part was iliStituted- in 1971. F rst Notice of Inquiry,.
Docket No. 19142, 28 FCC 2d 368 (1971)."

2*Federal Communication Commission's Children's Television
Programming and Advertising practices: Second Notice of Inquiry
Docket No. 19142, 68 FCC,2d, 1344 (1978),

2

Of
a

compliande 'c,annot be 'determined without first assessing the

consequences for children as television viewers of the combination-of
regulations that now exist ana of market forceS., The assessment of

.

those consequencep has brought insights into factors that go well
,

.

,1 beyorld the juriaqiction'of thi4 agency, but,are vital to A full

.

understanding of the scope and intricacy of the issues surrounding
children as television viewers.

We hope that other Institutions,

such as Congress, public broadcasting, the Offite of Education in
HEW, and the Federal Trade Commission, which have primaky
reSponsibility Dor certain aspects of children's television, will
take our observations into consideration.

For

only4'all of these

t.

institutions act -in ooncert mill the issues involveffin programming
e
-

and-advertising for childuen be satisfactorily resolved.I
The Commission issued its Second Notice of Inquiry, in part
bp evaluate the effectiveness of broadcasters''self-regulation-with
its,l974 policies on programming and.advertising to children.

The

staff conducted in-house research and dommissioned contract research
to determine' the effectiveness of industry,self-regulatibn.

Our

analysis shows hat broadcasters have not complied with the
iprogramming guidelines'and, generally, have complied with the
advertising guidelines.

3

Issues that are the responsibIlity'of other public and ptivate
Anstitutions are discussed in detail in chapters four and five of
this volume.

.\

A

The staff divided itS analyses into four Main areas:

(1)

overall amount of progrcumniqg

available for children;
-(2)

amount of educational, instructional
and age specific.. programming;
,wr

(3)

scheduling of Children's programs;

(4)

advertising:

The evaluation of the overall amount of programming
0

available foe.children revealed an increase of .8 hour weekly in the
average bmount'of time deyoted to children's programs in,1977-78 as
compared with 1973-74.

The average amount of time per network

affiliate in 1977-78-was esseRpially the same as in 1973-74.

The

4

,

average amount of time per ne6iork.affiliate devoted to networkoriginated dhildren's programs. decrease

.

in 107-78 compared witk

\

1973-74.

Network affiliates, howeYer OW devote significantly more

time to programs from syndicated saburces.

The average amount of time

4'

devoted to locally-produced and oibiginated'children's programs on

network affiliates also decreased in 1917-78 compared with.1973-74.
\

Independent stations devoted significantly more time 63

children's prograrna in 1977-1978 than they did in 1973-197k

The

average amount ot time per independent station increased by 3.7 hour
-pqr week.

Independent stations devoted significantly more time to

airing dhildren's programs from syndicated sources in 1977-78 than.in

t.
#

1973-74.

Ihdependeht stations aired fewef minutes of locally-

.

.

s

produced programs during 1977-.78 than in 1973-74.

Analysis indicateg

that the increase in the amount of children's programming is due
-

primarily to syndicated

progeams

'bn

independent stations, the

majoi.ity of which are located in.the top fifty markets.
,

Staff and contract research show that the Policy Statement

produced insignificant changes in the amount of educational and
instructional programming available to .childr&I since 19742.

ThuS

there has bekh no broadcaster compliance in the area of educational

and instructional programming for dhildren.

Since educational and

inStructional programming is by its very nature age specific, we also

have concluded that broadcasters have not oamplied with the
Commission's policy on age-specific programMing.

The staff found scant change.In the practice of scheduling
most,programs for children on.Saturday mornings.

.ble majority of

4

childrends Programs on network affiliates is aired on the w'eekends.

The majority of independent stations' dhildren's programs is
broadcast weekdays.

Ab indicated,,the staff foUnd basic
,

liance with the

self-regulatOry'NAB, Cbde in advertisihg as well as with the ECC'S

4

Joolicies on host Selling, product tie-ins, ,and separation devices. In

view Of this data we have,concl6ded that broadcasters have not
complied,with the programming policies defined in the Policy
4
.

statement and have oomPlied with the Advertising policies.
.

1.

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is also investigating

the issue qf advertising on children'Ttelevision.

That proceeding,
1

-.whidh has been,underway.for more than twb years, is aboUt'to oon6ider

in detail the disputed issue of the harmful effects of advertising Mc
children.

Although the FTC submitted its entire record in our

docket, our proceeding has been closed for komments for almost six
4

.months.

We therefore have not had the benefit cf more recent

submissions to the FTC on this issue.

In'addition, in view of'rour

findings of broadcaster compliance with the advertising guidelines
established in the Policy. Statement and the FTC's more extensive'
commitment of time and resources bp irivestigate the effects of
+

4

advertising on children, we will await the coinclusion of the FTC

proceedin4 on children's advertising before we consider whether any
further action by the FCC is necessary.

Consequently, this report

Will focus exclusively on the issue of children's television
programming.

This report is divided into five volumes. :Vblume I is our
oyerall analysis ofhchildren's television.

This volume, reviews' the

social, opgnitive, and economic factors that affect the amount, types
and scheduling of children's programs.

Vblume I then discusses

policy options that bare available bp the FCC and staff
.e)

recommendations.

.31--

4111

30

(

6

Volume II is a detapd ahalysis of bioadcast indusbry
compliance with the 1974 Policy Statement.

The fundamental.question

posed by fne Second 'Notice was whether self regulation by ommetcial
broadcasters has been effective in meeting the standards and
,guidelines established bf the FCC in .1974.- _In trjir

bo answer that

question, the Task Force staff developed and completed a-series of'
studies that; in addition to 'studies SUbmitted in response to the

Second Notice
.

formed the basis for o9r evaluation of broadcaster

compliance.

Vblume III oonsistsiof put compliance studies conducted by

"

the Children's Telemision Task Forthat are the supporting
4

documentation Of the staff analyses of broadcaster oampliance with
the Policy Statement and a staff analysis of advertiser-supported
television broadcasting markets.

4

Volume III,also includes a'summary

A

of the Task4Force's activities and a summary of the formal tecord
consists ofsubmitted in response to the Second Notice. Vblume
Otv
contract research that measures the amount and sched ling of

,

,

4

The studies in Volume III are Brian F. Fontes, Demographic
Analysis of'Children's Television Viewing; Amount of Childrpn's
Instructional Programming for the 1913-1974 and 1977-1978
Broadcast Seasons; Non-Program Material Time on Saturday Morninq
Children's Television; Separation Devices Used on Saturday Morning
Children's Television; and Jerry 13: Duvall,, AnEconamic Analysis
' of Advertiser Supported Television Broadcasting Markets.'
.

er,

children's television programs.

VOlume V consists of oontrac>

research.oli issues relating bo children and televisiOn._5, In

undertaking this study of.children's teleVision we were oontinually
surprised by the lack cflpolicy relevant-information.

This

proceeding-has provided a unique opportunity fe9r the 'FCC to fund

analyses that'may help bp.close tths'information gap.

The'papers.

includea in Volumes TV and V have assisted the staff by providing a
more precise historical and factual record aloout aspects 6f
.

prograluningand advertising available to children.

[Ale hope that

these papOrs will be widely read and used by other federal agencies,
broadcasters, private parties, and Congress.

.

A

0

;

5

;

VOlume TV oontains John Er. Abel,. AmoUnt and Scheduling of
yChildreen's Telekision Programs: 1973-74 and 1277-78.
9olume V
oontains Ellen Wartella,' Childred and TeleVision: The Eeveloyment.
of the Ctiild's'Understanding of the Medium; Marilynne
Rudick,
Children's Television: Alternative-Media hnd Ulachnologiesr Anthony
Smithe Television,Advertising end the Child: A WOrking-Paper.on
Regulatory Approaches in Eurcsilti Canada and Australia; and.Joseph
Turow, Program Trends ift Network Chi1dren's,Te1evision:.,1948-1978.

o

I

.

4

4
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CHAPTER ',M()

HISTOR

OF THIS PROCEFIDING
t.

,

,
!o
.

.

Children's Television Report and Poli.cy Staement
_

'

,

Five -years ago, after an .e.Nterisie ruieiaking
rr
proeding
ce
,

.

.

.that .included three days of:.heatings 'and'over 100,1)00-comments tran*

---

I-

the general
public, the Federal Carnmunications-Canmi4ion .issued its,
.
4.
Policy Statement, ign which it established that childrert, are.'a unieiue
.

audience ,w1-iose speCial needs and interests evexy -ommercial

broadcaster has an obligatiOn to serve.6 $pecitically, the
'14.11

Otmmidsion stated tfiat broadcaster*,
had an obligation tO provide
,

.,
certain types of programMing and schiduling for children and to
.

,

,

-eliminate" certain unfair °Selling techniques and loverommercialization
'

on children's programs. The Carmission identified the programmirig
.0

and advertising practices, .establpished guideliries, and put

broadcasters on notice that- they had 'a responsibility to meet these
#

150

guidelines. /The-Policy Statement.set brgad standarlds in the,.
0,

6

FCC Children's `1"fevi..sion Report

Policy statment, 50 FCC Vel
2d' 1 (1974) ream. denied 55 FCC 2d
(1975),,aff'd sub nun.'
Action for (1 ildrenifs Television v. FCC, 564 F. 2d '458 (D.C. Cir.

o

1977).

- 9 -

.

programming,area and.more,rigorous

-4'

standards on fine limits for non-

ixactices,rand use of separation
prograp material, tertain selling
devices.7

The Commission did not adopt rules, but'instead permitted

-

with the Policy
tmoadcaSters to voluntarily'code.into compliance
v.

.,

in
Statement; however, broadCasters were put on notice4that,
A

dvaluating' industry:compliance
41=r

at A' dater date, "it may

(

*

question of rules will be reVisited."8.
PrOgramming.

be' th.t the

stated that
In the area of.prOgramming, the Connission
44i

broadcasters had a responsibility to:

r\

Statement are as
The programming stanOards'in the 1974 Pblicy
folloias: licensees must make a "meaningful effort" to.present
amount" of programming must
programs for children; a "reasonable
simply to
be deSigned "tO educate and to inform-7and not
effort" to present .
...yntertaih"; licensees must make a "meaningful
be
ag6-specific pro9ranuning, and "considerable impsymnent" must
Id. at 5-8 (paras. 20,
made in scheduling children's programs.
22, 254 an0 27).
with the'NAB-Code
On advertisingl, broadcasters were to cOmp4
,)
separation,.,
limitS f9r nonprogram material, "maintain.an adequate
of a
beWeen programming and advertising", eaminate'the use
pro9ram host or other program personality tC promoteproducts in
eliminate
the program in which he.appearA ("host selling"), and
that promote product in
any prActices in the body of the program
12-1
Such a way that they may conAitute advertising. ,i at
(paras. 43, 44,,52, 53).

8

Id. at 6 (pera. 29) f..f. 6.

,

t

41. 3

A

-10-

.P'

"diversified programming" for the child audience,

o "Provi

including peOgramming to "rther he educational and
cultural deebelorment of-.children."'

,
OP,

° 'Present age-specific programming design6d specip lly
for the preschool or school age,audiences, and
partibu,krly programs of an educational or infOrma ional
nattite.-",!

o

Remedy *the ekiSting "overall imlbalance," Whereby mOst

.

cr all.children's programs were sthedu4d on weekends,
with a more balanced'program schedu],e.il

Advertising.

In the'area Of advertising, the &munission statodr-"

that broadcasters had a.special responsibility to

protectildren

because of their great vulnerability to onmercia1 pitches and their

inability to distiwuish the difference ilepurpofe between
programming and advertising.

Based upon'these special

-

characteristics of the child audience the Oo1missionadopted4specifiC

'guidelinet on advertising practices.

All broadcastrs were expected

to:
o

Reduce advertising on chil;dren's programs to the
limits established by,the National Association of

Id. at 5 (paras...17-18).

.10

ii

Id. at 7-8 (pata. 25).

I

*sr
,

Id. at 8 (paasI .

6 27).

41,

al

4

,

4

-

'Broadcasters (NAB) Goode.

'Maintain a "Aear se

-4

12

'

ration" between program content and

pommercial messages.
0

Elimipate the practice of.host selling (using ckiqracters
who appear in the Frog ram to pramoto'products),-1-4
)

4'

O

Elimlnate the practice of tie-ins (advertising
practices that pirte products in the bOdy of tile
program itself).
e,'
-

As with the programming guidelines, the Om-mission
-

permitted Ae pfoadcasting industry'to comply with the Policy
Stat

.

t's adwartising guidelSnes withOut imposing regulations.

Commisgicn cautioned, however, "If

The

should appeer that self

\

regulation is not effective in.reducing the level of advertising,
then Per se rules may be required. "16

The Commission further warned

4)%

NC.

12

Id. at 12-14 (paras. 39-45).

13

Id. at 15-16 (paras. 49-50) and related footnotes.

14

Id. at 16 Ipara. 51).

15

Id. at 17 (para. 53).

16

Id. at 13 (para. 42).

4.

12 -

.141

-

A

,

that noncaMpliance witlf/the guidelines wbuld raise questions at

renewal about the adequacy of a broadcaster's performance.17
c

Bpadtaster6 mere given uritil.JaAuary 1, 1976, to came
.into 4111 oompliance with the Policy Statement.
1

Lioense,Renewal Mom
Subsequent to the release of the 1974 Policy Statement, the
Commission amended its licensg, renewal form (FCC Form 303) in o4er
to monitor the effectiveness of.the se1f7regulatory guidelines'18
The ComMission noted that this information "mill serve in part as a
basis for determining whether self regulation can be effective."19

17

Id

18

FCC, Memorand?m Opinion and Order, Docket No. 19142, 53 FCC al

at 14 (para. 45).

161 (1915) (renewal form amendmedts); Memorandum Opinion and
Crder, Docket No. 19142, 58 FCC 2d 1169 (1975) (Instructian.,amendmentS). In the license renewal form, children's programs are
defined as "Programs designed for children: Programs originally
prolduced and broadcast primarily for a child audience 12 years old
and under. This does not include programs originally produced for
a general or adult audienpe which may nevertheless be signifi"cantly viewedlby children. Id. at 11694
.

19

50 FCC 2d A 13-44 (para. 43). Form 303 Application for
Renewal of License for Televieion Broadcast Statfions requires
broadcasters to provide the follOwing information:
Describe progtams"designed for children, indicating
o
woe, time, day of broacicalt, frdquendy, an0 program
.

o

o

,

Exhibit musf. be limited tio three pages.
ype.
trovide .information about advertising practices in
excess of the NAB Code limits during the license term.
Provide information about proposed commercial
limitations during the forthcoming license.term.

,

Action for-Children's Television v. pcc
Action foi:Children's Television, a Petitioner in the
original proceeding, challenged the 1974 Policy Statement, .claiming
A

.that the Commission's failure to adopt formal rules was an abuse of
,its diBeretion.

;11-le Commissio0 asserted that, ince the. Policy

Statemcfmt was the first comprehensive statement of the obligations of

broadcasters 6o the child viewing audience, it was appropriate to

accod the industry an initial opportunity to demonstrate whether an
adequate remedy was possible without formal rules.20. The Commission.
,stressed that it had "made abundantly clear that it holds certain-

concrete expectations for broadcasters' delf regulatory efforts," and
emphasized its intent to "monitor broadcasters through 'private
attorneys general:" and through its data collection process" and "to

take further action including the adoption_of specific rules to deal

with any problems that.the industry's selyegulatory effort does not

20

,

FCC brief at 17-18, Action for Children's Television V.
Federal Communications Commission, 564 F. 2d 458 (D.C. Cir. 1977).
f

r4

It1
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I.

meet. 21

gcmmission speCifically cited assurances to this effect

given to Congress.
The Court of Appealssaffirmed the CanmissiOn's actions and
stated.,that

casters have)"public interest obligations to the

chilkaudience
camin !.2

3

that* general impnovements must be forth--;

Finally, the Court recognized that the success of the

Commission's policies dependea on "the extent to which the Commission

4

21

Id. at 47.

Statement of Chairman Richard E. WIley before the Subcommittee
on Communications of the House Canmittee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, July 17, 1975, as cited in Id. at 51.

23'-

Jibe Court affirmed the Commission's authority bo act by either
policy guidelines cc by specific regulation, stating that "we Iee
no compelling reason why the Commission should not be allowed to
give the industry:s self regulatory effortt a reasoinable period of
time to deMonstrate that they will be successful'in rectifying the
inadeqpacies of children's television identifieclin the Children'S
Report. Then the Court went fuither, stating:
"... . we believe that the Commission may well have

adequate authority to regul te in this area and even
perhaps to the extent propoed by ACT.
V Action for Children's Television v./ Yederál Communications
COmfassion, 564 F 2d at 480 (D.C. Cir. 1977).
,

and the public monitor the level of actual licensee performance.
Second Notice of Inquiry

:124

4

,

In July 1978, consistent with its oommitment to Congress
and to the court in the ACT case, the Cc/mission adopted'the Second

Notice and reactivated the docket on children's television:

25

The

purpose of the inquiry was to-assess the effectiyeness of its'1974.
y

programming and advertising guidelines and to assess policy actiOns
sthat could be considered as alternatives to these guidelines.

In addition bD questionS about the.effectiveness of the

1974 Policy Statement, the inquiry raised (luestions concerning
(1) the definition 'Of dhildren's television 'programs; (2) information
necessary bo monitcr licensee cOmpliance; (3) ecodamic ccnsequences

ot present Oammission policies and possible alternative approaches to

24

Id. at 480-81 and f. 40.
,\

25

Between 1975 and the reactivation of this proceeding in 1978,
the Commission rejected several petitions for reconsideration Of
the 1974 Policy StatemTnt. FCC,,Memorandum Opinion and Ordev, 55
FCC,2d 691 (1975) (Petition of Action for Children's Television
for Rulemaking Looking TOward the Elimination of Sponsorship and
(bmmercial content in dEildren!s kograming andtthe Establishment
of a Weekly 14-Hour ciuota of Chi1dren4S Tqlevision Programs):
Memorandum Opiniontand Order, 63 FCC 2d 26 (1977) (Reconsideration
of the previouslymentioned 1975 amendment for rulemaking).
Memorandum Opinion and,Cider Docket NO. 1,p142, 53 FOp
(1973) (Renewal Form Amenaments); Memprandum'Opinion And Order, ,58
FCC 2d 1169 (1975) (Instructi.on amendffients). Memorandum (Onion
and Order,.62 FCC 2d 465 (1976) (Petition boo Promulgate a Rule
Restricting Over-The-Counter Wigs pn Television).
.

/

,

9
f

16--

«!.

program distribution; (4) network o6operation in schedulinilg
children's prograMs; (5) public service announcements;
(6) ascertainment of children's needs and interests;N(7) and effects
on children of reductions in advertising.

As part of this inquiry; the Commission also authorized

oontracstudies to investigate specific topics that were pertinent
_\

to the proceeding.
40'

40

zo

0

17 -

CHAPTER THREE

I.

CHARACTERISTICS OpTHE CHILDREN'S TELEVISICN MARKET.

In the 1974 poliCy Statement the Commission set forth
guidelines for children's programming, particularly educational and
instructional programming, that licensees were expected to meet,by:

4'

-

voluntify acEion. IheCconission's action reflected a belief that
*

--,

...

the',television industry of,its own accord would be able to neet the

.

$

fundamental needs and interests of the child viewing audience.

In

,

this-hapter we shall discuss the potential social benefits of
television prograniming that'the ,Commission sought to-obtain in
1974.26 .AThen We shall reView the demographic and cognitive

characteristics of children and the features of an advertiser-

4

26

,

,

Many-definitions of children's programming are in use, ranging
from the informal judgment of program,producers ("I know a
children's showwhen I see one"), to syndicated children's program
lists develoFed by ratings services, to the FCC definition that
limits children's programs to those originally produced and
broadcast primarily for a child audience 12 years old at-id under.
FCC, MeMorandum-Opinion and Order, 58 FCC 2d 161 (1975) (Renewal
Form Amendments); Memorandum Opinion and Order,.58 FCC 2d 1169
(1975) (InstructiOn Amendments). Thgre exists a large body of offnetwork syndicated programming, such as The Flintstones,, The Brady
Bunch, and Hogan's Heroes,that was,originally designed for a
.;
general prime time audience but in syndication attracts an
These
programs
are
audience with substantial numbers of children.
often designated as children's programs by the industry, though
they do not meet the FCC definition. We should note that our
analyses of children's progrcumuing offered b licensees were made
using both'ihdustry and FCC definitions With imilar results. See
Volume II and Volume IV of this
- 4 report.
.

A,
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4

supported broadcasting system that together determine the ampunt,
television programming for children, particularly the amount of
educational and instructiopal prograMMing.

This analysid wi,11

examine wheeher advertiserfsupported broadcaSters.can be expected to.
erovide vgluntarily the amount of educational progilamming that the"

Commission's r974 Policy

atemqpt envisioned.

jp

Behefits of Educaeional Programming,for. Children

Television has'an enormous opportunity to influence

Most children watch television every day, and most of them

children.

Recent viewing statistics indicate that on ,

watch many hours a day.

average preschool children watch almost 3*2 hours of television a
we'ek.

School-agq4children watdh,over,twenty-nine,hours per week.27

Children whose fasnilies hape law soci

amic statind
4s
children

.who have low abademlc achievement,spend nore
than others,28

.

Y

-

S

,

p.

\

27 .A.C.

p. 5.

4-

ime-watahing teievision

Nielsen CoN. Child andorTage Televidicn yiewin9 (1978),
)
-`64.

28

B.S Greenberg and B. Dewin, Use of the Mass Media\by the
r
Urban Poor, (New York: Praeger, 1970); Jack Lyle and H.R.
Hoffman, "Childrefis Use of Television and Cther Medi/6," in
Televidion and Sobial Behavior, Vol. II: Te1evisionfin Day-to-Day
Life: Patterns àf Use, ed. E.A. Rubinstein, G.A. Comstock, and
J.P. Murray, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1972), pp. 129-256.
-

1

4

I 0i

4
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c.

Educational programming appears to provide considerable

,

,

,

*

,

benefits to'ciiiiergl.

ReseaFcb on-the effects of Sesame Street
4

*I

provides evicleapce

oolIchildren's langliage And number

.

skills improved markedly as a result*of watchRg,,the progeam.
improvement' was greater the more frequently the children viewed.the

program,sand occured thether they viewed it in groups with trainqd
ilitructors or-alone at home.

ImproveMent occurgd among children of

all socioeconomic beckgroundsj9, Research on the effects of The
EleCtric Company, a program des'igned to teach the fundamentals of

reading to school-age children; also indicates that well...designed
/

programming can improve academc'skills.30
The potential benefits of television prOgramming may derive
frau cultural and artistic progrculluing as well as fran strictly

29

See Gerald S. Lesser, Children and Television: ,Lessons from
Sesame Street, (Random House: New York, 1974). Pot detailed
analysis see S. Ball and G.A. Bogatz, The First Year of Sesame
Street: An Evaluation, (Princeton, NJ: Educational Testing
Servicell,P70).; G.A.'Bogatz and S. Ball, A Second Year of Sesame
Street: A Continuinq Evaluation (VbluMes I and II; (Princeton,
NJ: Educational Testing Servict, 1971).
11

30

S. Ball and G.A. Bogatz, Reading with Television: An
Evaluation of the Electric Company; (Princeton, NJ: Educational
Testing Service, 1973); S.Ball ekal., Reading 1.0.th Television: A
Followup Evaluation of the Electfic Company; (Princeton, NJ:
Educational Testing Servi.ce, 1974).

415
44,

'instructional,material:

Many studies Tow that children,acqUire

ra

attitudes and information frbm television,.paqicularly on.subjects
.4

about which they have no first-hand inAormation.

'Children also

hmitate behavior they see on television, even,wiAout practice or
reinforcement.31

-

Children who wa.tch Sesame Street'also- have more

-favorable attitudes toward school and toward people of other race
than those who do not. 32

,
Educational programming constitutes,an informational
°resource with great potential.benefits for children.

PrIeschool

children (ages two to'five) in particular wy derive large benefits
from television because they are at an age to benefit from
educational experiences but have relatively few opportunities for
either formal learning or for other cultural txperiences.

They do

pot go-to school and do not read, in general, and thus have fewer
alternative sources GC information than adult:s and older Children.

31

c

M.L. DeFleur and L.B. DeFleurr,"The Relative Contribution of
Television as a Learning Source for Children's Occupational
Knowledge," American Sociological Review 32, 1967, pp. 777-789;
J.R. Dominick and B.S.Greenberg,."Attitudes Toward Violence: The
Interaction of Television Exposure, Family Attitudes, and Social
Class," in Television and Social Behavior, Vol III: Telavishpll
and Social Adolescent 19gressiveness, ed. G.A. Comstock and EA.
Rubinstein (Washington,- D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1972), pp. 314-335; E.A. Rubinstein, R.M. Liebert, J.M. Neale, any.
R.W. Poulos, Assessing Television's Influenole on Children's
Prosocial Behavior, (Stbny Brook, N.Y.: Brookdale International
jnstitute, 1974).
.

32

See Ball and Bogatz, The First Year of Sesame Street.

a

Television may have the greate.st benefitb for children who di not
attend nursery schools'or have stimulating home environments,c
,14

Education in general, and educational,television
,

.

programming in.particular, has beneficial side effects. on others_
besides the producers or consumers of the serVide-T'...Educat
.

$

.

contribution to the democratic process

to lower crime rates, and to

improved social cohesion are benefits, to society that occur-in

"addition to the benefits.to those being educatio Even familieS
wtthout children derive these benefits and would be willing to pay
fdr them.

Because the amount that society as a whole woad be

willing to pay for education is greater than thie amount that families
with clitldren would pay, a private market would provide lesss

education than society as a whOle would like.

Most societies have

attempted bp remedy this deficiency by providing government-supported
education.

In a similar fashion,,the whole socie*. benefits when
children acquire the attitudes and skills that educational television
4

Trograms appear to teachsand are expos el:to the richness of our
t
4

'common heritage.

Thus even if parelits could buy directly the

educational progrdming they,might desire for their children, a lessthan-optimal amount would be provided becausethe advantageltit. the
rest of society would not be reflected in the purchase.

Children's Understanding of TeldIsion
Many of the potential benefits.of television programs for

A

".

4ID

22
I

4.

children will be lostoif children,are urtable to 'understand the
4

Recent-research applyi4g4heories

content of the programs'they see.

of cognitive developnent to children'S perception of television has'
shown that children's unddstanding of-the oontent and,forT of
television varies with age jjt predictable ways.34

The. research has'

fwused on the cognitive skills that children' bring to the processing
of information from 'television.

Muph of it bas dealt with children's.

. attention to television messages, their Oomprehension-of these

3

.

4,^

A review of the major research on phildren's comprehension of
television programming and advertising was cammisdioned to provide
4 baekground for the discussion and analysis of this issue. See
Wartella, Volume V. Additional significant works on this subject
are the Surgeon General's Scientiffc Advfsory Committeepn
'Television lnd Social Behavior, Television, and Growing Up: The
1972, and Research on the Effects of
. Impact -of ¶Ilevised Vi'olenoY,
children,
(Washington, D.C.: National
evision Advert sing on
34

Science Foundation, 1977).
ti#6
,

4
.0.
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mesdages, and their ability to understand thdformat and structure of
v

a

television programming.35

Children's'attention processes have been found to undergo

(

decided develOpmentai changes dving the first few years of life.

As

children grow older, they acquire greater control in focusing their

35 -The seminal theory of cognitive development was formulated by
Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget.: This theory describes how
Piaget posits that
children thikk and process information.
children undergo qualitative changes in'the way they organize and
He los developed a set of cognitive structures
use infoKmation.
to charatftrize children's thought processes at distinct agerelated stages of intellectual development. He posits that these
cognitive structures are universal progressions that all children
follow in developing from simple to complex mechanisms of thought,
and that all young children develop cognitively through the
interaction of increasing intellettual abilities and ever broad&
experiences with the world.'
Criticism of Piagetian theory centers on whether-tognitive
ate
growth unfolds uhiversally in the same manner and at bhe sqme
for all children or whether this developmental pattern is
characteristic only of the Western cultures. A segond critical
issudtis whether Children can learn a\cognitive skill earlier than
Recent research indicate that in,an
Piaget's theories suggest.
optimal learning environment, children can develop cognjative
skills at an earlier age, and that cognitivd skills can, to some
extentibe learned,and encouraged. CriticSealso addresg the
research techniques used to assess oognitive ability, noting that
children's understanding may be underestimated because they may be
incapable of vprbalizing concepts which they understana.
Diespite these criticisms, Piagetian theoties provide the
basic.structure for redearch in cognitive development. Even
critical research appears only.to modjify rather than reject the
conceptual basis of this model.
For further discussion of these issues, see Wartella,
Volume V.

2
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attention in a selective manner.

Increasing ability to ignore

irrelevant information and focus attention on information that is
relevant has been demonstrated in a number of studies on children's
Studies examining a variety of variabies,

attention to teievision.36

smh as the viewing environment, the..content and form of the
television message, cycles or patterns'of attention, and the
comprehensibility of the information presented all conclude that
during the preschool years children develop attention strategies that
become increasingly'similar to those of adults.

Children.begin to

develop television viewing.behavior at aboUt age 21/2, and by the age
.

of five their behavior towards television begins bD approximate the '0
adult styleeof viewing.

Children's aimprehension of television content develops
more slowly.

Young children s understanding of television appears to

be very'limited, largely because they bring cognitive abilities and
Mb

social expOriences to the television viewing situation that are less
sophisticated.than those of adults.

Produption techniques used for

adult programs assume viewer'k9owledge that,youpg children.do not
possess.

They rely heavily on verbal and visual shortcuts that are

t
tt,

36

Id:, pp. 2-7.

tt

*-

incomprehensible to young children.37

Dor instance, the inferences

required to understand motivations, relationships among characters,
or time sequences idflashbacks.are Often beyond the capacities of

mnalrchildren.

Children must also develop an ability to distinguish

between reality and fantasy in order to understand that a telensipn
`

program is fiction and not real life.
understanding of plots

Research indicates that an

characters, and audio-visual techniques

develops gradually over the elementary-school years.

Children as old

as eight cc nine haNie difficulty understanding information adults

oonsidqr essential.

Eleven-year-olds understand most television

oontent, but still understand less than teen-agers.

38

Children's

poor cumpiehepsion of television appears to.occur in part because
typical television episodes do not adequately present the vipual or
verbal cues th!) younger children require*.
Young '(-..lhildren also have difficulty understanding the

programffing structure of television, in particular the differepce
between programs and advertisements.

Evidence exists that between

the ages of five and eight years children learn that advertising i6
qualitatively different from programming and serves a different

37

Id., 6p. 23-37.

38

Id., pp.

29
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purpose.

39

Awareness of the distinction between programming and

advertising sproceeds from simpae perceptual discriMination

(recognition of a commercial) throUgh recognition and articulation of
e

perceptual differences (such4as "a oommercial'is shorter than a
program") to a more sophisticated understhnding df differences in
purpose between.programming and advertising.
The evidenoe'cited above indicates that to be fully
understood programming for'children must take account of the
.differences among- children of different ages in attention processes,

oognitive abilities, and social experiences.

Considerable evidence

indicates-that preschool and school-age chilociren at least must be

treated sepaKately.40

Although entertainment programming attracts

and is suitable for a general children'slaudience, educational /
44

programming.must be aimed at specific age groups, since to be fully
effective it must-be based on and must add to the knowledge and
skills the children already have.
Advertiser-Supported 'Broadcasting for Children

The television programming broadcaSters actually provide

9

id., pp. 38-42.

40

Id., p. 51. The Commission reached the same conclusion in its
1974.Policy Statement based in part on two days of oral arguments
'presented En 1972. Federal Cammunicatins Commission, Docket NO.
.19142,1?ublic Panel Discussicn of Cb4.dren's TelevisiOn
Programming, October 2, 1972, pp. 100402.

30

41.
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for children depends largely on the incentives created by the
advertiser-supported broadcasting system. 41

Most programming is

financed directly by broadcasters' advertising revenues and only
indirectly by viewers through the-purchase of advertised

4

4

4

9

'1V

41

Very few broadcasting systems have D011owed our model of
uommerciallypported broadcasting. Many European broadcasting
k/stems are,:governmerit owned and financed through general revenues
or.mechintsws such as an apnual tax on each television set. Some
o9ahtries'permit limited.*ounts of advertising on their
broadcastimgestqms and others have created additional,
privately-oWhed am] oommerCially-funded systems modeled in part on
oUr lystem. The strueture.and financing of a broadcasting system
significantly affects the programming and the advertising,.if any,
For a mote complete discussion of these
that is broaa,Cast.
issues, see Smith, VOluie i.
,

4
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products.42

Since advertising revenues deftend on the size of the

audience, the,broadcaster will have an incentive to try to attract
the largest,possible,number of viewers to a program.

The choice of

what programs to offer and how much to spend on programming Will
A

cretnd on the expected effect on,the size of the audience.

Thus, for

instance, during periods of the day when the television audience is

42

The advertiser-supported system provides an effective method,
for overcoming the "public good" dilemma in television. A public
good is a good or service that can be enjoyed by one consumer
without diminishing its availability to others, and from which
non-paying consumers cannot be exclioded. Consumers under-these
oonditions have an incentive not terioay for the good but to become
«we
"free riders" on others' .urchases. A private producer would
either not produce the .4.. at all or wouldoproviie- less of it 6
than society would like since minsumers of the good probably would
not pay for it. As a consequence most public goods, such as
national defeftse, lighthouses, and dams, are provided.by the
goVernment. In the case of television, advertisers' willingness
to support programming as 4 vehicle for attracting viewers
eliminates the need forthe government to provide broadcasting.
It thereby increases diversity of program sources and
decentralizes control over information and ideas in society.
Although certain demands for programming will not be satisfied, onthe whole,the advertiser-suported system provides progi.amming
satisfies the tastes 9f a majority of the population And that
For further elaboration
significantly improves consumer welfare.
see Duvall; VOlum7
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hlatively small, fewer resources will.be devoted to programming than
during prime time,because less advertising revee is at stake.
,profit-maximizing behavior on the

art of broadcaste

apparently succeeds in serving.the program tastes of the broadest
segment of society.

For instance, if program tasted are measured by

*the most popular movies, books, and magazines, the 'advertiser-

suPported teii-Sion system appears to perform quite well.

Though

muCh repetition and duplication of program types occur, nonetheless
television offers fare that is quite similar bo what the majority of
people are willing bo buy directly.
In the case of children's programming, however, the
incentives generated by advertiser support may not result in the
presentation of the amountrand type of programs that parents would be
willing,bo buy Bar their children.

A majdr rea4on is that children

constitute a small and dedlining pbrtion of the audience.

Their

numbers place them at a particular disadv.antage when they are divided

into Preschool and school age groups for purposes of educational
programming.

In 1972 children aged two thvough twelve made up20
Iri#IN

.percent of the.population;-by 1978 they had fallen to 17 per6ent ot
e
the population.' The botal number t'f children in this age ginoup had

30 -

fallen by nearly five million over the six-year period.

43

Both

industry and Census Bureau forecasts predict a continued decline in
the numbers of both preschool and school age children over the next
few xsars.44

t.

.While children will watch many adult ptograms, adults are
unlikely to watch qpy but exceptionally well produced children's
.

,

.

.

programs.
,

Programming for children thus may drive away the adult
.

,

viewers mo'st advertisers prefer.

-1

Children also have lesS influence than other family members
on decisions to buy advertised products.

45

pi dvertisers of children's

products must appeal indirectly to the parents by directing their

mamercial message to the child

who in turn must convince the

parents to purchase advertised products.

Even if this indirect

strategy is successful the payoff is small, since only a,small
porilon of a household's income, is spent on goods that interest

43

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,,Current
Population Reports Series P-25 Nos. 721 and 800.

\\,

Nielsen, p. 1. 'Although census figures show a somewhat larger
population.in each age category than tHe Nielsen data, the same
44

'downward trend appears. See U.S. Department of Commerce, Blireau
of the Census, Population Estimates and Projections: 19781 p.l.

1

45

U.S., National Science Fdi.indation, Research on.the Effects of
Television Advertising on Children: A Review of the Literature and
Recommendations for Puture Research, p. 148.
6

34
1
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children.6

Preschoolers in particular have no money of their own

and are less likely than older childrOn to influence their parents'
purchases.

Broadcasters can expect gteater advertising revenues, and

profits, frOM prpgramming for adults than from programming for
school-age children, and can expect even less from programming for
47

preschool children.

The incentives to broadcast for children appear to vary
-

with the size ofithe local market.

Where the market is.too small to

support more than two or three'outlets, broadcasters try to appeal to
the largest possible number of adults.

Where therg,are many outlets

in the market,,it may be Mpre profitable for some stations to.program

46

In the Federal Trade Commission' proceeding on children's
advertising the presiding officer found that "only a few products,
principallY heavily sugared foods, boys, and the main items of
fast-food chains appear in oommercials,specifically designed fot
and directed at dhildren." Presiding Cfficer's Order No. 78:
Cettification to the Commission of Recommended Disputed Issues of
Pact, in TRR No. 215-60, In the Matter of Children's Advertising,
43 Fed. Reg. 17967(1978) at 18.

Another failing of the advertiser-supported system is its
inability by take account of strong.preferences. Iihile in other
markets oonsumers can demonstrate their'intensity of preference by
their dollar votes, broadcaSting only registers one vote per
viewer since advertisers are interested oply in the presence cc
absence of viewers.' Tb the %extent that families cannot
demonstrate the intensity cf their demand thr dhildreh's
programming, the market will fail to provide it'in adequate
'
amounts.
47

- 32 11,
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for the tastes of smaller groups than to coMpete for and further
divide the middle-ground adult audience.48
In practice, in the smaller markets all advertisersuppprted stations are network affiliated.

They present, for the

most part, praTrauning designed by the networks to draw the largest
national audlnce.

Larger markets contain large enough groups with

specialized tastes to suppoft independent stations who compete
through counterprogramming, leaving the Majority audience to the
networks and directing`their programming to the audiences the
networks miss.

Thus the,tastes of relatively small groups, including

children and ethnic minorities, tend to

served better in larger

markets.

Studies of the radio Market oonfirm that Specialized and
minority progrdnuning abouuds in markets with nurnerous stations.

48

For example, if children between the ages of two and twelve
make up 17 percent of a given market, and if every advertisersupported broadcaster can attract an equal share of 'the total
viewing audience, then each market must have six stations before
general enterainment programming for children will produce a
larger audience for any broadcaster than programming for the
general adult'audience. Since'advertisers and broadcasters place
greater value on one adult viewer than one child viewer, more
stations may be required before programming for Children is
economically attractive than would be necessary for an adult
audience of the,same size. The airing of some thildren's
educational programming rather than entertainment programming
alone may develop only in still larger markets.

36

4

Informational programming and programming for a wide variety of

ethnic and linguistic groups are provided by dozens of radio
stations.

As we'shall see, N7ver, the potential for diversity in

television markets at present is not comparable 'to the diversity

-

found in radio markets, in part because greater production and

distribution costs.in televisign make larger audiences necessary for
profitable operation.

Consequences for Children's Pro9ram1ing

Since advertiser support creates different incentives for

offering childreW.s programing than would be created by direct
purchase by families, we iay expect different programming to
result.

Among the effe

s we might expect are the following:

First, less ch ldren's programming will be available on

advertiser-supported stins than would otherwise be expected.
Only a few advertisers (koy hanufacturers and the like) will be
interested in,sponsoring child en's programs, and broadcasters will
find it more profitable to progr

for adult audiences who provide a

'market for a wide variety of adiiert sed prOducts.

,Broadcasters can be expect

A
to schedule children's

programming either when children are expe

ed to make up a

Ae

proportion of the televi8ion audience, or wbiA-1 theadult audience to

beJt is small.

In some cases such scheduli

will suit everyone's

preferentes; in others it will merdly place children's shows at
times, such as 6:00 a.m. , when very few adults (or chi dren) watch

37

-341

television.

Children's programming is also likely to b

pre-empted

by other more lucrative programs, either on a one-time basis or
permanently as new market opportunities arise.

4

Broadcasters will also be willing to spend relatively
little money on programming.for children, just as they are unwilling
to spend large amounts on late-night programs with small potential
audiences.

Since advertisers place little value on the child

66/

audience, the payoff for trying to increase that audience through
more expensive progrcmming will be small.

Exceptions may occur in

the rare cases when high,quality children's programs attract an adult
audience.
I

ChildreA programing will be designed to attract a broa
child audience rather than specific age subgroups, since age-spedific

programming-would further divide an already mall audience.

Whatever

age-specific programming occurs will probably be addressed to the
school age audience, since it is larger than the preschool audience
and since school age children are more likely to have money to spend
and to influence adults' purchasing decisions.
Children's programming will consist largely of purely
entertainment programs rather than informational or educational

programing bedause entertainment programs attract larger, less age.

specific audiences and are less expensive to produce.

The experience

of the Children's Television Wbrkshop, the producers of Sesate Street
and The ElectriC Company, show8 that the research and development
4

.3

required to create high-quality educational programming is time-

Production oosts for quality educational

consuming and expensive.49

programming are .also very high.50
,

Independent stations will probably provide more programming
.

t

for children and schedule it at more diverse.times than network
affiliates do.

We expect this result because, as noted above,

independent'stations follow a strategy of programning for specialized
audiences missed by the network affiliates.

Since independents exist

primarily in markets large enough to.supiSort other qations in
addition bo thr4Shetwork affiliates, we expect children't
programming to- be, nost prevalent in the largest markets.
Patterns off' Programming for Children

Examination of licensees' broadcasting practices bears out
our expectations concerning television progrdnuning for chirren.

A

study of the amount and scheduling of children's television programs
in a sample of fifty-two markets, commissioned to examine
broadcasters' compliance with the 1934 Policy Statement, shows that
the total quantity of progrAmming for children is small.

Cnly 8

49. Between 10 and 15 percent of CTW's inttial two-year budget of
$8 million was allocated for research. perald Lesser, Children
'and Television: Lessons fram Sesame Street *(New York: Random
House, 1974), p. 132. Less research is necessary after the startup costs of program creation ,and production'have passed.

50

ABC'scAfter-School speciagare esthmated to cost about

$250,000 per show... Rudick, VoTume V, p. 19.
f

4
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,pevent of all prograMming.by network Affiliates and 11 percept of

pitgramming by indeptndent stations is devoted bpchildAn (assumingq
a nineteen-hour broadcasting day).. The total hours per week of
.01

'children's programs increased by 7 percent between 1973-74 and-1977,-

78f but despite the 1974 Policy'Statement the time devoted to
,

childien's :programs by network affiliates remairied constant,

The

,

increase in childisn's programming was Atirely due bo a 36 pernt
incrgAse in Indetendent,stations'.programMing for children,51

Broadcasters tend.to schedule children's programs at hours
when4more desirable viewers ard unavailable.. An'analysis of
composite.NORksprogramming for the 1973.-74 season and tile 1977-78
!XillO

f

season indkCates'that
in both seasons network childlen's programs
IWereimost frequently gtheduled be6,sieèn'sign-lon and 9:00 a.m.52

Independent' stationb Scheduled,children's programs with most

frequency betven,noonhand 4:30 p.m., followed by the lopriod between
sign-on and 9:00 A.m.
'of children's prog

Netwoivaffiliates scheduled over'6p percent
big weekends,-presenting very little on
/---

0

weekdays, Indeplendents

on the other hand, scheduled only 12 percent

of children's programs on weekends.

44

51

For a dgplete discussion of the amount of time devoted to
.children's programs, see Abel, Wlume^IV.
52;

For, further analysis of scheduling practioes, see Volume,II.

4
A
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The scheduli,ng patterns of the network:caffiliates serve
11

children poorly, because they fail bo reflect children's viewing

paterns.

Saturday morning, when networks air the bulk of their

children's program schedule, represents only 8 percent of children's
total weekly viewing.

Preschool and schood-age children do 44 and 58

percent, reSpectively,,of their weekly television N-iiewing after 4:30

p.m. when almost no)chirdren's programs are shbwn.53

As a result,

childrewspend more hours per day watching adult Programs than
'

children's programs.

In 1977 the children's program with the highest

chilokviewership, the S000by Doo-Dynomutt Show, was seen by only half
'as many children as Happy Days, an aduli pcbgram.54
.*

e-

Pre-emption of Children's shows by adult programs occurs

frequently.

16 informal discubsion, programmers have cited frequent
*

Tre-emptions ibf children's prograMs in the pacific time' zone by

sports events that appeal bo a broader audience. The children's
programs that usels to appear on Sunday mornings have largely been

displaced by religious programs that broadcasters are paid to
present.

53

Some prig4ammers have expressednconcern that Saturday

Nielsen, p. 5,
e."

54

Arbitron Television, Children's Share of Tbtal Audience fay,
Top Fifty Programs Ranked by Number of Children ahd Percentage of
,Children (February 1977).
.,
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a

morning children's programs may in the'future be displaced with
increasing frequency by progrwuming that attracts a more-desirable
audience for a4ertisers.
An inc'reTing percentage of children's ,programing derived
fram syndicated sources, much of which is relatively inexpensive off.

network Matetial, between 1973-74 and 1977-78 indicates an unwilling=

ness to devote more than minimal resources to children's programr
ming.

Progranning'fram syndicated sources increased by 36 percentvto

make u0 41 percent of all program thne for children.

At the same

time, network-originated programming decreased by 5 percent.55
Indepdndent stations have increased the amount of children's
programming by showing more syndicated material; network-affiliated
stations have suhlstithted syndicated for network-originated
progkams.

The syndicated shows oonsist largyely'of reruns of nekwork

programs--in,l978, 41 percent were former,network progriems--and many

of them were originally prod ced for adults but are considered to
appeal to children.% A consequence has been.a decline in' the amount
of original material on the air for children.
Broadcasters air vpry little educational or age-specific
programming for children:

A staff study of stations in fifty-two

55

Abel, Volume iV, pp. 12-14.

56

Unpublished'data collected by Abel.
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markets showed that in 1977-78 stations aired an average of 2,6 hours
per week of instructional programs for children.57

CBS' Captain!

Kangaroo is the.only available network preschool educational
program.

A study conducted by Romper Roam Enterprises Tund that

independeQt stations provade considerably .more preschool

instructional programming1than network affiliates.58
In most of the respect6 noted above, independent stationb

appear to serve children better'thamnetwork affiliates.

They

prdvide more ixogramming for children, they schedule it at more
varied hours, and same oanmentators suggest that they are more likely
to provide preschool educational progrdmming. 59

Independent stations

in the top fifty markets were also entirely responsible for the
increase,in-time per station devoted to programming for children
between 1973-74 and 1977-78.

Wt should note

however, that networks

57

This does not include local programs or short educational
inserts search as Schoolhouse Rock. See Fontes, Volume III.

58

A recentsurvey of preschool educational progranuning conducted
by Romper Roam Enterprises show that Captain Kangaroo is aired 1
for one hour each weekday, on virtually all CBS affiliates in the
top fifty markets. NBC offers one instructional program-bn
weekends for school-age children; ABC has two. All three net4forks
in addition provide same short educational segments for school-pge
children, such as Metric Marvels, In the News, and Schoolhouse
Rock, but these never total more than twenty-four minutes per
".
week. Cammenis of Romper Room Enterprises Docket No.'19142 pp.
17-19, submitted February 12, 1979.

59

_)

2
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4.

remain the source of almost all new children's programming, with the
exception of a small amount of first-run syndicated programming.
Evidence collected in the compliance study indicates that

the very largest markets provide most children's promoing.

In Los

Angeles, for instance, which has thirteen advertiser-supported
stations, nearly 150 hours per week of children's programming are
available.

TWo independent stations that spegralize in children's

programs broadcast over/40 percent of the total.

While' we have no

direct evidence, we may note that the increase in children's
programming since 1973 may be associated with an ihcrease in the
number of stations per market.
top 50 markets.

The increase occurred entirely in the

Of the markets sampled in this group in the

compliance study the largest three had acquired four .new stations

among them between 1973 and 1979.60

Programing for children appears to be most available in
marAts containing independent stations, most of which are large
cities.

This pattern suggests that increasing the number of .outlets

in smaller mirkets holds considerable pramise of inCreasing the
amount of television programming available for children.
6
S.

60

Television Factbook, Statibns Vblume, No. 48, (Washingtcn:
Television Digest,* Inc., 1979) and unpublished data collected by
Abel.
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*

Demand for Children%s Programming

t,

We have peen that the small numbers of children and their
lack of purchasing power make them a poor audience for adirertisers
and provide broadcasters with very little incent,ive to program for

them,-particularly in markets with few stationp..0We have also seen
that broadcasters respond to ti-iese incentWes and give very low
priority, to children's programming, especially educational

programming, which constituted the CaMmission'5 major programming
concern.

Recent evidence from cable television indicates that
parents in fact demand and are willing to buy more educationa'l

programming for their children than the advertiser-supported stations
present.

able program packages

In the last year three different

including much material for children have been initiated.
.

Hame'Box

0.

Office's Take 2, a pay channel consisting of-general family
entertainment, offers "Merry-Go-Round", a series of programs for
children, and a great deal of other programming suitable for
children.

U.A-Columbia Cablevision's Calliope provides,an hour of

shorts,for children, many of them award-winning,\,three days a week.

Nickelodeon, produced by Warner Cable, provides an entire channel of
programs for children, soMe aimed at each age group and much ct it
educational.

For preschool children Nickelodeon offers 125 hours of

varied violence-fiee material with no advertising.

For older

,

children it has Encyclopedia Britannica films and other children's
A

documentary films, in addition to old movies and read-along "video
comic boOks."

For teenagers Nickelodeon provides "America goes

Banarlaz," with disco music and rap sessions on teenage topics.

Cable'

'television thus appears to provide a larger quantity and wider

variety of children's programs than are available on ommercial
I

television.61

Take 2 is a for-pay channel; Calliope and Nickelodeon are
offered to cable systems for a small fee.per cable-system

Subs7iber.

Both Calliope and Nickelodeon have been taken by a

number of cable systems, some having only twelve channels, indicating
considerable belief in demand for children's television.

Cable

systems and program packagers clearly would not offer such programs.
if they did not expect demand for them to be great enough to increase
the cable systems' profits.

Gonclusions

Television has great potential value to children 4pth as a
source Of information about the world and as a medium for teaching.
specific skills.

But the demographic and cognitive characteristics

of the child audience in combinatibn with the economic incentives
created by the advertiser-supported i)roadcasting system, result in

61

See Budick, Vblume V Appendix C.
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the failure of the market to provide a socially optimal level
type of televisiOn programming for children.
In a free-enterprise economy, producers will setve soci&tal
i

goals only if consumers can directly express
through purchases in the marketplace.

eir preferences

,

Sina64avertisers rather than

viewev'pay for television programming, broadqasters program to

maximizehe adult audience rather than to serve the'needs of smaller
groups, particularly those likely to have little effect on product
sales.

The limited number of broadcasting Outlets in vittually every.

market places donstraints upon the opportunities for program
aiversity and prevents the development of programning to meet strong
preferences of small audiences.

While s

nts of the population are

well served by the broadcasting system, ttlie children's market is

damatically underserved.

We believe that there is oon8iderab1e

.11

demand for and benefit to society from age-sp7cific educational
programming, but that this demand goes unfulfilled and the benefit
gce's unrealizeddue bo children's limited appeal to the advertiser
and the limited number of broadcast outlets.

In short, we believe

14at what economists call a market failure exists in children's
television programming.
In the context of this 'analysis, it is clear that the

market incentives.of the broadcasting industry as it is structured

today.run counter to the policY guidelines and expectons that the

47
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Canmission create:3 in its 1974 Policy 4atement. Wthout some chan4e
in the broadcast market only limited changes can be expected either
in the availability and scheduling pf nonentertainment and agespecific children's programs or in the overall amount of programming
available to children. "Yet we believe that the responsibility of
licenseeS to program for all segments of the audience remains
undiminished; it,is our view that this specificimarket failure'
provides an instance in which government intervention may yield
significant returns to society.

p.

4

4,

k

I.

GLIAPTER FOUR

POLICY OPTIONS FOR CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMING
The preceding liscussiQn )provides evidence that the

existing market supplies less television for children, and in
particular less educational and instructional p'rogrcumning, than

society would like and would be willing to pay for.

Several policy

options are available to alleviate this market failure. Same of
4
these opt4ons would-alter the incentives for provision of children's
programming on the existing advertiser-supported television system;
other options would look beyond that system to fine other techniques
,e

for providing quality video fare for children. :Ibis chapter
discusses the advantages and disadvantages of options of both kinds.
Options that Affect the Advertiser-Supported Broadcasting System
VOluntary_programming guidelines.

The establiShment of

more specific, but still voluntary, program guidelines oonstitutes
the mildest form oif government intervention that might be usea to

improve children's programtng.

It imposes few costs:

the

administrative burden is small and, because the guidelines are not
mandatory, no restrictions are imposed on the industry that wduld
result in inefficient or economically harmful behavior.

On the other

hand, benefits are also likely to be small, sirl the industry has no

incXtive beyond avoiding unfavorable publicity, among the public at
large and at the MC, to alter its practices in a positive direction.

vo-
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4

Our study of the broadcastin6 industry's compliance with
the 1974 Policy Statement demonstrates/the ineffectiveness of
voluntary guidelines for children's programming.

Continued reliance

on voluntary industry action is unlikely to have.any significant
effect on children's television pirogramming.

Specific programming rules.

A stronger alternative is

mandatory rules .concerning the amount, type, and scheduling of
children's programs.

Such rules might require broadcasters to

present a minimum number of hours of programming fortchildren and

might require that it be scheduled in a time period when children
would be likely to watch it.

While mandatory rules might require

educational rather than purely entertapment programmingfurther
specification of program content would probably exceed the FCC's
statutory and oonstitutional authority.62
The benefit to children from mandatory rules will delipend in
part upon bow the rules affect the advertising revenues of
broadcasters.

A programing rule that required broadcasters to

, devote a minimum amount of time to children's programs in many cases
.

will increase the total quantity of children's programming.

But the

Fed

size of the child audierice will probably.have relatis;ely little

effect on advertising revenues, and consequently broadcasters will be
c,-

62

For discussion of the legal ipsues, sde the Appendix.

,
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unlikely to allocate more than minimal resources to FCC-7;mandated

programs.

Only if the size of child audiences increases greatly with
111"

'additional expenditures on mandated programming, or if high-quality

children's programming also draws adult audiences,'or if the programs
can be produced relatively ineXpensively, will broadcasters be likely
to ptesentjpigh-quality educational programming.

Broadcasters will

be leSs likely to devote resourdes to children's programs if they are

allowed to present them during graveyard hours when the audience will
ix

small.

Broadcasters will also probably comply with the letter
rather than the spirit of the rules and offer programming with as
. much entertainment and as little educational value as possible if
1/4

audience size is highly responsilk &co entertainment characteristics.

We can,,expect major"'changes in broadcaster behavior only

if broadcasters' incentives change due to an alteration ofkhe
overall structure\of the industry.
Increasing the number of broadcast outlets.

As we have.

seen, thetendency of ivoaddast stations to program for the lowest
common denoTinator of audience tastes diminishes as the number of
stations in a market increases. 63

If, for example, in a market with

.

.

63

,

See for example In the Matter of Relaxation of Regulations
Governing Radio Stations in Selected Large Markets with Respect to
Ascertainment of Copmunity Programs, Non-Entertainment
Programmir5, and Commercial Practi?es, FCC 79-214%

51

A

four broadcast stations, 30 percent of the total audiedce prefers a
specialized program to 'routine entertainment fare, it will be

advantageous for one of the four stations to present the specializZd

programs, since ityill then achieve a 30 percent market share rather
than the 25 percent share it would capture through duplicate
programmirt.

Actions that allow more stations to enter and operate

successfully within given markets can thus be expected,to increase
the diversity of available programming.
Since children frequently constitute a sUbstantial portion
ofible viewing audience, particularly during non-prime-time hours,
same stations i,Ty large markets can prof0Ably direct progranming

toward Children.

EVidence oollected in the compliance studies shows

0

that chilaren's programing is more available in the top fifty marketp
than in the rest of the country, and is provided most frequently in
the very largest markets.

Independent stations, most of which are

located in the bop fifty markets, offer children's programs almost 50

percent more frequentlythan do network affiliates."

Independent

stations also schedule children's imogramming at times other than

Saturday morning more often than network affiliates.

Clearly the

behavior of the independents attests to the demand for more
children's programming than is provided by the networks, and to the
profitability of supplying it in large markets.

64

See Abel, Volume TV, pp. 17, 20.

52
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,\ The behavior of radio stations, which offer a multiplicity

of programs for ethnic andlinguistic minorities and other
specialized groups, provides further evidence of the likelihme-of
increased diversity in markets with many outlets.65
broad

g

Television

however, faces economic and technological constraints

t prevent it, at least inthe near term, from achieving the
proliferation of outlets found in i.adio.
A major economic constraint on the number of television

sttions appears to be"the cost of,producing and distributing
programs.

Because these,costs.are higher than in radio, television

stations require larger audiences than radio stations for profitable
It
operation.
Local.radio stations can easily produce-programs. of equal
4

quality bo network offerings.

Docal stations are'particularly

proficient in providing music, the backbohe of math programming.

By

contrast, local television stations cannot afford the talent and
ovethead required bo produce the kind of programming offered by the
networks, which draw revenues fram a.nationarl audience.
television stations oom

65

Indppendent

e in offering entertainment and dramatic

For much more detail about the radio medium boday'see In the
Matter of Relaxation of_Regulations Governing Radio Stations in
Selected Large Markets with Respect to Ascertainmentof Community
Programs., Non7Entertainment Programming, and Commercial Practices,
FCC 79-219.

4
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fate primarilyjthrough purchase of syndicatyd former ne4fork series
and old movies, which are less 4xpeilsiVe to.produce than new
0

program's.

In ra.dio broadcasting methods of distribution that, are mach

cheaper than network distribution are aNiailable:

tapes are very inexpensive to p
(

Recordsond aural

uce and can be duplicated Bbr

$

distribution directly'to radio stations more cheaply than the same
prOdramming can be fed'across a network of telephone connections.

Only when the nature of the radio prograbning requires timely
N.*

delivery to station4, as is the case with hews and live sports, does
radio networking be.came c9st-effective.

,s

In television, however,'

particularly if a large group of stations is involved, networking

1110

4

still'Constitutes the least-cost prograA distribution method.

Technological constraints also prevent televisionlrom
.3, providing as many outlets per market as radio.

Given present

Commission rules to prevent frequency interference, no more of thy

VHF spectrum is available for new stations in any but the smallest
"markets.

UHF signals are not yet comparable in quality to VHF, but

even SQ UHF:allocations are fully assigned in sowe'markets.

As a consequence of the higheriCosts of production and
slistribution of programming, and of the limits on the, number of
outlets, television remains largely a ,riational medium while radio has

beccme primarily local in its orientation.

In 1976, 74 percent of

advertising on radio was of local origin, while in 1978 only 25

q.

1

-517

rf+

_,

4.

qi

percent of television advertising was local.

66

While network

programming is available to 'a radio network affiliate less than 20
A
0
4
percent of the broadcaSt day, a television affiliate has network

programking available, on the average, 64 percent of the broadcast
day.67.

e

be ide

Radio signals received frail distant markets are unlikely to
qt)
,
ical to programming on the local station, while distant.

television signals, particularly network signals, are 4eTy likely to
be precisely the same.. Television progrdniming and advertising
largely aim for nationalmlmass markets and give little weight to
0

Or

I,

tastes Of relatOely small groups.
Technological changes intprogram*distritiution methods ahd
4

interference 'protection lechniqueS .n6y reduce the dependence of,
4

teleVision stations on the networks.

In.the future'low-cost

\
disc ystems may offer a cheaper method of program delivery:both to

broadwt stationp and to home viewers.
o

Whether video discs'become

-

the method of.future program delivery depends lip part upon hoW their

oo8ts oompare with the least costly method of networking, which seems

66

Data are from Broadcasting, July,30, 1979, p.. 40 and The Mass
Media: Aspen Institute'Guide-to the Cammunidations Industry
Trends, (Praeger, 1978),'p. 129.
4

67

Data for,television are from thb ABC submission in Docket
21049 for all three networks for March, 1977. Data for radio are
based on submissions in Docket 20721 for'CBS, NBC and.ABC. Data
for both-radio and television are based on a 140-hour-broadcast
week.
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likely in future to be by satellite.

If video discs become the

least-cost method of program distribution to stations,.local stations
will be akille to offer current programming at lower cost.

The

diversity of broadcast progragfing will be likely to increase
*

greatly/ and the national character of television will diminish.
The.effective number of stations in a market may be
increased by technical iMprovements making UHF signals more
comparable to VHF.

More experience with interference protection

techniques may also, make it possible to increase the number of VHF

stations.' Cable television offers amadditional possibility for
expansion in the number of channels and the variety of programning
available.

Actionslpy the FCC that encourage additional signals ina.

market by any of these means will increase the probability of a large
*
quantity aid variety of children's programming.
None of these alternative methods of,program distribution
and transmission will alter the much higher oosts of producing

television programming than radio programing.

These production.-

costs are likely tirD limit.any movement of television boward becaming

as local a medium as radio.
Government funding.

Within the advertiser-supported

broadcasting system, one of thefew alternatives thatt shows promise

of in:toying the quality, as well as the,quantity, of children's
programming ig\reducing the cost of such programming bo the

A

.

\,
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broadcaster. 68

0

Government funding of the production of educational

programs, which oould be made available for advertiser-supported
station use, would lower the oost to the broadcaster of airing
quality fare.

Broadcasters wuld then be able to show the programk

at a profit to smaller audiences.

Government moneys have finanoed a large number of
educational programs for children.

J

These have been made available

primarilSr on public television.and only bo a lesser extent on
commercial television.69

No unified poi. iqy exists at the federal

68
et,

'gh-quality
educational programming can be expensive'to
Hi
produce. The initial two-year budget for the research,
development and produtflon of Sesame Street was $8 million.
Gerald Lesser, Children and Television: Lessons from Sesame
Street, (New York: Random House, 1974), p. 132.
69

Because of poncerns about federal oontrol of program content,
most federal funding is stpuctured so that the funding agency has
noqeditorial authority civer the program.
pn- fact, PBS
underwriting guidelines prohibit direct government intervention in
program content on public television.

ri 7
9
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hevel to assure long-term, continued funding of children's television
pirograms.

Instead, each agency determines independently whether its

goals will be enhanced by the use and support of television. 70
Government Support has occurred as both one-time and on-

going funding commitments. ,Cne-time conmitments have been made by

diverse agendies such as the National Science Found4ion, the
National Endowment for the Arts, and HEW's Bureau of the
Handicapped.

The largest of the one-time oommitments is a $3.5

million grant from the National Science Foundation to Children's

Television Workshop (CTW) for% science series.
On-going fundinig has provided the bulk Of governmental

suppo\t for children's television and has 'come primarily from HEW's

Office of,Educatiw (OE).

OE has funded children's.prograwning
A

through the Special Projects Act (formerly the Cooperative Research
Act), and the Emergency SChool Aid Act (ESAA).
The Special Projects Act has provideld funding for CTW,
producers ci Sesame Street and Ihe Electric Ccuipany.

70

Sin& 1969 CIW

Legislation has recently been introduced in the Senate that
would create a National Endowment for eflildren's.Television to
provide support for production of children's programs of, artistic
ngress., Senate, A Bill to
or educational significance. :U.S.
Improve thexeity of Children's L ves Through the Creation of a
ent for Children's_11. evision, S. 1823, 96th
National E
N.,
Congress, 1st sess., 197.9.
lip

has received approximately $431mi11ion from ehis source.71
Whe Smergency School Aid Act provides funds for the
development and production of children's programs, for in-home use to
TVV

<help overcame educational handicaps and relieve segregation and
minority-grow, isolation.
funds for children's

ESAA provides the largest single source of

elevision.

Since its,establishment in 1972

over $52 million has been spent on seventeenocampleted series and
eleven currently in production.72

For Fiscal Year 1980, OE has

allocated almost $10 million in additional funds.

f

Viewership of ESAA prOgrams, however, remains limited.

PBS

stations have been the primary users of ESAA programs, and only onethird of them carry any ESAA .Programs distributed byPBS.

To promote
t

broadcasting of ESAA programs by advertiser-supported stations, OE
has felt the nee0 to establish a syndication organization, Television
for All Children (TVAC).

The limited carriage of ESAA programs by public and
advertiser-supported stations may result from controversial themes

and uneven technical quality.73

Squally important, Rowever, may be

the clause, in the Act that prohibits programs produced under the .Act

71

See Rudick, Volume V, pp. 29-30.

72

See Id., Appendix B for a list of ESAA funded programs.

13

,For more detail see Rudick, Volume Vrwp. 32.

frcm being "transmitted under commercial sponsorship."74

A

brbadcaster who wants-to air an ESAA-funded children's program can
receive the program free from HEW but must forego any oppprtunity to
sell advertising.with it.

htatever profits he might have made with

other prograuuning will be lost.

If the Act were amended to remove or reduce the ban on
advertising, many stations might find the profitability of comMercial
programs relative.to ESAA-funded programs altered. in favOr of the
ESAA programs.

Me restriction on commercial kponsorsh* was enacted

to prevent excessive public subsidies for advertiser-supported
broadcasters.

But several alternative ways of lhniting that subsidy,

including limiting the allowable nunber.of ccmmercial spots

'Or

iring advertisements to be matched by public service
ouncements on bopics appropriate Dor children, might still lhnit
th

extent of the public sub6idy,yet encourage wider use of the

programs.
/*

Over time the federal comillitmlit to children's broadcasting
-changes a's the priorities of the agencies and, indeed, as national

prArities change.

For example,' in recent years funding for CTW has

been oonsiderably reduced.

Changes are being .planned in ESAA
*

regulations that would, among other things, place emphasis On

74

Emergency School Aid Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 89-10, Title VI,
S 611, asadded Pub. L. No. 95-561, Title VI, S 601 (a),
Nov. 1, 1978, 92 Stat, 2264; 20 U.S.C.A. S 3201 (a)(2).
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in-sChool use and thus reduce the amount of progranoting available for
at-home use on public or ,oanmercial television.

While a strong

oammitment to children's prograwninj,hasbeen present during the past
decade, these changes illustrate Chat no unified poliCy exists within
the federal government to assure the continued development of
educational programs for children.
2ptions, that Involve Alternatives to the Advertiser-Supported System

Advertiser-supported broadcasting may not satisfy viewers'
demands .for diverse progranning even with an unlimited number of

outlets and with subsidies for program production.

Wt have

previously seen that advettisers are only interested in audiences
that are likely bo buy their products, that for a given audience size
broadcastokrs will choose cheap procircuiuning over expensive

programming, and that given° the cost of programming broadcasters 'will

reach larger rather than smafler audiences.
lose out o

Children will

all °punts. Original educational children's programming pi'

is expensive to produce, and advertiser-supported broadFasters may
not offer it voluntarily with any frequency.

lob

So we must also look to

alternative delivery systems, including public broadcasting and
--J

direct pay systems, to provide the type of children's programming
currently in.short. supply.

Public broadcasting.

The public broadcastilpg systémr- both

at,

radio and television--was created to provide higher quality

GJ
p
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programming than was available frcm ccmmercial broadca6ters.

7 5

CongregS stated that one of its' functions was

to encourage non-ommeroial educational_kadio and
television broadcast programing that will be responsive to the
interests of people both in particular localities and throughout
the United States, and which will constitute an expression of
,

diversity and excellence. 76
4

75

The Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) was created by
Congress to provide system leadership, programming respOnsibility,
(although CPB does notitself do production) and financial
acoountability. CPB is responsible for directing federal funds to
local stations in the form of'unrestricted community service,
In addition, it has a limited programming budget that can
grants.
f
be used to finance national programming.
'Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) is responsible for station
interconnection and distribution of national programming.- Local
stations, currently'280, are the core of the system and are
responsible for the production of programming that is distributed
by PBS to other member stations in the system. Statin, pool
their programming budgets inthe Station Program C - ra ive (SPC)
and vote, by a complex mechanism, on which(programs they will
provide with financial support and will therefore have the right
to air.

,

-

An additional oomponent of the public television system is
the regional networks. They were created to permit statiOns in a
geographic area to acquire, Piloduce, and distribute instructional
material or programs of regional interest.
National Public Radio (NPR) was created in 1970 by IPB to
interconnect public radio stations. Unlike P S, NPR is empowered
NPR stations
to produce as well. as distribute programming
receive annual grantspfrom CPB for programmi g, interconnection
and other activities as well as funds from their sponsoring
organizations (predominantly educational institutions) and frOm*
the listening audience.
76 , Public Broadcasting Act of 1967, S 369(a)(4), P.L. 90-129, 81,

stat.'365, (1967).

<,

,

.)

In the past public television has provided children's
pi.ograms of tbe., highest caliber'77t, During the last decade, pWolic
,

television's childrenys lineupMr. Rogers' Neighborhood, Sesame
Street, Zoom and The Electric Campany--has exploited entertainment
lormats to produce OUtstanding educational programs.

Children's

programs in fact deserve much of the credit for the excellent
reputation of public television programming.
Recently, however, velly little new Children's programming

'has been produced for public television either for preschoolers or
older children.

The,programs on which public television made its It

reputation were all created five to ten years ago, and most of the
material shown now oonsists of reruns of these programs.
Responsibility for the limited new production of children's
00
programs may lie with the funding structure of public broadcasting.
4

Funds fcr public broadcasting come.fram a wide Variety of sources,

including government, oorporations, foundations, univerl6ies

77

school

This discussion focuses solely on public television.
Non- commercial radio, still in its infancy, has made no concerted
effort to date bo reach the child audience. For. a discussion of
National Public Radio see Rudick, Volume \/, pp. 48-55.
111/1

63

.

.4
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boards, and.private individuals.

78

While the diversity of funding

$.

sources,to some extent protects p4olic broadcasting's editorial

intevity and independence, the system remains sensitive to the
ihterests of those larger and more affluent groups that provide
public broadcasting with its financial support.79

Most of these

funding.crganizations currently appear to have little incentive to
support children's pro4rams.

Foundations such as the Ford Foundation and 016 Markle
Foundation have contributed several million dollars for PBS
NO

.

children's programs'in the past but by 1978 provided only $300,000.
In some cases the foundation intended only to help establish high.

quality children's,programming and then to pass on responsibility to
ti

other organizations/

In other cases reduced support may reflect

lessened na tional ooncern for children from disadvantaged racial and

ethnic groups, who were be4leved to receive particular benefit from

78

In 1477, of the $482 mi1lion total income of the public
broadcasting system only about $100 million was fully
discretionary. Qf the $67 million of funding for the National
Television Program Service, federal agencies provided 29 percent,
corporations 22 percent, foundations 10 percent, local stations 22
percent, cPp 7 percent, and other sources 11 percent. Thus over
70 peroent of the funding for the 1977'schedule was provided by
sources outside th6 public broadcastin9 system. A Public Trust:
The Report of the Carnegie Commission on the Future of PUblic
Broadcasting, (New York: Bantam 'Books, 1979), pp. 103-105.

79

For a comprehensive discussion of this issue, see DJ., pp. 93-

149.
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educational programs' 80

'Thus funding from foundations, like

government funding, appears to be subject to changing priorities and
perceptions of need.

Many of the characteristics of the children's television

market that make advertisers reluctant to support children's
broadcasting also affec
television.

the' funding of children's programs oh public

The audipnce is small, 'the progrws are expensive, and

the supporting organization receives little recognition from
adults.

These limitations affect funding priorities both within and

outside the pulplic broadcasting system.

Corporate decisions to support public broadcasting often
rest on whether the support will enhance the oampany's public image
rather than whether the program has social value.

The adults that

corporations seek to impress seldom watch children's programs, so the
public-relations value of their support is largely lost.
underwr

ing children's programs is, from this 'perspective, of little

value to a corporAtion.
\

As p consequence, in Fiscal Year 1978.only

$1.8 million or 2 percent of corporations' total contributions to
public broadcasting-were for children's.pcbgramming. 81

:

Similar incentives influence the decisions of local

80

See Ndick, Volume V, pp. 20-23.

81

Id., pp. 24-25.
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stations, which have a major influence oh\what provams are produced
in, the PBS system.

PBS has no programming funds of its own, but

relies on the Station Program Cooperative (SPC),,,,.a mechanism by which-

station programming budgets are pooled qpd.stations vote for programs
Proposals for children's

that they want to purchase,and support.

programs must compete for 'funds against public affairs series,

draMatic series, and other programs designed for an adult audience.

Local stations depend on contributions from viewers B*a

\

significant portion'of their revenue.

TO receive federal 'funds,

stations must raise two dollars locally for.every4matching federal
dollar they receive.

Consequently, local stations must present

programs that will 4peal bp the affluent adUlts mo t like li to
contribute bo local fundraising efforts.

In addition, local

contributions are mape bo the station as a whole and cannot be
1%

earmarked for specific program types, 90 that viewers with strong
preferences for children's programs have DO effective means bp make
them felt.

'Thus fundraising by local stations also tends bo relegate

children bp a low-priority status.

Because the stations have limited programming budgets, they
also tend to be conservative in selecting programs, choosing those
with a proven track record and relying on reruns of oldl programs

rather than risking money on new, untested concepts.

After voting

for these expensive programs, many PBS stations cannot afford to
purchase any other new programning for children.

66

Thus the funding

mechanism.

in public broadcasting tend to,discourage innovative

program production.

In addition the success of CTW's programs has reduced the
willingness,of local stations to produce their own children's
Programs.

Local stations and producers believe that they can attract

neither the funding nor the talent to meet the standards that Sesame
Street and The Electric Company have established.

A few stations have tried to develop children's programs
locally with the expectation of distributing the program throughoui
the PBS system.

Because of the conservative voting patterns of

stations in the SPC and the lack of outside funding, however, these
efforts have generally proved unsuccessful.82

As a result, in 1976

on average under eight hours of a PBS station's annual program
schedule consisted of locally-produced children's programs.

In the

same year, CDR accounted for about.18 percent of all program hours
s,

aired on PBS.83
A,q, a oonsequence of the zlow priority given to production of

dhildren'S peograms, no major'new children'S'gOgrams have been
introduced inVo the P4S system since.1972.

The PBS children's

schedule relies heavily on the old successful programs, which_are run

8"0"

Id., PO 9.

8 .3

Id., pp. 13,-14.

ta.

7

several thnes a day and are repeated throughout the broadcast
seasoh. 84
1,

Rerunning programs may -be. justified

production costs.

At

offset' high

A new.child audience is contindally appearing, and

he youngest viewers are always seeing the.prograMs for the first
time. 'In addition, Children'like and profit.from repetition.
prog'rams become 4ated,,however, and excessive use of the 4ame
-.

material appears to result in a diminished aushence.85
/

,
.

4

,

,
A,

Children!,s programming on PBS suffers froth changing

priorities of government.and foundation underWriters.

In addition,

0.

corporaticins and local stations face a set of incentives similar to
;.,

those in the advertiser-suppofted system, whidh make the rewards for
supporting *programs depend on,their apOeal to an affluent adult

.p

6

a 4

A

audience.

Changes in the funding structure of PBS that either
..

guarantee that federal funds will be available for chiOren's
.

C.

progrdnning or at least make funding indePehdent of .programm ng

I

dbcisions must occur,before the bias toward adat programming can be

84

The AS system does have plans for some new planning for
children. CPB has recently announced a poiicy to make children's
programs a priority within the system. It has made a 9ajor
finanetal commitment to new programming.for children and has begun
planning for a major new producti6h4or oper children.
In
.addition, Children's Television Wbrkshop is developing a new
children's series on science or.eight-to-twelve-year-olds., which
is scheduled to premiere in :110. See Id.04ip. 16-18.
85

Id.4 P- 16°

-
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eliminated.

Even if the funding problems were oorrected, however,
'public television by itself could not be counted upon as the sole
\

\neans of providing for children's needs since it is not available in
\

many ccrnrnunities.

Children's progranuning on advertiser-suppOrted

sirtions still appear necessary to serve the entire child audience.
For-ppy programning options.

Ihe most serious failOgs of

the advertiser-supported broadcasting system in presenting children's
or

programming could in principle be xemedied by a system in whiCh
viewers pay tor the programs they See.
A

The fact that children are of

,

limited appeal to advertisers, but Aire high-quality age-specific
programing, w9uld not reduce the programming available to them if
their parents were able bo pay directly for the programming.
.1

Several alternative forms of viewer-paid program delivery:

are currently becoming available or will.be avai able in the near
0
$
future.
Most prevalent now is cable television
hid h offers a basic
,

seivice that makes available a large nenber,of advertiser-supported

channels and some,channels prograwed specifically for cable.

.

6.

Subscribers alsO:may have the option of paying an additional monthly
fee for one or more channels presenting material designed solely for
cable, Much of it originally produced and shown without advertising.
,

Cable television already offers three different program
packages for children, including a complete channel foe children.

TWo of the three are part of a basic cable package; the third is a

-6.6r

a

As we'noted in Chapter 3, much of the material

for -p-gy channel."

presented is quite different from that offered by the networks and
'has a.higher,educatkonal content.
*

In'additiom to Cable, subscription television (STV) offers

programming for pay broadcaqt:Over the air rather than delivered by

( cable.

Four of:the six ght stations present children's movies,

including Walt,Disney produdtions.not shown on the networks.87
Other, fundamentally-new technologies, including satelliteto-home broadcasting and,vide0 recording systems, also provide
possibilities for viewer-purchased programming.

Children provide a

nNtural market for video discs *and cassettes since they like
repetition.

They read their favorito.books and listen to records

repeatedly, and will irobably do the same with video discs and
I1

cassett9s.

Over the next five to ten years diso and cassette

Programs for children will probably consist of prOgrams from other
media adapted for video- technology.

Because Of the relatively small

children's market, original progcamning for at-home viewing will

probably develop more slowly than similar products for adult
audiences.

Cable television currently reaches about 20 percent of the

86

pp. 59-62.

.

.87

See Notice of Inquiry and Proposed lculemaking
21502. 79-
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television audience, and is not yet available in most communities.
The other delivery methods are still in their infancy.

Pay

televisiot) has nct yet affected the position of advertiser-supported'

over-the-air broadcasting as the main 9ource of.television for
children.

Thus advertiser-supported broadcasting musk cdntinue to

bear the responsibility for providing suilable programming ior
children.

Most forecastermP.expect that within a very few ylars these

pay options will revolutionize the structure of the television
'market.

When fully established,'they will provides a very large

)

choice of programming to viewers willing to buy it, pmbably,

,,

11111

progams.
including high-quality chilitOn's
.,

.

Gatirrnme nt actions that

encourage these alte*natives to advertiser-supported broadcasting

will speed the arrival of more and higher-quality programming for
children.

A pay broadcast system can serve small audiences with
At

strong and unusual preferences as the adyertiser-supported system
cannot.

The disadvantage children now suffer fruit being too small an

audience to attract the,attention of the networks should be almost
/entirely ellminated by pay television.

The pay options fail, however, to provide the potentAil

social benefits that flow from the fact tht television signals, once
broadcast, can be received by' anyone without reducing their enjoyment

by other consumers.

Those who do ndt pay for the service are

71

I.

..
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excluded fram it, even though it could be provided to them at no
4

opst.

The possibility of providing a good to additional consumers,
at no cost is often used as an argument for government provision of'
the good since private producers would insist on dharging for
'denying it to those who did not pay, and the full potenti

and

benefits

of;producing it would not be realized.
Pay televisicn would not

however, siiinifi.Intly reduce

social welfare if the total supply of programming we e not impaired
very much by Axclusion of those unwilling or unable tt pay for it.

The advertiser-supported broadcasting system does all

those who do

not pay for programming to receive it at no costAbeyo

the purdhase

of a television set) and thus provides major social ben? 'ts.
no evidence has appeared that dexielopment of a pay televi

will reduce the availability of advertiser-supported pr

So far

on system
ramming, and

most industry observers do not expect current broadcast rs to be
threatened.

'

Further, the low distribution cost of many
Commodities, e.g., newspapers, records, films, and
warranted government intervention in the market.

formational

ks, has never
an of the

press, and the attendant decentralization of control over information
and ideas in society, would be threatened by government provision of
informational commodities.

The maintenance of freedom of the press

has been viewed as outweighing a considerable loss in private

-69%Po

consumer welfare.

The private market is also more efficient than the

government in responding to oonsumer preferences as'bo type, content,
and format of information.
.Pay 'television allso fail§ to account for the gaiRs to the

rest of society from children's educational television.

Because the

gains to society from educational television exceed (and may far
0.'

exceed) the private gains tb children and their families, as measured

by their parents' willingness te pay for it, less children's
111#

programing will be produced than would be desirable, even it a
widespread pay system develops.

Government funding of'children's

proam production may provide an appropriate policy tool to

S.

enco0Fage both advertiser-supported and pay-television broadcasters
to inCreAse the apount of children's programming.

73
a
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4

CHAOTR FIVE
STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS

The Task Force haslconCluded that broadcasters hat/e, in

general,:oamplied with lie advertising guidelines but not with,the

programming guidelines established in theyolicy Statement.

Accordingly, me propose that the FCC maintai4these adveriising
guidelines and await the conclusion of pe FTC's proceeding on
children's advertisin9 before determining if any further action is
necessary.

The Federal Communications Commission has several options .
with regard to children's television progradming. 'The Commission can
(1).resCind the Policy Statement; (2) maintain the Policy Statement;
(3) randate specific programming regulations (4) and\undertake

stuctural changes that.will increase the number of outlets and the
availability of'direct payment foe prograMming.

The fourth option,

structural change, can bimplemented in conjunction with any of the
1,

v

other policy options.

,

Before we evaluate the merits of these options, we wish to
e

note certain fundamental concluAions'that mv have reached.

The
4

4

0

dt
structural changes discussed in the fourth option clearly offer to
V

4

A

"

best means of correcting tWlack of educational.and instructional..
",
.

(

the number of outlets for
.

11111

\
a
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advertiser-supported programming and widespread and unfettereddirect'
pay opportunities by cable or subscription television will probably
The far more'effective in the long run than mandatory prpgramning
rules will ever be.
We are., howdver,)recommending additional Commission action
in the fOrm of mandatory programming rules.

We see these rules as

the only short-terM solution-available bap us at thiS time.

Mandatory

programming rules, however, are at best an imperfect and temporary
measure bo provide same interim relief for the lack of educational
programping for children.

We are'also recommending that the Commission terminate this
programming requirement when the television market provides
sufficient amounts of children's edifationa1 programming.

We are

proposing that the specific standards that the Commission might use
to determine when the mandatory programming rule could be terminated
be addresSed in a'Further Notice of Inqui

We also wish to stress the importance that we attach to
actions only other governmental agencies and independent institutions
can take to provideadditional sources' of children's educational
Programming.

Since one of the.functions of public broadcasting is tO

serve interests that are not adOuately served by advertisersupported broadcasting, we recOmmend that CPB and PBS reevaluate
their priorities bb place. reater importance on programming fox"

children.,

44
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to

firv

'

q.
o'k4%

1

Congress could greatly, gisi,ist that effort by recognizing

that the present system of fund1nqublic broadcasting places t
children's programs at a disadvantage.

We recommend, therefore,.that

Congress oonsider altering the funding structure for CPB by
earmarking funds for children's programming, by allocating additional
(

matching funds bo PeS stations that air children's programs, and by
permitting viewers bo earmark stat!icn donations for children's
frograms.

We also recommend that Congress change the law that
precludes advertising from being inserted by advertiser-supported
stations inio programming funded by HEW (Offiee of Education) under
1

the Emergency School Aid Act.

That change alone, by drastically

altering the profitability of airing those programs, might produce
more dramaticresults than pt4. reommended mandatory programning
rule.

In addition, we would support additional'Congressional

\ actions, such as the creation of a national programming endowment for
'children, that would generate additional sources of educational

programming for children outside the structure of advertisersup

rted programming.

Evalu tion of

tions

The Oamnission can rescir

the Policy Statement and take no

furthet action.
it

By'so doing the Commission will accept the fact that the

evnomi

\

incentives of an advertiser-supported broadcasting system do

111/1

not support the provision of specialized programming bor small,
specialized audiences such as children.

The COmmission willi4then

have to rely on other institutions, such as public broadcasting and
federally-funded children's programs, to meet the demand for high,

quality educational and instructional progranming for children.

The

Commission may also encourage increased government expeditures for
\

children's programs.
'

While *l of these options have major contributions to make

to children's programming, our analysis leads us to believe that
: children's programming must be provided on advertiser-supported
stations if it is to be available to the entire.childpopulation.

Thus aioelieve that the Policy Statement isolated issues of
\ legitimate ooncern both to the Commission and tilD the general publi
In addressing the adequacy of 'the Policy Statement,

in

Action for Children's Television v. FCC, the Court of.Appeals upheld
the Commission's decision to undertake a cautious multi-step
regulatory approach,,stating that

I

"we see no compelling reason why the
Cammission should not be allowed to give
the industry's self-regulatory efforts a
reasonable period of time to demonstrate
that they will be successful in rectifying

77

46
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/-1

the ihadequacies of children's television&

identified in the Children's Report88

'The Court also noted, however, that "having,

oognized that a serious

4

problem exists in this area, the agenqy h

a continuing

responsibility bp do something about it should subsequent experience
demonstrate that- more. needs to be done."89

In view of the support,for the basic programming goals of
the.golicy Statement provided.hy our evaluation in this volume and
the specific directions of the Court of Appeals, we,do not reoommend
that the FCC'rescind the Policy Statement and take no further action.

The Commission can maintain the Policy Statement in its
present state.

Almost five years of experience with industry self
regulation under the POlicy Statement indicates that it has produced
-

no changes in.the programming practices of broadcAsters and has
,

falsely raised the expectations 'of interested membets of the
public.

In addition, th date petitions bo deny based on non-

compliance with the Policy Statement have been unsuccessful,
indicating that the,standards established in the Policy Statement may
4

88

Action for 00ildren's Ttlevision v. Federal Communications
Commission, 564V.2d at 480.

89

Id. at n. 40.
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,

be 630 broad as to be unenforceable."
maintenance of the status quo.

Therefore

we 8o not recommend

If, however, th

ission does not
0

agree with the staff's' assessment of,00mpliance witt the Policy

Statement/ then maintenance of the status qpo is a'vible option..
The Comission can estaklish mandatory programming rul.es* to

require licensees to broadcaVspecific amounts of educational and
instructional programming during specific dayparts for both preschool
and school age children.

The thrust of the programming section of the Policy/
Statement was the provision of increased choice and diversitY
of programming, with particular emphasis on educational and
instructional programming, rather than merely an increase
in entertainment programming for children.

We have found

that licensees use widely varying interpretationb of "children's"
and "educational or instructional pgogramming" in filling
out forms under existing requirements, and,although stricter
requirements may alter their reporting, the PCC

.of

90

See for example, California Television Stations, 6(3 FCC 2d
1074, (1978); Memorandum Opinion and Oraer, PCC 79-496, (released
August 13, 1979).

-

will continue to defer to licensee characterizations of programming,

,absent a clear abuse o discretion.91
The staff analysis suggests that there have been no
increases in the amount of educational programming for children.92

In view of the economic ingotiyes of the broadcasting industry, with
its existing structure and the demographic and cognitive
4'

characteristics of the child audience, it is unlikely that any

Commission action, short of rules, will bring about real change in
programming practices:
The staff recommends a rule requiring 5 hours per week of

educational Or instructional programming for preschoolers and 21/2
.v

hours per week of educatiorial or instructional programming for school
age children.

This programing must be sdheduled be&een the hours
*k

of 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. on weekdays.
We have proposed twice ,as much programming for preschool
V

children as for school-age children.

Because preschool children

Cannot read, their access to diversesources of information id
extremely limited and television programming provides one of their
-

primary sources of information about the world around them Schoolage children have acquired reading.skills and therefore can make use

91L

' See Volume IT, Chapter Five.
4

92

See Volume II, Chapter Two.
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of a broad range of information sources that are unavailable b5
preschoolers.
We believe that our,,,proposed tules are reasonable in their

scope., One netwcrk has for many years met the'five-hour weekly

standard that.we propose for preschool programming.

We 1;elieve that

the same standard care be met'by the other networks..

Many independent

stations program much of their broadcast day.for the generalphild
audience and some broadcast syndicated programs for preschoolers.
Accordingly, we believe that.a requirement of 71/2 hours weekly'for
preschool and school-age programming is not burdensome.

An alternative to the mandatory programming rule

for the

CommissiOn to amend its delegatiOns of, authority to adop ,these
prograMming standards aS a processing guideline which he Broadcast,
I.

Bureau =Rd use when reviewilig broadcast license renewa s.
Licensees that propose less children's programming than the

procesing guideline would automatically be'presented to the
Commission for full review.

Our intent is to provide educational programming for.young
children whilef.at the same time, preserving broadcaster disCretion;
in .sdieduling. 'We have proposed a scheduling framewods,of 8 a.m. to

8 p.m. to preclude the scheduling of children's programs in graveyard

hours; however, we recommend that the Commission look favorably upon
diverse scheduling formats within this framework.

93 long as

broadcasters amply with the weekly requirement of 71/2 hours of

OIL

'

children's educptional programming on weekdays between 8 a.m. and 8
AN

p.m., we would encourage licensee discretion as to when, and how this

programning might be most-effectively scheduled.
.

The staff believes that a compelling case can be lade for

the constitutionality pf a mandatory programming rule in this
particular instance, zlthough.the-courts have never before considered
the legality of.a mandatory progtamming requirement.

An outline o

our analysis Of the Commission's statutory and constitutional
4

authority to proTulgate this rule is presented in the App;en

It is clear that the only manner in which the
can insure licensee compliance with its children'S

poliCies is bylmandatory,programming requiremen

lx.
ission

ogramning
e Commission

,

must realize, however, that.mhile the regul
.

.

increased amounts of edudatiwnal prpgr
quality programning.

TO some extspt

requiring licenSeesto.schedule

will result in

.

ng, it will not insure high
s problem can ! be remedied by

ese programs duripg dayparts when

0
or.

(

the viewng audience is rel
likely to compete for a
progr

ivelY large and broadcasters are 'more

ience by profduc ng better quality

the fundame ariave ofoprograln quality

Nonethele s

,

addres ed.

N
,

e no erlie of the Commission can deal directly with
IprogramAtiality, Congress could indirectly affect th

aijbunt and

0 quaU±y of children's programming by reconsidering *le funding

4

ructure for public Voadcasting, which places children's programs

Sj
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at a funding disadvanti.

Congress could a

e Emergency School Aid Act

the issue of program quality by amending
restrictions discussed above.

indirectly deal with

As long as Congress requires stations

to air those programs without any advertisements, advertisersupported broadcasters may find

MOM profitable bo spend a minimal

4

0

amount on purchasing"ProgramS on which they can sell advertise,
ments.

If the Act were amended, however, broadcasters might well

.

4.714,

prefer to use at least some of the programs developed.under the
Act.

In.addition, OongresS could establish a prograruning endowmept

to fund dhildren's programs.

In proposing a programming regulation, the staff bdlieves
that.this is, at best,sa ghqrt-term remedy b2 what is furidamentally a

aructural problem:

Consequently, we reoommend that the Commission'

make clear its intentrioa to reevaluate the need for this programing

regulation when there are indications.in the marketplaoe that
increased outlets and structural diversity have provided
durable solutions tb the provision of progrpmming to the
ne.lr

audience.

Retenticn of such a rule after significant struct

.change in the industry might well be munter-productive--for example,
bytslowing development of stations that specialize in children's
fare.

We recomend, therefore, a Notic of proposed RAemaking
FP'

requiring m'appatory educational:, age-specific programing and a
Further Notice 81 Inquiry seeking SuggestipAP on the standards that.
,

\1

80

0

can be used to determine when structural diversity has been 'achieved.
The Commission can look, to longer-term structural sOlutiOns-

that involve more broadcast outlets and oiptions tor parents to pay
4

directly for programming services.
Either in addition to or in conjunction with any of the

policy options described above, the Commission can encourage and'
implement structural changes in the broadcast system that will lead
to increased children's programming.

TWo features of the current

broadcast system that are responsAle for the market failure with
respect to children's programming axe not immutable:

the small

nuMber of outlets and.the paucity of options/for direct viewer
payments-for programs.

*,

The existence of few viable outlets in most markets could

be alteted by

w

comparability effort4, broadcast satellites,

I

subscription television, and cable television.

We have already seen

the tendency of independent stat,ions in tIce large markets to provide

more programs for children and-'to provide them at different hours
than
.

the network-affiliates.

As the number, profitability, and power

of independent stations increase throughodt
more Orogrameing directed to the interests of

nation we can expect
cialized audiences

'such as childreh.

The spread of cave television and subscriptfori television
will make.it possible for yiewers to purchase programming that is not

availablifrom

411)

'advertiser-supported broadcasters.

94

Three new

- 81
4.

p.

children's program packages are just becoming available from cable
television. 'A relaxation of the OumaNrosion rules with respect to
subs"dription'television might encourage similar packages there too.

We strongly recommend that the Commission pursue strucLutal
bchanges in these areas. Over time, regulatory efforts should be
/

did

directed to making it possible to rely on 'the incentives of the

privaee market to stimulate quality children's programing, as onRy
then will the efforts of thg broadcasters be harnessed toward
achieving the public good.
\

In summary, we recommend that the Commission insti/uct the\

staff to develop a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and Further Notice

\,

\

of Inquiry.

The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking should set for comment

a prOposed mandatory programming regulation requiring all,licensees
to air 5 hours of pres'chool educational/instructional programming on
,

weekdays between the hours of 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. and 21/2,hours of
*-

educati!onal/instructional programming on weekdays for sChool age

children between the hours of 8 a.M. And 8 p.m. 'The Further Notice

of Inquiry would-be directed to the standards or indicators that the
Commission could use to determine when the marketplace is offering
sufficient additional outlets and alternative delivery systems to
indicate that mandatory programming rules are no longer necessary..

ce,

*
82 -

We further propose to transmit this report to Congress with
our recommendations "to modify the funding structure of public
broadcasting to encourage the production of children's programs,,and

to remove the restridUon against gommercial sponsorship-oRjSAAfunded children's programs.

.

a
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.APPENDIK A
,

LEGAL ANALYSIS

The Children's Television Task Force staff recommends,
among several proposals, adoptiOn of a time-limited rule mandating

carriage by television broadcasters of specific minimaramounts of
age-specific and instructional or educational childfen's
programming.

The Task Force staff believes that the CammissiOnlhas

the statutory and oonstitutional authority to promulgate that-rule.
Any,case testing the validity of such a programming rule would be one
.*

of first'impression, but the staff believes the caMmissj.on would be

upheld based on the record cciIled to date, as sdpplemented during

an apOopriate notice and oommen

period.

While a complete exploration of the relevAntfistatutory and

oonstitutional issues will be tart of any rulemaking proceeding
instituted by thp caranission as a result of this Report

the staff

4

offers below a brief initial surtmary of the undenlying issues of FCC

statutory and constitutional authority.

Statutory Authority
The Commission's rule making ;authority isiouite broad.

Communications Act:authorizes the Commission to make rules and
iegulations bp serve X.he "public convenience, interest, or
,

necessity." 47 U.S.C.

30.3(r).

See also 47 U.S.C.

'7

307(a), (d),

The

4

8 4

309(a).'

Courts have generallyjacknow1edged this authority to be."not
.

-4

*

,

niggardly but expansive." National Broadcasting Co. v. United States,
319 U.S. 190, 219 41943).
affect program content.

.It is' equally clear that those rules can

As the Suprvme Court has observed, the

Commission is "more tha7n a traffic policeman concerned with the
technical aspects of broadcasting."

Red Lion Broadcasting Co. V.

PCC, 395 U.S. 367, 395 (1967), citing National Broadcasting, supra.

The oourts, moreover, give.great deference to agency
oonstruction of enablingiotatutes.

In Red Lion, the Court upheld

Commission rules requiring broadcast stations to give air time for
replies to personal attacks.

The Court based its rulingt in part, on

the Oannission's oonstruction of stautory language in Section 315(a)
of the Cammunications Act, 47 U.S.C.

315(a).

On this point, the

.Court stated that an agency's construdtion of its enabling statute is

controlling unless there ce "Compelling indications",that it is
wrong..

'395 U.S. at 381.

The Commission, then, has broad discretion to define and
implement the public interest standard Of the Act.
CirEuit recently. said:.

As the D.C.

"Within these broad oonfines_ [of the public

oonvenience, interest, Or necess,ity]

the Commission iS'_left with the
A

taskof.particularizing:standards-tp be:used in iMplementing-the
,^

,,

National Black Media Walition"y.

Pad 578; 580
01'

..(1978):

Hence, the .Catmission mould find triatithe public interest':

9

,
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standard of the Act empowers it to adopt rules for children's
1

7

television programming.

Recent cases indicate that the oourts would affirm th
Cammisison's adoption of a quantitative children's programming rule
6

as a reasonable exercise of its statutory authOrity.

In Action for

Children's TeleVision (ACT) v. FC, 564 F.2d 458 (D.C. Cir. 1977),
,

for example, the oourt affirmed the Commission's 1974 Policy

+Statement adopting general televlsion license requirements for

ii*eased educational and age-specific children's television
programming.

The court rejected ACT's argument that the Commission,

based on the record at that time, should have adopted a specific rule
that would hdVe required each station to broadcast fourteen hours of
pre-school and ether age-specific children's programming per week,
aired daily at specified times, rather than .leaving the amount of the

increase to broadcasters self-regulatory discretiOn, to be evaluated
*at a later'time.
t

In the course of is opinion, however, the court

commented that "the.Commission may well have adequate authority to

'

0 ,regulate ihithrs area, .and evensperhaps to the extent.proposed by

,

AC1'...°k" 564 F .2d

.iat. h80.

_

The-same court subsequently addressed the issue,again when
it upheld the'bummissiOn's.'-dciSion 6ot to establish different kind9'
'

of c1tegoricd1 pr gra nutj reqUiteMents in Nati011al Black M6dia
-

MP

akition

0,11

w

.

V

-

supr:a...'ne.Ccrami6i2cal had found that it had the legal

-,,alkhority_to eotoOish .0kplentage

s

for Local, news

and

86

public affairs programming to determine in the comparative license
renewal context whether a licensee was providing substantial service
to its canmunity, but declined to do,so for policy reasons.

The

oourt called the FCC's decision a:spolicy judgment traditionally .left
to agency discretion" and "within its [the-Commission'.s]
.discretion."

589 F.2d at 584.

The Commission's statutory authority to adopt general
requirements that.televisiOn broaddasters air reasonable amounts of
these types of ,shildren's programming also,does not seem to be
questiioned.

The Commission did so in adopting its 1974 Policy

Statement, andwas upheld in so doing.by the oourts.

The quesp.ion

now is whether it can quantify these'requirements in formal rules,

with explicit terms of minimal percentages of time or numbers of
hours.

The scope of the FCC's statutory discretion in this or any
other programming matter is, of course, not unqualified.

A major

prerequisite is a supporting record to show that the agency is acting
reasonably.

As one court recently observed, "A regulation perfectly

reasonable and appropriate in the face of a given problem may be

-highly capricious if that problem does not exist."

Home Box Office,

Inc., v. FCC, 567 F.2d 9, 36 (D.C. Cir. 1977), qu oting City of
Chica90 v. Federal Power Commission, 458 P.2d 731, 742s(D.C. Cir.
1971), cert. denied, 405 U.S. 1074 (1972).

The extent of the FCC's

regUlatory authority, then, depends on a showing in the recorci that. lk

4,

A.

87

there is an inadequate-amount-of age-specific and educational or
instructional children's television programming and that the rule
.proposed is a reasonable means of correcting the probleM..
Preceding, sections of this report establish that there is a
definite need for the Cc:omission to act in the area of children's
television,'and that there ai-e no more.appropriate or efficient means

for increasing the-number of children's television programs.

The

staff's rePort shows that the discretion the FCC allowed broadcasters
in 1974 to determine what level of increased age-specific and
instructional programming for Children would be adequate has not

workedv The Camission has at this point exercised every other
short-range option available.

All of them have proven ineffective.

There are no more appropriate or efficient Means, at least in the

shoreterm, for increasing the supply of such children's television
0'

programs.

As, the thrust of any Commission. activity in the children's

area is directed at the quantity and categories Of children's
programs rather than the quality and oontent, the effect on.First
Amendment rights should be minimal.

Constitutional Authority
The propoSed rules, like many existing FCC rules, would
place limitations upon a broadcaster's "absolute" exercise of First
Amendment interests.
Amendment protection.

Brcedcasting is a medium entitled to First
U.S. v. Paramount Pictures, Inc., 334 U.S.

88

131

166 (1948).

Acobrdingly,

explained in the 1974 Policy

Statement, the Commission has traditionally exercised cautim in
approaching any regulation affecting
0

rogramming.

Broadcasters' First Amendm nt interests lie in choosing

programs and making editorial judgments.

This constitutiopal

interest must not be limited any more than necessary by the Congress,
or by its agent the FCC.

See generally CBS v. Democratic National

Committee, 412 U.S. 94 (1973).

At the same time, however, the public

has a First Amendment interest that, according to the Supreme Court,
is "paramount" over the broadcasters' First Amendment interest.

Red

Lion, supra, 395 U.S. at 390.

The Court in.Red Lion also Ade it clear that the FCC could
obligate broadcasters to air certain programming if necessary to
:

serve the public's First Amendment interests.

The Court said that it

found "nothing in thp First Amendment which prevents the Government
from requiring p licensee to oonduct himself as a proxy or fiduciary
with obligations to present those views and voices whidh are
representative of his community and which would 6therwise, by
necessity, be barred frcm the airwaves."

395 U.S. at 38S10,

In the

unlikely event of broadca'Ster self-censorship, the Commission would

"not be powerless" to require "adequate and fair attention bo public
issues."

fd. at 393.

The Court invoked the statute, long

4

administrative practice, and past cases_in finding that the FCC may
oonstitutionally "treat licensees as-proxies for the entire
4

v

92
4,3

4t1
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conmunity, obligated to give suitable time and attentionsto matters
of great public ooncern."

Id. at 344.

Red Lion's language has traditionailly been cited'as support

for the Commisison's current requixement that broadcasters- rovide

adult informational programming, and was relied upon by the kC in
its 1974 Policy Statement to justify similar requirements
informational programming fOr children.

50 FCC 213 at 4-6. -Clkldren

have traditionally been treated by the oourts as uniquely deserving
of FCC concern as a discrete community segment with separate needs.

See, e.g., FCC v. Pacifica Foundation, 438 U.S. 726 (1978), andsases
cited in Justice Powell's concurring opinion at 7.

Despite Red Lion's broad language, some courts have
suggested that highly speciiic quantitative FCC program requirements
may raise constitutional problems..

Tn National Association of

Ind4endent Television Producers and Distributors (NAITPD) V. FCC,
516 F.2d 526 (2d Cir. 1975), the court upheld a children's
programming exception to the Prime Time Akess Rule against a First
e,

Amendmen challenge.
BroadcaSters had argued that by allowing the networks to
reclaim the

accese'half'hour ioy providing children's prograwning,

the FCC was unconstitutiOnally promoting a preferred category of
television programning.

The court rejected, this argument, noting
r-

'that the FCC had been given the power to favot this and other broad
categories of public-service programming such as news and public

93

- 90. )

affairs:
4b

The pJblic interest in the general regulation of
broadcasting may require some sacrifice of an
entertainment category for a public affairs
Id. at 536.
category...."
/t did, however, comment in dictum that "it may be that mandatory
prograniling by the Commission even in categories would raise' Serious

First Amendment'questions."

Likewise the D.C..Circuit in'ACT

recognized FirSt Amendment concerns in.this area, but at the same
time it specifically encouraged the FCC to revisit the question of
'adopting specific rules if itS option of increasing children's

programming diversity by policy statement rather than by rule proved,
unsuccessful.

564 F.2d at 480-81.

Under the proposed regulations the FCC is not aVapting to
dictate which programs must/he shown within the category of nonentertainment programming.

Nor ds.the Ommigsion attempting to

define the category so.rqstrictiv'efly as to proscribe implicitly what

it cannot explicitly.

To Withstand constitutional scrutiny, the

proposed regulation'imIst reserve to the licensee the requisite

flexibility to exercise the discretion resrved to licensees under
the ACT, while enforcing the mandate on both the licensees and the
Commission to act

the public's interest".

,

It could be argued that the FCC's existing guidelines
adopted in 1974, and upheld by-the courts, that reqvire.licensees to-

air unspecified anounts of age-specific and instructional te1evisioniprogramming for children would be even mdre constitutionally sound if
we gave broadcasters clearer guilance on what will be considered
adequate performance.

teaving this to ad hoc action by the

Commission might Le considered'to create unnecLsaryl:ragueness
problems for licensees and the'Cammission.93
k

-

An important case touching on these questions is Writers
Guild of America,'West, Inc. v. FCC, 423 F.SUPp. 1064 (C.D. Cal.
1976).

The Cpmmission was Bound to have persuaded the netWorks and
n1,00

the-National Association of Broadcasters to amend the NAB television
code to discourage entertainment programming "inappropriate fo

viewing by a general family audience" during thefirst prime time
hour and the hour immediately preceding prime time.
1072.

See Id. at

The Coat voided the CaMMission's action, after carefully

emphasizing that it was not deciding the desirability of the family

93

This argument was considered in the comparative renewali
context by the court in National Black Media Coalition v. FCC,
supra, but *as rejected there because the court felt that in that
context the proposed quantitative guidelines,would not obviate.the
need for ad hoc hearings "to weigh the effect of. othe? factors ir
each individUJ case." Thus the court believed that the gain in
"certainty" to licensees.frah adoption of these guidelines would
be minimal and therefore their adoption was not constitutionally
required. 589 F.2d at 581.
.

7 9 2 -

viewing hour policy-And only the proOedures that lel to its ,adoption

(Id. at 10 V-F3).
'Woo factors distinguish- the issues of *Writers Guild.frcm
ule.

the pipposed children's programm

.First, the court in

.

/

Writers Guila distinguished sharply between FCC regulation of oontent
to increase program diversity and the "roving' power bo.screen out

The court viewed the family viewing hour as

Id. at 1147.

material."

A

an example of the latter, ad exercise of the *negative censorship
power of prior restraint.

By contrast,the proposed.rule here is

clearly au attempt to foster (rather than prohibit) certain
programming.

And that rule is. designed to achieve programming

specifically meeting phildren's needs., not simply.;adult oriented

programming that avoids "offense" to them.

The sedond difference is.that Writers Cbild involved
allegations of Commission pressure bp achieve-television progralimiw:
changes without following admi

stratiye due process.

The Court was

extremely critical of the FCC's alleged circuinverion of nOrmal
.

....

.,

administrative rulemaking channelp, especially the lack of a
recOrd.

oper

.

,

The Court did,"however, add thAt_xonsptutional p oblems

might. be avoided if an FCC rule were franleld.,-in positive, rather than
r

A

,

negative, terms and if,a proper reCord- were develo

supPOrt.it:

diversity
'It may be that the rights,of chA J4Fen
o 'programming have beeft so seveye y ignored by
pAcicasterS that affirmative requ ements that
broadcasters meet their needs in a e-times Wen
children most frequently watch elevisiOn cpild be
S.

4

96.

0.4

.

oonsti tionally supported in a properly prepared
admi strative record, Id. at 1149..'

The proposed'children's rule is not they indiscriminate

orship Condemn:0 in,Writers 6uild. .The'proposed rUle has more
def inite stantlArcbi.'

It requires, rathethan'Prohibits, the

broadcasting of material.

Restriction of speech or conduct is not

the purpNe'of the proposed regu144on,, While requiring the'.
broa0Cast of specific categories of programming it permits the
lifeensee to ret*\in the requisite amount of discretion to dyad
.0onstitutbonal'infirmityl.

MoreoVer, thiS proposed rule merely

qudtifies a general requirement,the KC has alreaay impOved on all
television broadcasterg'without400nstitutional question. ,,The.thrust
of the Commisison's activity heria is directed at the qua

ity and

diversity,ot childreh's programs by categories, rather taj1 their
-\

.quality and sPecific oontent.

Ttle effect on First Amendment riglAs

should be minimal andincidental.

Fina14, the proposed rule establishes cotegories within
wHich the broadcaster is accorded broad discretion to include a wide
variety of prograMs.

See' NAITPD, supra,-516.F.2d at 539-40.'. The

on41 defer to lioensees1 judgments unless they are
unreasonable or made in bad faith. 'The rule as prOposed by the staff
'fias a 4.11ne liMiiition to'/ prevent possible "mierbreadth" applicatiOwi.

There may, of oourge,

problems.of definition and

cam liance4.but those problems #lould 'be no more difficult than tine

.

(-;).94 -

ones the FCC-grapple& with in implementing the fairness doctrine)
/

which also affects oonstitutiona1 interests, or, in defining "news" ot

"puLic affairs." -ertairlly these problems Will be no more difficult
than those the FCC h.as dealt With to date in defining children's
pilbgram types tor purPoses of its 4974 Policy Statement, the
,c11,

-reporting.forms,in use by licenseeg 5inCes1976 and in delfining the.
,

children's programming exception to'the prime time access rule.

The

latter definition, tor example, wes specifically upheld against
constitutional "vagueness" attacks in NAITPD, supra.

See 516 P.2d at

539-40.

There are admittedly slang legal risks with the'proposed
;

'rule.

The proposal doe's go fuhher than ihe existing PoliCy

Statement in quantifying the FCC's requirement that broadcaAer!4:ati'-'*
certain program cate4orcies

In implementing the Foirness,Doctrine,,,-

for example, the broadcas't

iS accorded brpad disptetion in decidin

when to °wet

which public issues to
them.

The FCC does have.percentage pro

and how to cover

ssing guidelines for tes ing

'N

the amount of news, pubIiic,affairs'Xd other total informationa

/
programming a licensee airs,

rules, and deviations are r

iit th4se guidetnes are *CC
ed on an ad hoc basis.94

Wh le it

/.

./

.

4

94

As a seoond optiOn, of.course:. the Oannission may wis v to
propose simply to add the proposed1/4minimum standards to
s
existin4q.elevision renewal:processing guidelines, and s
comments on,this option ag well as on the adoption pf
cific,
rules.,

s

I

.

.

/

95

:may be argued, therefore, that a fixed quantitative,children's rule
exceeds the bounds of reasonableness 'and this 'runs'Into First

Amendment conflicts, the cases.discusged above indicate 1hat the

,

-

argument is unsodbd as the 001(Imission has-developed a strong factural
record. to suppqrt its.A action.'-'oth

,

\
\

%

1

ar
I.

95

ssion
The staff believes'this record demonstrates wily the:
cannot rely on market forces alone to provide sufficient
children's television programming bD adequately serVe'the pubil
interest. This is in contraseto a situation that-appeirs tb
exist in radio where the ilecord to daterstagge'sts that the
,marketplace will provide sufficient nonentertainment pr9grEnwñi
Th
to serve'the Public interest without COmmission guidelies.
Commisison retains the jurisdictiop, and uncir the 1934' Act the
as
responsibility, toi intervene if market deficiencies occur an
indicated in the Radio Deregulation Notice, would do so if it were
to find-instances pf marketplace failure in the provision of
nonentertainment radio programming analogous to that found here by
the staff in the area of children's television kogramming.
'
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INTRQDUCTJCN
....-

The issuance of.the'Report apd.Policy Re:_ En Banc .

k.ogrimming ;nquiry, 44 FCC 2302; 2311'/Ap60) marked the CoTmission's
initial indication that it.'conside'red*children to be more than'
"adults in mdniature".

The Commission listed programmIng.for

children as one of .(he "major elements" usually necessary for4

licensees to meet the pUblic interest needs and desires of their respective
dommuraties.

Continuing the theme, the.1974 CEildren's Television

Report and Poliy Statement1 emphasized that Joroadcasters had a
"special obligation" to serve.children as at:"substantial and
important" community group.

The growing concern and sentiment in the

public sector as to the uniquely petiiiasive presence, of television in

the lives of all Americans is reflected by numerous petitions to-the
Commission and the progression of references to'children's interests
in Commission documents frpm a "major eldment" into a "special
obligation" owed to a "substantial'amd important" segment of the
community.

3

Television's Particular accessibility, to children creates

a speCial duty on

41.

patt of the'licensee to ensure that the needs

1(50 FCC 2d 1 (1974), recon denied 55 FCC 2d 641 v: FCG, 564'F 2d
458 (6.C1 Cir. 1977).

1 02

V

and interes&of,children are reecognized when meeting the overall
obligation Under the Communcations Act bo operate in-the publip
/*interest.
.

o.In 1974, the Oommissibn elected Hot-to fbrmalize its *,

commitment through the ruly making prwess preferring bo act, through
"sPecific policies".
v. FCC supra.

The District COurt upheld the Commission.in

The majoi

ecr

influefite ukoh the Commission's dectsion was

the apparent manifestAtion of industrr willingness bo improve the

As cited in

quality of children's television by self regulation..

ACT, the Commission adnreYsed the issues raised in the

Firs(NotiV

..-

from three perspectives: (1) 'the* Oammission's authority bo reg4ate
'prcgramming and advertising pr4ctices;

(2) the previous performarice,

/
of the broadcast industry vis-á7vis'children's'television; and
their

(3) the expected improvernents1 by licensees if they wereAo

responsibilities bo the child audiehce.

The °omission emphasfzed
,

-

L

that broadcatters have a "special obligation" bo serve theoneeds of
children.

"As we have long.rec9gnizbd, broadcaStprs

have a duty bp servl substantial and
-

ir communities,,and
-important groups in
children'obviously represent such a group.
.Accordingly, we expect television
.
.
broadcasters, as trils.tees of a valuable
public.resource, to develop an0 present
programs which will serve the unique needs,
,

of child aUdince."
50 FCC 2d at 5.

As

ihdfcated by, the Court ih ACE ,

the CoMadssion

consistently underscored its interition bo clo4ely Monitor
.4

4

N.

t.
.

-.'

e

upon industry representations:Was.consistent with the Communicatior
#

Act's preservation of licensee discretion, absént: a cleat showing of
,

unshllingness or failure to act in a manner that is responsible and
observant of the public interest.

The'primary purpose Ofthe Second NAice of Inquiry wa

tO

evaluate the effectiveness of compliance with the guidelines of its
1974 report; and based upon that evaluation,,to assess possible

..alternaties to the.1974 approadh if needed.

4

As the CammisSion
.

stated in its Report:

If self regulation does not prove to be a
successful device tor regulating the
industry as-a whole, then further act,i.on
moy be required of die Commission to ensure
that licensees operate in a manner
'consistent with their public serviceA
'obligations.

1

Full.complivce by all licehse was expected by'January i, 1916.

Vblume II of the Childres Television Task Fotce Report
I, reports the findings of a series of sLudies analyzing industry,
4

cciMpliance with the 1974 Policy Statement.

,

As mentioned, the issuance of the Second Natio& was.
designed to elicit piublic and industry caTm9nt and to facilitate

staff analysis., Question8'number'41-45 of the Notice are
I.

41

'fically%directed towards the compliance aspect of the original
.0.
report..

Essentially, the questions cover five major topics:
.

.

.

/I

,

.104
I.

000

,\

4

,

overal* amount of programming

(a)

aived for children;
amount of educationtal and

,(b)

A

inforMational programming for
.children;

specific programmin41

(c)
.(d)

scheduling;

k(e)

overcommercialization.

.

,

Thesp five areas are covered in Chapters 11-5 of this
.

,

vorume.' Questions 461-48

referring to separation devices, host

selling and tie-ins,. Were the subjects of in house.4esearch and are

a.

4

9

.

I.

v..-

A

J

-

/

4

I.

'

;

swm.arizedat the Opnclbsion of the Ta
complianoe questions.,

Force analyses of the

2.

t.

r
.

.

2

Remaining issues in the Second Notice Liclude:
1.

e.

.

Network Cooperation in scheduling children's programs.'
The SeCond Notice rOsed the questlbn regarding network
cooperatibn in developing and scheduling Ghildren's
programs.. Very few parties filing comments addressed
the is'sue of network cooperation. The Quaker Oats
Companytin their filing, urged that the aaturday
period h,etween 9:00 a.m.,and noon be made uniform on
three networks, with broadcasters and-advertisers
cooperating bo creatp.d sing,le children's TV netwoq.
;All of the networks would broadcast the same shows
While the idea has merit, 000perative
'simultaneously.
agreement 'among netwoks is a decision to be made by

the networks,and not.the Whmisson,
.

Public Service Anriouncements (PSA).
We recognize the value of public service anribuncements
and efforts by licensees to air such announcements
during children's programs. Parties filing a,nens in
PSA ,
.A.the Second Notice indicate the'increase use

2.

during children's progAms. Research suiitfrd by ABC
indlcates children are learning information
Adined
Vie Commission is currently cond
ing an
in,PSA.
*inquiry'into the issue of public service anpo cements
(see Memorandum Opiniop and Order and Notice of
978)).
Inquiry, RM 2712 FCC /d (adopted August 8
ice
We will address the issue of pub

.

announcements for children in th.e context of the PSA
Inquiry.
3.

Ascertaltrent oy Children's Needs and Interests.
Illeiissue of ascerta,inment,is addressed in conjunction
with the License, Renewal Form, see ,Chapter 5, Mol: II.

106

4

IMPACT CF THE'l974 POLICY STATEMiENT-UPON,THE.OVVAIL
AMOUNT CB PROGRAMS EESIdNED*R CUILpREN,AUTELVE YEARSSAND UNEER
,

.

,

a

TV* Omission stated in its 1974 P90.14Cy Statement that the
.

,

,P

child Audience was a central part of a licensee's cOmmunity that

..
,1

should be serv.ed with responsive prograhming.

,overall anount of programming madeoavailabI

GoMmenting On-the'
for children, 'the

Commission stated that it expected stations to make a "meaningful
effort" to develop and present prodrams that will serve the unique
needs of the child audience.3
'

Responsive prograimming in children's television must

reflect and respect several conditions that contribute to the

"unique",nature of the child audience: age, affeaing their cognitive
develoilomert; youth and immaturity, requiring education7a1 and
,

infobnational stimulus; and lack of "life experienLe", the lack of
exposure explaining.their inability to discern tht complex and
technological aspects of the medium.
.

Any assessment of the responsiveness'of ch ldren's
(-

prograMming, however, must be preceded by an analysis ot the

availabiiity'ôf programs, for the Commission-made c14ar in its 1974
Policy Statement that°Tailure by commercial tglevisioh stations to

US,

3

50 FCC 4 at 5 (para. 16) and 6(para. 20).

3
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t

r

1"

A

prc;vide,prograns'&-. children "Will riot 13 adceptable.":
.4

csection, therefore, focuses.on chanev /over time in (he,ov0a1.120'
-ammingvaired.

aMount of,Ohildren's

(
.

'

There are sevofal'ways tip'exaMine, the -amount of chilUren°S
*s.

programs aired by,licensees,for example, total number of, Program4,
,

:0

4

total-amount of. time and 'average .nurtilDei..Of minutes on a' per station

V

".basist

,

1

As'the CormissiOn indicated in 1974 At evected to'see an
1

e mimber'bf'houts%brOadcas't40

--AncreaSe in'terms

most efriFent means ef determining compliance'is the amdbnt.of.time
devóte8 to children's prpgrams on a.per °station basis.:
The Second.Nqtice presented the:following questions for

4,0

4

40

commentary regarding the overall amodht of programmiN rired foir
I

'children:
4-

(a)

What measures, if any, have tken takeh by, licenseessand.
-

4
.

their program suppliers,',includir g. the hetworkS,.to

ake

.
available and air more children's progFamming?
.

.

(b)

-

Are more children's programs wesengy being produceq'for
.

.

"
material distribution ahd aired by-licensees than,prior

to'January 1, 1976? .If. 95, how'm ch.more and"What types

4,1

'

'

4 '50 FCC 2d at Opera. 20).

"Availability" does not rkfer 11.;)

production, bUt whether the'licensee hVt made a "meaningful effortl,
to froadcast:fesponsive progfamming foil; the child audience.

5

50-FCC 2d at 6 (para.. 20).

.
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Op'

Of-programs?

.

A
.

(c)

Are more children's 'programs now totally,peoduced and

aieed-than-rior to January 1, 1976? 91ff so, how wuch
,t

-

,

more and what types?
.

How shouid we measure.Complianc6- with the reguirement

(d)

that licensees m4e 'a "meaningful effort" to serve the
'child audience with ah adequate amount of.overall
c

programming?

.

*

.

0

..

/

.

,.

The Vask Dprce -funded two.studies that examine the Overall-

mount of childrents Programs aired by licensees.

The first was

N,

prebared by Dr. Joseph Turow, the.second by Dr. John 1be1 .6
,

* The TUrow Report
Xne Turow study examined network children's television from
N

1948-1978.

The study relied upowon the network definition of

children's programs, as the FCC did not estsablish its current

2

definition of ':programs designed for children twelve Years 'and under"
until 1975.

7

Dr. TUrow's research.alSo focused,upon childreW.s- '

,

seris, that i
.

.

petwork produced or aired programs.that appetred on

,

,

4

,

6-

Dr; Ibrow is an Assistant Professor ofCCmmuhications, Purdue
University; Er. Abel is an Associate Professor, Department of
'llecammunication, KichiOn State University. .(See VOls, TV and V).

7

f\

7 'Memorandum Cpinion and Crder, Docket No. 19142, 53 FCC 2d 161
Ihe TuroW report:relied upbn the networks for the purpope of
.*(1975).
defining children's programs.
S.

a

fr

Ite

/

,a regular, though not necessarily, weekly. basis.: Dr. Turaw also
.

4

included prograns such as Afterschool Spec41 and informatioh spots,, .
such as Schoolhouse Bock.

.111/14,

V.

4

According bo the Wyrow report,

each7twork

adcouAted

approximately one-plird of the childKen's SIY3WS telecasi.
,

Additionally, the puMber-lof children's series fltictuated
substantially over the,years, from a low of ten (10)in '1948-1949

to

(62) in 1972-p73.8 The time devoted to

a high of sixty-

children's programl also flu,gtuated from, a-kow of 6.5 hours per'week

414

/.

in 1948-1949 to thirty-four.(34) hours per week in 1472-1973.
Clqser e amilhation of,Turow's data shows that since the

1974-1975 years, w

n the Policy Statement was()madelABQ

and CBS haN,fe../'

shown acdecrease in the number of children's'programs, while-NBC has,

shown an increase si ce 19*-1977. 'NBC, however, has been
411.

the number of networ

Children's series shown since 1960.

,Likewi,se,'

there has been a decr ase in the number of chAdren's prograds

ABC.

'and CBS since 1966-196

The Abel Report'

I The.second study of .program avOlability conducted for the
Task Force4 the Abel study; was directed bowardethe compliance
aspect of the Second Notice:
and scheduling of

a sample

Dr. 'Mel made Comparisodb of tik amount

of children's programs during two
4.

See Turow, Vol. V.
f.

10,

.

A

television seaSons, 197319714,.the season just prior: tO the Policy

f

Statement, and 1977-198, the most,recent broadcast season.9
Information regardiny the nuthber of programs and aMount of time

(in

minu es). devoted to chillren's programs was Qompiled.
4'

\Ihe Abel'report provided several analyses examinipg the

average amount of time,per station devoted to children's programs.
'Average Amount of Time Per Station
Devoted to Children's Programs

The most appropriate method for canparing the amount

of -

time devoted to children's programs in 1977-1978 wtth 1973-1974 is to

canpute the average amount of time per Station devoted bp children's
programs.

This analysis is the most accurate per station description

of 'the amount of time licensees devote 'to children's programs, and

thue 'becomes the critical means bp assess compliance with the 1974
Policy Statemenb.

Several analSmes were mode comparing the average

amount of time per station (in minutes) for 1973,1974 with average
amount of time in 1977-1978.

9

1

A summary of the methodology and results of the Abel report are
Poor a detailed
found in the 8xecutive summary of his report.
description of the methodology and results, see Abel Report,'VOl.
Abel developed two independent coMposite weeks, one week
IV.
representing the 1973-74 broadcast season and the other week
representing the 1977-78 season. Tte composite weeks developed by
Dr.. Abel are not the' same composite weeks the °omission used to
evaluate licensees' 'performance in 1973-74 and 1977-78.

Jij

gem.

The da

indicate tliat Ihe average.amount Of time' Stations
Ah

devoted to children's 1;rograms In 1977-4197'8

amount of time in 1973-1974.

higher than the

The average Mount .of time in 1977-197A

was 11.3 hOurser-weekvcompared.with.10.5 $Ourssper skeek in 19731974,, .or an increase of. 4y#one hour wer week.

Abel then analyzed

the average'amount'of time per station deVoted bo ohildren's programs
, according bo network affiljaieitand independent stations.
.-

Network Affiliateg

A.

;

The data show that the ;cierage amdunt of time per network
affiliate in. 1977-1978 %es slight1i, less than in 4973-1974.

An

average_of 10.37 hours per.station was devoted bo children's programs
during Abel's 1977-78 compOsite week compared with 10.40 hours,in
l's 1973-1974 composite week.

Oonsidering all sources of

children's -programing on network -affiliates (network originated
programs, programs from syndicated 'sources, and lodally produced and
'Al

OriginateU programs) 110 more time was devoted bo children's programs
in 1977-1978 than in 1973.71974.

Me average amount-of time per network-affiliate devoted to,
network originate:3 children's programs decreased in 1977-1978
compared with 1973-1974.
.

NOtwOrk aff 11 iates, howelker,Ldid devote-

significantly more time to grograms earn svdirated sources.

The

general amount)bf One devoted.bo locally produced and originated

children's programs on network affiliates also decreased in 1977-1978
compbr;d w4th 1973-1974.

1
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Independent Stations

4

Independent statiOns devotld significantlyiore tile to
T

-children's.propramsain 1977-1978 than the'y did in 1973=1914.

The

averiaqe amount ofstime per station in,1977-1978 was 14.3 hours for

the:composite week compared wail 10.6 houcs for the 1973-1974
caktposite week, an increase'of'3.7 hours.

Independent stations

on average, devoted_significanVy

more time bp airing children' s jrograms from syndicated'sources in
1977-1978 than in 1973-1974..

sz.

.

Independent stations, however, aired

less average number of minutes of local programs during the 197771978
composite viek compared with the 1973-19t4 week,
The data on average number of minutes 4per station devoted

bp children's programappresents twoimportant facts: 1) there was no

difference between the 197771978 and 1973-1974 camposite weeks on the
average-amount of time per network affiliate station devoted bo
children's programs, and 2) independent stations significantly.
increased the average amount of time devoted to children's programs

in,1977-1978 compared with 1973-1974!' Ad4tional1y, 24 of the

281 0

independent'Stations analyzed in the Abel report are located within
the top

2 markets.

The-Se findings suggest that the average amount

of time per 'Station,devoted,to children's progf.ams increages with the

a ,

10

cne independent station 'did- npt air children's programming during

the 1977-78 camposite week analyzed in the Abel Repori.
,

113
St
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'

presence of one or more independent stations in a market.

Tb test

'

that possibility,,the following analysis examinesthe average amount

,

of_..time per station.devoted bo ohildren's programs, according to

ma4et size, with subsequent analysikfor network affiliates and
-A

incleendept stations.

)

.

r

Average Amount of Time Per Station by. Market Size
Abel!' tonducted separate analyses of average amount of time

per station by market size bo see if market size has any influence
upon the ambunt of .childrpn's programMing,a station airs.
%

Data were analyzed on thd average number of minute.per'
4

'.station.devoted to children's Programs for.the composite week for

14734974.and 1977-1978 by four market strata: d) markets 001-0,52,..
4

b) markets 053-104, c) hiarkets,105-156.,'and,d) markets 157-209.

Tha data indicate that there,are no differences among the
four strata in the average amOunt of time devoted to'children's
prOgrams during 197371974.

The data, however, show that there are

differences among strata in terms of the average amount a time per
Stations'

'station devoted too children's programS for°1977-1978.

1-1.

markets 001-052 devoted, on arerage, mbre time to children s programs
during the j..977-1978 composite week-than did statkrns in smaller
a

markets.

,It shoUld be qlear that stati9ns in the four.market strata

did,not significantly differ from each

ther during 1973-1974 in

terms of the average amount of time devoted bo children:s programs.
4

1

(
.

AO.

a
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They did differ dUring 1977-1978, and 'the'ijai3r market stationt
devoted significantly more time to children's programs than did
A-

smaller Market stations.

Average Amount of Time Per Network Affiliate and.
Independent Station by Market Size
'Similar analyses were performed'for netwOrk affiliates and
independent stations.,,Ute purpose of these analyses, was tO.
.*.

determine ik network affiliates or independents.in larger markets
4

a

4ctended to devoe.More air 'time to children's programs tNn affiliates

or inAependents in smaller markets.
significant.

Nbne of the comparisons are

Neither netwirk-affiliates nor :independents differed in

terms of the average amount of time per station devoted to children!s
programs based on the market stratum in whiCh they arejocated.
Comparisons among,strata for average amount of time independent',
stations devbted to children's Programs is,difficult due to the fact.
that 24 independent stations are located in stratum one, two in

strAum two, one in stratum Oree and none in stratum four.

Given

.the highly skewed nature of the independent station data, it should,
.

at best, be interpreted with cdutioh.
It is noted that the average bmopnt of time devoted"to

N,t

children's programs by independent station* in*stratum one is
I

significantly higher tilan the average amount of ame deyotedo,
.

/

\.:

/

children's programs by network aff4iates \in,strat.um one for 1977,

t

1978.

When the average amount of time ftom independentt.and network
u

)

affiliates in stratum one is oombined, the result is:that the averagb
amount of time per station in 'stratum one.is significantly greater

than the average amount of time for stations.in-the remaining
strata.
-

It can be concluded that the iverage amount of%time-devoted

ta,children's programs on independvt.stations in stratum ottie is the
'sourbe of the'significant difference for all stations combined.

'dr

Tbe conclusion bo be dra411 from 41Abel Report is that.
overall, the differenc6 between the amount of 'children's programs

r

4

/

,

available in 197771978 as,contrasted with 1973-1974 is minimal (less
th

1.

etcen).

Network and locally originAted programd have

*If

'NJecrease

since the 1974 Policy Statement, while the number of

.4

syndicated programs has increased.

The overall amount of time

devoted bp the increase is due primarily bo syndicated programs On
independent stations,,the majority of which are located in the bop
4

fif4 Tnarkets: 11

Comments by

Fili1ng

Parties

In addition to studies conducted by the Commission, parties
filing comments

ovided data on the amount of children's programs.

'Frequently, information regarding,hot tie data wefe collected and
analyzed was indomplete.

Therefore an accurate assessment of the

validity of the data cannot be made.

Cf the network comments, only

NBC proyided descriptive data portrayin*am increase in over

1

*/
11

1,6

See Abel,Vol. IV.
Ic

0'
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.

4

arrapt of

children's programs.since 1976.

NBC reports a 6.5 percent

'I
increase in amount of children's programs broadc#st since January 1,,
,

.

1976.
-"."

Prior bo January 1, 1976, however, NBC was

producing'

the

least:Overall amount Of children's programs,o1 the three
°

petworks.13

According to NRCinatiodally distributed children's

programs broadcast by the owned and operated stations'increased by
'76.5 pept(ent since January, 1976 (34.8 hours per year priow to 1976

The owned and operated stations

and 67.8 hiurs per year since 1976).

increased their local children's programs in excess of 63 percent
I
since January, 1976 (35.2 hours pre-:1976 and 52.3 hours'post-1976).
.

Careful attention 00st be givera to the definitions,of nationa?ly and

locally produced programming (NBC,.p. 103).

It is uncle'ar whatr

actually' cor4i tutes local and national programs.

ABC and CBS.did

not supply quantitative analyses of overall.amount of chidren'e
programs aired over the years.
.

Action for Children's TeleviSion (ACT) contends that there
has b6en no increase in the number of children'slprograms.Producid
for national distribution.

In addition, ACT's most recent content

analyses of children'S programming indicates that very little..
A

c41dren's programming is locally produced,

Their study is tesed.

V
14'

12'

13

Comments submitted by.NBC, at 102.

See TUrow, yol. V.

<iv

,

,

4

OBI

*

4

monitoring'60/2 hours cif children's programming aired '

upon a s

llweekend, mgrnings on network affiliates and independent stations ig

the Boston market, and on weekdw-afternoons on ten independent

*

..,

d

stations in markets across the country.

1

.

14

-..

Based on the aforementioned data, it appears.that the 1974
Policy Statement.did rbiot incre se the overall anount of 'children's
?

programming.-:Phis conclusion

buttressed by the market size

breaAown of the overall availability data. .What little increase
there has been in total programing for children has been yirtually
confined to independent stations in the largest fifty two maricets.

tb*
",...

-4

.*
I0

rN.

41.

/(

The data used by 'ACT",has sane methodological weaknesses because
it excludes weekday progratithiog on network affiliates.

1%!1

11 8
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CHAPTE TWO

WM&

STATEMENT
IMPACT OF THE 1974
THE AMOUNT OF EDUCAITONAL AND fNFORMATIONAL
IN13, AND THE AMOUNT OF AGE SPECIFIC.PROGRAMMINC
AIRED FOR CHILDREN.

'

/

I

4
.

f#*

,

q

.

Sicilificanf among the many issues raised by the 1974 Policy
4.

.'

..

Statement was the.dearth of programs designed.f9r children.

Ito

.

,

remedy the,situation, the Commission stated: Ile believe that; in the(
.

-

future, station's license renewal applications would reflect a

reasona8le amount of programming which would educate and informnot'
simply entertain.
Inquiri/16

,15

Statistics produced from the First Notice of

revealed that no network had included educational and

informitional programs in its Saturdsty morning schedule, and

only' CBS had aired an educational program during the week (Captain
Kanganoo).

The 1974 Policy Sta.tement noted.that the level had

sometimes been 90 low as bo "demonstrate a lackpf serious oommitment

1 I

50 FCC 2d at 6 (para. 22).

.

0

16

Notice'of Inquiry and Noticelof Proposed Rulemaking, Docket
No. 19142, 28 FCC 2d 368 (1971).

6

Aw

.

to the responsibilities which stations hake in this area".17
assess the eltent of compliance,

To

SeconciNotiee raised ihe

following- questions:

a ,

Are more informational and ed6cational
,11.

programs aired for children-now than:before
r

January 1, 1976?
b).

0

How much of this educational and
informational programming is regularly
schequled (on a daily or weeklx, basis) and
,

how much is pdriodically scheduled?
c).

How much of this programming is _nationally

produced and distributed by the networks?
HOw much is syndicated?

How much is locally

'.produce4 What types of programg are
produced?
d).

When during the broadcast day are aocally
4?

produced educational and informational
programs scheduled?
e).

How should we (the Commission) measure
oompliance with the requirement that

.))

17

X

50 FCC 2d at 6 (para. 21).

1 2 0

A

20
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. television licensees air a "reasonable
de'

amount" of educational programming for
children?
,

f).

A

,

TO what extent have thgrp been cdoperative
efforts between networks and licensees and
'the educational community bp enhance the

educational value of programing in.t

Ib

classroom, the home or other settings?

r

what'extght haVe 000perative efforts

titns.

made in foster critical viewing Skills in

4

children?

The Staff cOnducted three studies to examine the, amount of
.

educational and instructional programming aired prior and subsequent
to 1974.

18
The first study is derived from the TUrow report discussed

in Chapter One.

The TUrow Repore

4

0

c,
.

The data from TUrow's analyses inlibate changes in

entertainment programs and nonentertainment program (categories over

18

Commission Rules and Regulations define 'entertainment
prograts' as "all programs intended primarily as entertainment,
47 C.F.R. S
sudh as music, drama, variety, comedy, quiz, etc".
73.670, Note 1 (b) (1979)". Non-entaltainment programs arq listed
by the Commission as 'agricultural', 'news', 'public
affairsYreligious", 'instructional, 'sports', etc. Id., at (a),
(c),-(g).

.

21

-

the past 31 Tears.19 Overall, 13% of allenetwork children's pro9ramg.."'
bor. the entire time period were classified ps non-enterfainment,

while the remaining 87% of network 'programs were classified as
enterfainment.

The amount soCnon-entertainment priograTming'

for

children peaked at 23% of the 29 network series fOr youngsters in
1962-63.

The lows occurred in 1948-49,,when'none of the tenV

06,

children's shits-fit the non4entertainment category, and in 1968-69,, -

whdh 4% of the 49 shows were 'classified as'non-entertainment
programs.

In, the first hODO years of sthe 1970's, the percentage of

non-entertainment programs rose bo 10 percent and fluctuated between,

12 and 15 percent over the next six years.

The Task Force also conducted a study based upbn the
t

The staff utilized-five

program data prOvided by the Abel Repori.20
.

individuals with pilofessional training in the areas,6f children and,

television to whom we submitted a lisUcontaining.program

,)
19

Dr..Turow relied'upon the networks, TV Guide, and The New York
Times for,descriptions of children's programs, whicti facilitatedlw
his classification of children's.programs.as either entertainment
or,non-entertainment. ,

..

.

...4.. /

..,

20

'

The Abel-ligt included network and syndicated programs. The
pxygram list was derived from composite week's programming aired
on stations beoadcasting within 52 randomly'selectpd markets.-

;5.
b
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I r.

titles.

21

These individuals were asked bo classify the program

titles appearing on the list accotdipg to FCC categories, rules, aild

regulation.22

In those situations where the judges did not know

,program, they were instructed to write "Don't Know".

,Lie

Comparisons

were then made between the years 1977-78 and 1973 -74 on, the basis of

three out of the five judges' a4reement on program clas'sification:

The Abel Report presents lists of the network and
A

syndicated program tItles' identified in-his sanples for the 1977-78

and 1973-74 telewision seasons.

From,these lists, the number of

21

The five individuals are : Dr. Aimee Corr, Annenberg School
of Communications, University of Southern California; Dr. Donald
hugusting, Department of TeleconmunicatiOns, 'Indiana University
Dr. Charlep Clift, School of Radio and Television, Ohio
University; Dr. Roger Fransecky,'Roger B. Fransecky anq.
broadcast oonsultants); Dr. Rosemary Poti;pr,
Associates, Inc.
reading specialisti and TV curriculum writer.
7

22

In reparch methodology, a technique used bo,classify
Individuals qualified to
variables is "jUdgment methodology".
ast judgment on how itet6 should be classified sort a stack of
items into their"appropriate categories. Those items receiving
total or majority agreement are included -in the study. With
regards to this particular study, program titles receiving three,
or more judges' agreementswere analved.
-The 1974 Policy Statement encouraged broadcasters ip air more
educational and informational programing for children. There is,
however, no program type defin,i.tion for an "informational"
47 C.F.R. S 73.670
category in the FCC Rules and Regulations.
(1979). There were no "educational" programs designated by the
es did designate "instructional"
,judges. Hcwever, Ulf* j
s based upon identificatkm of
programs, The analirs*
/
instructional progr

,

- 23 -

titles identified as instructional programming were selected for
analysis.

Proportions of instructional programs (instructional

prograMs divided

y botal number of programs) were calculated, and

difference ot Proportion tests were performed on the data.
The analysis of program titles indicates that there were no
statistically significant differences im,the number of network
we"

originated and syndicated instructional programs between the years

1973-744an1 1977-78. Wen combining network originated and
syndicated program titles for both television seasons, there was one.

more instructional programs title appearing in the 1977-78 season
4

than appeared in the 1973-74 season.

Proportionately, however, there

ma

#0"
are no differipces in children's instructional program titles between
111/1'

the two seasons.

(See Table I).

Additional analyses were performed to determine the amount
of time devoted bo instructional programs during both the 1973-74 and
1977-72 television seasons.

No.signifiMAnt differences were found
..4

betw;en the.two seasons.

Further analyses revealed that there were

no 'significant differences between the composite weeks in the amount

of time devoted to network originated,instructional programs and the
same is true for programs from sy93icated sources.
,

Renewal Study

Ike

.

A third study was conducted by the Task Force utilizing
0.

license renewalrforms.

Quest. n seven of the renewal form requires

IL

.licensees*to categorize chil

n's provams according to ()omission

.

124

'rules and regulations.23

It is within the liInsees' discretion to

categorize a program as either "educational," "instructional," or any
of the other categories specified by the COmmission.

Additionally,

question seven requirealicensees bo submit brief descriptions of
'41

programs, program segments, Or program series ixoadcast during the
license period that were 'designed for children twelve years and
under.

14,6ensees are alg6 required.to list the source, time, and day

of broadcast and frequency of broadcast. 'Of the 201 renewal forms
examined, 163 were network affiliates and 37 were independent
stations.. There was a total.of 6,245 children's programs identified

by licensees, across all network'affiliates and independent
Stations.

The total list of programs contained 3,915 (61,3%)

fied by licensees as entertainment, while1,067 (16.7%) were
1

When programs classified by licensees

ified as instrulional.

ucational (84) were combined with the instructional programs,
t

y comprised 18.0% of total Kogramming.

In light of licenseT

*

preference for their own classification scheme, such as
"instructional/educational" the,botal number of educational/.

instructional programs rises to 1372 or 21.5% of.the total amount of
programming.

23

See 47 C.F.R.

73.670. note 1.
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Licensees do not define educational/instructional, programs
uniformly.

A comparison of the data reported by licensees on the

renewal fqrm with the data reported in TUrow study provides evidence
that licensees are likely ba report instructional/educational in a
greater proportion bo other types of programming.

Given ,the lack of
1

supportive data for the licensees' varying classifications, we rest

upon the morerigorous data collected by the staff.
In conclusion, the data from the Task Force and TUrow
studies show that the Policy Statement produced statistically
insignificant changes in the amount of instrOttional programming4
available bo cthildren since 1974, suggesting a "failure of the

"reasonable amqunt" stndard as a method of fostering the development
of educational and informational programs.

IMPACT UPON AGE SPECIFIC PROGRAMINU
/

Proponents of,age specific yrogramming premise their
,

arguments upon the assumption that children think and act differently
not only from adults but also within varying age groups.

These

qualitative limitations are particularly.perceptible An children
below the age of seven.

The Antragrw0 distinctions which stelrom age are also
4**

readily apparent and have led boo the emergence,of cognitive
development theories.

The thrust of anyttheory on cognitive

development is an attempt bo understand the relations14 between the
'

varying stages of a child's growth and development, and his

126
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perception of .and interaction with his physical andeocial world.

The 'world-view" of the ben-year-old differs from that of the fiveyear-old or the three-year-old.

The most famoUs cognitive deelopment theory, and thus the
one which has received the most research'attention is that of Swiss.
psychologist, Jean Piaget.24

Piaget's theoretical research was the

reference point for both the Commission analysis, and public
Ot

commentary, on the issue of cognitive development and the need for
programs that reflect that reality.

An understanding of'the

psychological ooncept of "cognition", and the varxying stalds of

"development" in which it is manifested throughout childhood, is
essential to the argument for age Specific programming.

4

In addititt,

it buttresses the legal obligation fashioned by the Commission and
the oourts that within the definition of a "unique audience" children,/
oorttitute an audip.nce whdse "special needs" must be served by a

licensee attempb4ng to responsibility programmithin the public
interest ;standard...,

The.Qommission's 1974 Policy Statement adopted the position
that licenseest:.shouid provide distinct programming for two specific

'age grOup6"--<children: prIchool andschool age.

While the Policy

Stabepept Oid qot.establish &mechanism that would assess licensees'
commitment bo age specif4c programming, it made clear the

24

See Wartella, Vol. V.
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Commission's pbsition that age specificity was a particularly
impertant aspect of the'instructional and educational programming
expected of all licensees. (Noting that at the PolicY'

Ltement's

issuance only one network presented "a commendable five hours per
week 'for the preschool audience", the Commission stated its

expectation that all liCensees make a 'meaningful effort' in the
area.

1125
.

As stated in the discussion of the overall amount of
children's programm ing

i t is

the Task.Force's position that

recognition ok age-related differences is an essential element,of
J

responsible programming.

We balse that conclusion upon the 1974

Policy Statement and extensive independent research into the area of
a

cognitive development.

In concert with the Second Notice, the Task Force hired

Dr. EllenWartella to write a paper reviewing.research which examines
the effects of television upon children of various ages.'
Dr. Wartella prepared an expansive document that responded bo
questions raised by the Commission.26
The pictune that emerges fnom Dr. Wartella's research is
that in every dimertion critical bo the comprehension of television

and its programmatic messages, children.are at a cognitive

a

25

50 FCC 2d 1 (1974).

4

26

See Wartella, Vol. V.
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diladvantage.

Moreover, the degree.of the disadvantage fluctuates in

direct proportion to the age of the children, withyounger children
(prOschoolers) representin%the group leagt aware of the complexities.
,s27.

'of the medium.

By kindergarten, when adult like television vi6wing

behavior begins, children have a'rudimentary understaring of
television.

Chil

e 's interpretation of programs, however, appears
%

to remain idiosYncratic.

Children up to the ages of nine and ten

havi been shown to experience difficulty when asked bo Wentify
informatidn essential to understanding.Plotlines.

olde

Further, these

children have been shown to have difficulty explaining

character motivations for behavior, and they tend to'describe
characters in very superficial terms, such.as appearance and,
/1"Vir

behavior..

Considering all the evidence before it, the Task Force
reaffirms its position that to program responsibly for children,
licensees mist recognize age associated differences in cognitive
abilities.

expectation.in the 1974

Despite tiope e

Policy Statement that licensees make a "meaningfut effort" to air age

specific programs, few licensees hae demonstrated,complianc

)0roadcasters hav

not developed provams for preschoolers that make

vlp

,
See Wartella, V01. V.

Complexits refer to such techniqun

"1-791-a-shbacks"; and complicated plot.

,29
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T

In

clear the distinctions between preschool and school gge.

addii.lon, the Commission does not presently require licensees 't?

classify programs byage specificity.

ft

a
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TABLE I
.
.

TBE NUMBER AND PRDOORTION OF NEWORK ORIGINATED,AND SYNDICATED
INSTRUCTICNAL PROGRAMS

A.

ICIetwork Originated

Ipstructional
Total
No. of
Programs

No. of
Proportion,
Instruc- Instruc;
tional

Significance

tional
j.

1973-1974i
1977-1978
).

40
34

3
3

.075
.088

11
12

,496.

z =.210

N S

.090

z =.108

.N S

.090
.090

z =0.00

N S

Tlyndicated

nstructional
1973-1974
1977-197B
C.

114
133

TOTAL
Instructional

1973-1974
4977-1978

154

167

14
15

0

-

imer
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Chapter Three

IMPACT OF THE 1974 POLICY STATEMENT UPON
THE SCHEDULING OF PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN

The release of the 1974 Policy Statement marked the second
occasidn that the Commission specifically addressed the critical/./".

issue of schedu)ing as it impacted upon a licensee'
interest" responsibility.

"public

Expressing its expectation of
A

"considerable improvement" in the future, the Commission noted.that
,

it d id not consider it a reasonable scheduling practice to relegate

all children's programs to one or two days.

While the Oonnission

elected to stop short of codifying its posi7.on on diversity in
scheduling, it recognized that diversity in programming would
accomplish relatively little without diversity in scheduling.

When

the 1974 Policy Statement was issuedionly one network presented a
regularly scheduled program designed for children in.a weekday
'slot.

The questions included within the Second Notice relating to

scheduling reflect the Commission's awareness

of

the continuing

public concern over the issue, and an attempt by the staff to assess

compliance with.th Commission's 1974'man1ate.
The Second Notice posed ;ix questions germaine
,scheduling:.
A.

What Portion of initructional and entertainment
programs designed for children is aired from

1 32
/
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7 a.m. bp 10 a.m. weekdays, 4 p.m. bp 8 p.m. weekdays,
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.'Saturdays and Sundays?

Has there been "considerable improvement"

B.

4

in.the proportion of OFogramb designed for

childreA aired on weekdays since January 1, 1976?

Wtat factors have been found bp assist or

C.

inhibit a balanced ptogram schedule for children?

An exception bp the ComMIssion's prime time

D.

access rule permits networks bp air programs
designed for children during the prime time
access period, normally 7:30 p.m. bo 8:00 p.m. (EST).

With what frequency are children's programs
scheduled by networks during the prime time
access period?
E.

The Commission also noted in adopting the
prime time access ru e that this time period

was appropriate for 11 endees to use, for local
or independently produ

programs bp meet the

needs of children-or other ascertained interests
in the community.

Tb what e

nt is this tim

period'

used by licensees for this pu
Recognizing the diverse influences whi0 might impact upon
schedulinl,''the Task Force funded
a particular licenseels approach bp

Dr..JOhn Abel and pr. Joseph TUrow bp conduct research on this
\e5pic.

ba ed.upon
In addition, the Staff conducted its own study

1.33
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O
information supplied by the Abel report..

Data supplied by TUrow and Abel provided information
regarding the scheduling of children's programs during Monday through
Sunday and during variousday pftrts.

Findings of the TUrow Report
Turow's examination of scheduling followed several

apprbaches--the time and,day a s w was scheduled, the number of
times a week the program was belevised
program.

and the length of the

'4-.1

1.. Tim of Day and SCheduling
Over the years there was a decrease in the time and day a
he percentage of programs In specified

TrOgram was scheduled.

4

time designations gives an indication of how the range of scheduling
choice declined after the early years of commercial 'television.

In

1950-51, non-Saturday pr6graming accounted for 78% of the 52
By 1960-61, nbn-Saturday network

childrens' network series.airded.

programming made up 42% of the 31 children's series'aired., In!197011% of the 58 network childten's series were non-Saturday
programs.

Beginning with 1972-73, the percentage figure rose bo 18%
11?

of th4 62 network series and durmg 1978 the percentage cif nonSaturday programming rose bo 19% of the '42 programs.

28

TUrow reports that network
across 11 time designations in
7 in 1976, 77 and 78 [includes
afternoon series.]
See TUrow,

children's programs were distributed
1950-51 and 1960-61; 5 in 1970-71; and
the scheduling of a non-wégkly
Vol. V.
'

111/1

3 4

3 3

4.

Most childien's programming broadcast since the

early.

sixties 'appeared on Saturday mornings, with Saturday afternoon and

Sunday morning taking.seoond and'third places as periods fdr
children's shows.

Saturday morning'shows comprised 10% Of the totat"

programs in 1950-51, 48% in 1960-61, and 69% in 1970-71.

The number

of Saturday morning children's programs dropped to 60% of the total
in 1976-77.

The decrease was due in part to the introduction of two

"afterschool" series fOr children on weekday afternoons and of three

formational spot" serip with 3-5 minute sequences dispersed
throughout weeked time periods.
6

4148v

2.1 The Number of'Times Per *ek Programs Appear

p irhe'number of times a show appears in a week was reduced
over thesears.

While 48% of the 52 children's programs in 1950-51

in 1968were belecast more than once.a week, only 4% of the 49 shows
1.

69 were shown m4e than once a week.
4

That trend changed somewliat in

the 1970's with a few more non-weekly series and the introduction of
the short informational spots-such as Multiplication Bock

Metrice;

Marvels, and In the News that are broadcast.several 4mes on Saturday
and Sunday.

'It should also be noted that beginning in 1970 Captain

with six
Kangaroo was broadcast five days a week (Mon-Fri) compared
days a'week prior bo 1970.

With these additional programs, the
f

percentage of programs broadcast more than once' 'a week increased bD
12% during the 1970's.
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.1: "The Length of Childrek's Programs
aa

:fihe. length of most
children's shows has been consistently
"

thirty minuteSvithjminor fltictuatkms.

Approximately, 60% Cof the

idbograms, aired in the late'1940's and early 1950's were 30 minutes in

ldhgth (with 15 minute and hout bang showS' making up the.
,

remainder).

Thirty. minute'programs increased in prominence
w

thrpughout.the 196111s, so that by 1966-67, 95% of the network'
chAleikPo's shows were thirty, minutes in length.

The predominance of

P

,

'the hOl hour show was altered somewhat in the 1970's.
'pabgrams

Hour.long--

re pore,ftequently aired in ye 1970's, as well as,

prograirrslestraan 15 minutes in length, such. as, In the News.
..

DeSpite these.adaptations, 60-80% of the shows aired during the
1970's have heen thirty minutes,in length.

Tdrow'slwork reaffirms the conclusion that network

)
childrenos series are still pFedominately aired during the weekend,
although, since January i,-1976) there
have been slightiy more
fe

childten'spitogrps aired on weekdays than prift bo that-aate.

The

fiekday change is attnibUted to the introduction of late afternoon
specials.

Childeen's".iveekday programs-are not generally schedaed on

a daiiy basis.

MostWeekday children's programs are aired once a

week'w Tuntrand

are likely bo be one half hour in length.

Pindings of th'e hbel Report

The Abel report examines the amount ofchildren's
progralfting scheduled throughout the week and according too various'

136
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11,

ay.

day-parts.29

Again comparisons were made between 1973-74 and 1977-78

%composite weeks.-Data reported in the Abel study indibate that
dpring the 1977-1978 oomposft e week, 39.2% (1,082).programsrof all 1
*

children's programs were aired on Saturday and,during 1973-1974,
a

,44.4% (1,214) programs were aired,on Saturday.

The amount of

children's programs,scheduled on Sunday decreased during the 1977.

1978 composite week when compared with the 1973-1974 composite
,week.

During the 1977-1978 composite Wek ihere were more Childrery's.

programs aired on Monday, TUesday, Thursday, and Friday than during
Overall, 53.7% (1,469) of childrens

the oompositel-week in 1973-1974.

programs were aired during the weekend.in the 1973-1974 sample week
compared with 47:3% (1,305) aired during the weekend kn 1977-78.
Analyzing the data acoording to network affiliates and
independent stations shows the majority of network affiliate
children's programs is aired on the weekends (a finding oonsisfent
with the TUrow Report).

The majority' of indepe

children's programs 1!kadcast weekdays.

ent stations'

This'pettern

is

consistent bar both 1973-1974 and 1977-1978,,

Comparisons were diade between compositemeeks in determine
iP
if lfferences exist id 6e average number of minutes per station
devoted bo.children's programs for both independent stations.and

4

network affiliates.

These comparisons illustrite the extent to 1,4hich

independent stations and/or network affiliates ace devoting more time

29

3 '7

s e6 Abel, Vol. IV.

"I

4
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to children's programs on Saturday through Friday during the 1977-78

oomposite week.compared with the 1973-74 apposite week.

The data

show independenk-stations devoted significantly more time to
children's progrems pn Mcnday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday during
1977-1978 comparedAwith 1973-1974.

Tbe remaining days-showed no

'statistically significant differences between the two composite
weeks.i

The average amount of time per network affiliate station*

devoted bp childeen's programs was significantly greater during the
1977-78 composite week.for Saturday and Monday than during the 1973 74 oomposite week.

On Sunday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Oviday,

network affiliates devoted significantlylless time bp children's
programs during the 1977-78 composite-compared with the 1973-1974
week.

There were no significant differences between the two

oompgsite weeks fotothe remaining days.
. Examining the tine of day when children's programs are

aired, the Abel data show that during the 1973-74 sample week, well

over one-third (40.6%) of all children's prcgrams were aired from
signcon until 49 a.m., another one third (34.6%) of children's

prcgrams were aired between 9 a.m. and noon.

The smallest percentage

(6.9%) of children's programs was aired between 430 p.m. and.
9:00 p.m.

'Ale patternlis repeated for 1977-78 sanple Week, however,

there is an increase in the,amount of programming aired between,noon
and 4:30 p.m. and a slight increase between 4:36 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.
dUring the 1977-1978 composite week.*
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While the majority of network affiliates' children's
programs was aired from sign-on until noon, the majority of
independent stations aired children's programs petween noon and 6:30
Comparing sample weeks,

p.m. for both years.

the Metwork

affiliates

aired more children's programA between sign-on and 7:00 a.m. in 1977-

Network affiliatesaired fewer programs from

78 than in 1973-74.

7:00 a.m. until noon during the 1977-78 week compared with the 197374 week.

The noon until 9:00 p.m: day-parts for 1977-78 show

network affiliates children's programs.than during the same dayfor 1973-74.

Across all jay-parts, excluding the 6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

day-parts independent stations aired more children'E programs during
th,e, 1977-78 sample week compared with the 1973-74 sample week.

Independent stations emphasized the noon until 4:30 p.m. day-part
where'approximately 40% of their children's programs was aired .(for
both 1973-74 and 1977-78).

Average Number of Minutes by Day-Part
Comparisons were made between the two composite weeks for
independent stations and network affiliates based upon the average

number of minutes devoted ba children's programs according to day-

parts.

According ba the data in Abel's report, independent statilps

devoted significantly Tre time io children's programa during the
sigRzon

6:59 a.m., 7 a.m.-8:59 a.m., and noon-4:29p.m. day-parts

during the 1977-78 week compared

with

the 1973-74 week.

There were

:a

na significant differences between the two compOsite weeks for the

remainingray-parts.,
I
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4

Network affiliates devoted significantlOore time to

children's programs during the sign-on-6:59 a.m., noon-4:29 p.m., and
6 p.m.-8:59 p.m. day-parts during the 1977-78 week compared with the
1973-1974 week.

The network affiliates aired significantly less

pdrogram time during the 7:00.a.m.-8:59 a.m. and 9:00 a.m.-11:59 a.m .
day-parts durir9 tile 1977-78 week compared with the 1973-74 week.

Ttere was no significant difference between the fwo weeks for the
4:30 p.m. - 5:59 p.m. day-part.

The amount of instructional

programming available to children has not chang

significantly since

the 1974 Policy Statement.

Various parties maintained that there.has been no
oansiderable improvement in scheduling practices and that there has
111/1
,

been little chahge in the proportion of programs designed for
children aired on weekdays since January 1, 1976.30

In regard to

.instructional programming only, Romper Raom contended, that of 208

television stations surveyed in the bop- 50 markets, 109 stations or
52.4% broadcast no such Frogramming on weekdays (Monday-Friday), and
4k

77 stations or 37% broadcast.at least one half-hour of insiructional
programming on Saturday or Sunday, but none during the week.
'the

three major oammercial networks acknowledgeq that tile

mljor part of their respective children's programming is fed bo their

4

30

Comments of Action for Children's Television, p. 17
(January 15, 1978); Oammentg of Coalition on Children and TeleVision,
(February 12, 1979); Comments of Mshinpon Association for
Television and Children, (February 12, 1979).
.
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owned and operated stations and affiliateS on Saturday and Sunday,
but the networks emphapized that their,weekday programming efforts
for children have increased significantly.

For example, NBC noted

that since 1976, approximately 2% of the children's programs on NBC's
owned Snd operated stations were broadcast on weekday mornings, 3.5%
on weekday afternoons, 3% on weekdays between 4:00 p.m..amd
8:00 p.m., 89.5% between 6:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. on Saturdays and
Sundays, and 2% between 7:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. on weekends.

Although not readily apparent from NBC's comments, the Task Force
assumes that this latter figure includes T

nderful Wbrld of

ydsney as a children's program, rather than.a family entertainment
program.

NBC.asserted that these figures represent a significant

improvement as
prior bo 1976.

compared to the dearth of children's weekday programs
CBS maintained that in addi.tion to its regular

weekday broadcasts of Captain.Kangaroo from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.,
EST, the CBS network also aired eight special chadr8n's programs
during the 1977-78 season on Thursday afternoon from 4:00 p.m. bo
4:30 p.m., EST and aired the Joey and Redhawk miniseries in December,
1978, on five consecutive weekday afternoons.

ABC emphasized its

efforts bo improve the quality awl scheduling of suCh\programs as the
ABC Afterschool Special, normally broadcast from 4430 p.m. to
5:30 p.m. E$ T on weekdays, the ABC 14/ekend Specials, and Kids Are 4k.

People Tbo, normally broadcast on Sunday 10:00 a.m. bo 11:30 a.m.,
EST.

All three net'works asserted that their respective owned and

operated stations provide additional locally produced and syndicated

p.

1ii

A

series and epecials during weekdays.

Under Wtstinghouse Broadcasting Company (Group W) policy,'.
each of the five Group W stations must provide:

(1) a daytime

v

(MOnday-Friday) morning informatimal program khour), either

,

i

aocally produced or made available by another Group W station,
/designed for pre-school or early school aged children, for broadcast
1

idving summer or other sChool vacation periods;

(2) four prime. time

k'
1

,

(92hour) educational, informational, or public affairs programs per

year for children; (3) one late afternoon after-school special per

.

month khour) for school-aged children per month.
According bo the NAB, its three studies of children's
programming (in twenty television markets, three markets, and one
specific market) indicate that on'a market-by-market basis the
scheduling, amounts, and types*)f children's programming are more
than adequate.

The Independent Tele)ision Assodation (INTV) and several
individual comments filed by independent television'licensees

stressed the difference in program scheduling strategies between
independent stations and network affiliated stations.

Independents

acquire their own programming and dreate their own program schedules,

while network 0 & O's and affiliates are able bp rely upon the
\networks for most of their programming atod scheduling.

Accordihg

th

the INTV, independent stations have traditionally counter-programmed
against the netwOrks during the Jate afternoon and early evening,

i.e., independentehave scheduled new and off-network family and

r
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,

children:s programs during
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thel

hours.

several other independent licensees

Therefore, argued INTV ancik

the three major commercial

networks should not be required to air additional children!_s progr

during weekdays if such programming is available on independen
educational television stations within the relevant television
markets.

Otheryise, INTV asserted, such requirements would impinge

upon the independent stations' current counter-programming efforts.

ker

submitted if

its comments that factors inhibiting

balanced progtàm scheduling for children included the demands of
0

advertisers that children's programming be air6a at times wh9n the
child audience is the largest prkportion of the total audience.

ACT

also mentioned the pre-emptim of Saturday afternoon children'sprogramming by sports programming.

Other inhibiting factors listed

.)4?, Romper Room were the NBC and ABC morning adult news provams that

are aired between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 a,m..

These prograMs make

affiliates' clearance for morning children's,programs difficult.
.

The

.

increase in the number of stations selling morning time bp religious

programming groups has also reducea\the airing of children's
114.0r gr

aMS

ACT and WATCH asserted %hat the prime time access period'is
infrequently used bp schedule children's programs;y any s!lt,ce
(network, locally, or independently produced) despite the
ComMission's intention wiifi the rule was promulgated.

Romper BOOM

stated that it is unaware of any televisim. stations in the top-50
'markets which air regularly scheduled, network or locallY-pi*oduced
4

42

children'S-programs during the prime time access period.

V

Network and

1

other group owner filings tended bo dispute this assertion.
s and WATCH's assertion tha

Regarding

i aditionally

the prime time access period is infrequently used bo%schedule
chtldren's programs, the data indicate that,during the two sample

weeks there has been ho significant change in utilization of this
a

4

time period for children programs.

Staff research illustrates that the amount Of weekend
children's prbgramming is minimally decreasing, while weekday
(Monday-Friday) programming shows a minimal increase in the amount of
children's programs scheduled.

This increase can be. attributed bo

programming by indeTndent stations.31
Approximately.50% of childrenEs programming is still being
aired during the weekend.

Durin

the day, children's programs are

likely to be aired between sign-on andlcoon.-The 1977-78 saMple week
had more afternoon children's programs scheduled then did the 1973-74
sample week.

Although there is an indication of a shift of some

programming from the morning bo afternoon periods, over 50% of
network affiliates pi.ogrAmming is'still broadcast from sign-on until

noon, while over 50%.of independent stations' prOgramming is
broadcast between noon and.6:30 p,m.

32
-

31

Most independents are found in the bop fifty-two markets.
Abel, Vol.IV.

See

Ilk321' Thi:p figure reflects ooUpter programming by independents.
of,
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Finally, investigating the incidence of instructional
programs, the Staff found that such programs are most likely to be
This practice was

scheduled bebmeen 7 a.m. and 9 a.m. weekdays.
bound on both network and independent stations.

Regarding overall

boork affiliates has been made to

programming, some effort by

schedule children's programs during the week (Monday-Friday) and at
times when children are likely to be viewing, however in most
instances, the differences between pte and post January 1, 1976 are
statistically insignificant.
I.

r-
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CHAPTER POUR
ImpAcr OF THE 1974 POLICY STATEMENT UPON

WERCOMMERCIALIZATDON CN CHILDRtNS' TELOWION
AND RELATED AEVERPISING ISSUES

49P

*A persistent issue in this proceeding hth.been whether.

advertising bo children should be reduced or eliminated.- The concern
has been that children, particularly preschool and young school age
children, do not have theicognitive capabilities to understand the
selling intentof commercials and that, therefove, selling 134,
children takes unfair advantage of their youth an&-inexperience.

During the course of this proceeding, parties

ave

criticized the amount of commercial matter directed at children, the
thequency of program interruptions, the link between program
characters and adyertised products, the lack of adequate separation
#

devices, and the advertising of products which some Orties oonsider
t,

harmful tc, children*(e.g. highly sugared products, movies).

These

criticisms anesuggested remedies have come in the form of formal
filings in this proceeding as well as several hundred letters from
individuals minderned with this issue.
,

Since theearly 1970's the Commission bad entertained a

number of requests from citi4ensgroupS to substantially reduce or
Broadcast industry

eliminate commercials on children's television.

representatives have stated that advertising
is 'their economic
d
4

lifeblood and provides the revenuesAnecessary to produce prbgrams

16

,
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In addition, they explain that largely for demographic reasons,

programing for the child audience is either not profitable or not as
profitable as programming for other segments of the population.

If

commercials were eliminated, broadcasters argue, children's programs
would be totally eliminated or substantially.reduced in quality and
.

quantity.

Consistently, the Commission's,policies have been designed
to insure that broadcasters do not engage in excessive or abuave
advertising practices and that licensees, maintain the priori*ty of

publL interest oonsiderations over the financial-interests of
In the 1974 Policy Statement, the Commission expressed

licensees.

the expectation that licensees would make a "good faith effort" to
conform to the limits of the NAB Code.

Earlier proceedings on overcommercialization.found the
Commission deferring to the Federal Trade Commission on issues of.
false and deceptive aavertising practices.

The Commission oonFined

its own rdie in this area bo notifying stations that the broadcast of
\

material'found to be unfair and deceptive by the FTC would raise
questions as bo whether tt
interest.33

station was operating in the public

Atr present, the Federal Trade Commission iS conducting a

,4

proceeding on whether advertising to children is inherently false and
deeeptive.

In this chapter we evaluate licensee adherence to the

PP

33' National Broadcasting 0140., Inc., 52 FCC 2d 273 292 (1975).
6

4

46

agreed upon limits on commercialization on children's programs, and
the necessity of adequate mechanisms for sepaiating program from
commercial matter.

existeA

The 1974 Policy Statement established -that there

"serious basis for concern about over commercialization on .Frograms

dtsigned for children," and underscored the importance of the
Commission'is policies4against overcommercialization.

mission

T

chose'to reject,.however, the notion of total elimination of
commercials on programs designed foi. children.

"It seems

unrealis" stated the Commission, "to expect licensees to improve
siglificantly their program service to children and, on the other
hand, to withdraw a major source of fundjme for this task."34
that

Instead, the °omission chose to adoptriewly revised stanNaeds
had been abiopted by the National Association of Broadcasters.

Under,

the amended NAB Code 35 standards, the amount of non-programnaterial
time was reduced on weekends from 12 minutes ,to 93/:2 ainute

per

hour, a figure comFarable with standard0for prime time proigramming,
,J

and on weekdays, from 16 minutes to 12 minutes, a standard developed
bo ease the financial impact of a reduction on independent stations,
41

34

50 FCC 2d at 11 (para 35).

35

National Association of Broadcasters, The Television Oode
(20th ed. 1975) [hereinafter cited as NAB Code]. Pert.inent
sections of the NAB Code are reOroduced as.Appendik A of this
Chapter.
A

118
c.
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which program for children primarily on weekdays.36
When it deferred bp self regulation via the NAB Code, the
Commission modeicl'641r its expectation of "good.faith efforts" to

comply; the Commission stated that all licensees must meet the Cbde
standards and that findings of overcommercialization would raise;

4.

questions as tap the adequacy of the broadcaster's overall
performance.

The Commission ooncluded by stating that if self

regulation werd.not effective, it would consider promulhating rules
to ensure that licenseeS Meet their public interest and service
obligations.

The Second Notice"sought data on the ollowing areas:

(a)

Tb what'eXtent are licensees meeting
the NAB Code standards for programs
designed for children?

1

Co s compliance differ

between licensees who do andyo not subscribe to
the Code'?

le'

If -violatims of NAB Code stardards
ex

t is their frequen

and magnitudefor

Code and non-COde subscrib:ers?
(c)

Does.the r44,Onale adopted by the
industry in 1974 fOr less stringent pAB Code

36

"

50 FCC 2d at (para 40),/
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standards on weekdays (12 minotesT than on

weekends (/2 minutes) oon6nue to'have a rational
basis?

(d). TO what extent are licensees using the
4

NAB Code definition of "non-program material" or
some other standard'such as "commercial matter?"

Does this diffegketween Code and non-Code
subscribers?
(e)

'

Tb what extent have some lice ndees4:
adhpred 'to standards in their children's programs

-e

which are' more stringent than the NAB Code

standards?

Does this differ betWeen Code and non-

Code Subscribers?
(f)

o

What has'been the financial effect of

such reduftions beyond Code standards onihese
licensees?'

The,Staff conducted its own analysis of licensee compliance
.

..

with non-program material limits as the filing parties submitted
conflicting data.

37

The parties differ on key points such as the
-*

deanition of016n-program Material afid the adequacy of the NAB,Code
,

.

as a mechagO. m for measuring compliance with the 1974's Policy
0

37

See generally. COmments submitted in response to question 45 of
Second Notice of Inquiry in Docket No. 19142 (1978).

S.

150
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.

-stAthment.38

Evidence was.presented that licenseesgwere exceeding nonprogram material timeostandards.39

Cpmments filed by NBC and CBn
4

also documented isolated casds of network violatiDns of the NAB Code
Cif

liMits for children's programs.

The Task Farce.analyzed the amount of time devoted bp nontn

program material aired during Saturday morning programs on 52
Tbe Commission bpcused on

selected stations across the4bountry.

(a) Compliance with time limitations on

three.major issuew:

Lovercominer- cialization (b) Separation of program matter from

0
commercial matte
bans.

40

0

and (c) Compliance, With the host-selling and tie-in

e
.

A

4-

1,
38

Non-pAogram material refers bp commercial mesages, public
service announcements aired only on independent stations, billboards,
promotional announcements, and credits in excess of 30 seconds for
In programs longer than 90
programs 90 minutes or less in length.
minutes, credits in excess of 50 seconds shall be Aountdd against the
allowable time for non-program material. Within children's programs
;aired on Saturday and Sunday,. "pon-program material shall not exceed
92/2MinUtes in any 60 minute period," and shall not exceed 12 minutes
on*children's programs aired in any 60 minute period on Monday
through Friday, (NAB Code, supra note 3 at 18-19.
39.

See comments of Kashingtoin Association for Television and
Chilften; Comqpnts of Action for Children's Ttlevision; comMents off
Coalition on Children and Television-South.

41),

Vol. III contains the staff'study, its methodology, and a list of
programs analyzed.
-
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A.

Compliance with Commercial 'Limits

041

4.

Basdt upon the examination of 67 hOurs of Saturday morning
children's programs broadcast on a sample of network affiliates and
independent stations, the Task FOrce concludes that on'an aggregate
basis, network affiliates and independent stations were generally not
in violation of Code standards for non-prcgram material.

Using the

1974 Policy Statement as the standard for compliance, two general
conclusions may be reached:
network affiliates oft'en failed 1315 comply

(a)

with the J/2 minute standard, alth6ugh the
variation between the stations in compliance and
stations failing tro comply fell within a narrow
range;
(b)

independent stations displayed Pide
'variance in compliance, with many falling well
under guidelines for non-program materiall while '
others greatiry exceeded the standard.

B..Separation of Program Matter from Commercial Matter

The 1974 Policy Statement insLtuted the requirement that
,
.

.

all licensees maintain a "clear separation" between program content
and commercial message.

viewers in distin

The requirement wad adopted bo assist yodhg

ishing ipetween programming and advertising,

v.

6

thereby avoiding any unfair advantagethat an advertiser might have,
over a young viewer who-is unable bo.take the paid status of the
commercial message into oonsideration.

While stating that special measures should be taken by all
licensees'to ensure adequate separation, and providing examples of
INiarious devices, the Commission did not endorse any particular
technique in its 1974 Policy Statement.

The Staff noted that as a

result Of discussions between thb' FCC Chairman and the NAB Code

Aa

rity, the NAB Code was modified to'S require the'use of a

separation dei7ice on all programs originallY designed for children.41

The Seoond Notice sought to delermine the extent to'which
licensees Were oomplying,with the separation policy and bo learn what
types of separation devices were utilized.

In response to'these questions

pUblic interest groups

stated that a momentary fade to black was insufficient and that it
was often difficult even for adult viewers'ddistiTiUish when a
separation device had been inserted between a program and a
commercial.

A study by the Atlanta Council for Children's Tolevisione

monitored 30 hours of children's programs aired by Atlanta Licensees

41

50 FCC 2d at 16 (para. 49); The NAB Code states that:
.Commercials, whether liTieT, film or tape, within

programs initially designed primarily for children
under 12 years of age.shall be clearly seperated
from program material by an appropriate device.
NAB Code, supra note 3 at 13.

4
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,

one1aturday morning-and one weekday.

The studynfound fade bo black

waOtused in 1142 of'156 transitions between programs and commerd.als,.

38,instances of blank screen pluSan annougement such as "don't.go

a

after these messages," or "now back bo the

away," stay tuned for

show" and 6 imtances in which no_detectable separation device was _

.

used.

42

IP-

'Most industry parties repOrt that they follow the 'NAB COde

and do nobelaborate on theirlocal policies or thetypes of
separation techniques that are used. ,The three networks each stated

that:separation device Were used in all programming designed for

,
children.

ferred bp a

One network, ABC, described its techniques,
"bumpe

in considerable detail. Since 1974, ABC has Used animated
...

' visual

aural

O

static art cards, sometimes accompanied with musilc ahd/Or

tifications; bumpers were of 5-10 seoonds duration.
i

Recently ABC has been adding audio to,existing video bumpers,
.

.

inserting 5 second animated spots with positive racial, sexual, and

ethnic stereotypes and adding bo all bumpers an audio announcement
that the program will "teturn" or "continue" "after these.

42

/

.

Conments sulaniitted by Atlanta Council fok:
at 5.

hildren's Television
,

53

ABC is currently preparing standardized visual separators

messages."
1

for all its children's programs.43
Not atk separation devices are so comprehensive.

Metromedia, owner of independent stations, reported that video

lUmpers were "irregularly" used when they are provided by the program
distributor.

Without providing specifics, Metromedia stated that "a

variety of factors ordinarily result.in a clear separation between
program and commercial material without any need to resort to
artificial

apara gion.' " 44

a two second slide.

Another independent group owner utilizes

.0ne licensee notes the use of a variety of cues
1

such as music, fades, white bo black, and audio announcements.

A

syndicator 'suggests that the program host say "we'll be back in a

moment," followed by a slide of a child's artwork and music for
approximately three seconds, or a shot of a stop sign and Music.
It is clear that there exists considerable diversity in
style, format, and length of separation devices.

It is also clear

that there are many inconsistent-interpretations of what can

43

A standardized separation device in the form of a starburst
and a distinctive audio sound has been consisten-Ly utilized on
.the independent broadcasting,system in Great Britaiff,--one of the
rmits any advgrtisements on
few remaining systems whi
ssion of clustering of commercial
dis
children's programs.
matter as a separation techni ue is included as Appendices B and

lel

C].

44

Comments submitted by Metromedia, at 28.

4>
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appropriately,be considered e separation device.

The NAB reports

that "going to black" is not sufficient ag a separation technique,
and yet it is a widely used practice repotted to

some licensees

and confirmed by the Atlanta Council study discussed ave.
GiVen the broad array of techniques used, the question of
industry compliance remained, as did the question of the sufficiency

of the existing policy and its abiaity to impact upon this
---,iontroversial issue%

(
'VP

Because of the aforementioned uncertainty the Task Force
k

staff undertook a research project which sampled thirty hours of
Saturday morning Children's programming.

The results of this study

tLi show that:
(1)

the most frequently used separation
devices utilize both audio and visual
techniques;

(2)

the averagd length of separation devices
aired on network affiliates was 7.68
seconds, compared with 7.2540kconds on
independent stations;

(3)

separation devices are More'likely bo

r

used beforeonimercials , however, -the use
of separation devices before and afb.nk
commercials are'also frequently used.

In light of the diversity of types of separation devices in

t 56

%
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use, and the oonflicting opinions oontained in the comments received

as bo the effectiveness of some devices, the staff copducted its own
review of the social science research in this aja.

In the41974

Policy Statement, the Commission referred bo 'a number of,separate

studies that indicated that children cannot easily distinguish
tr4'N

between programming and advertising.

Since the imposition of the

Commission's policy, only one research study has been conducted to
'0

determine the efficacy of separation devices,

The study, which

compared the responses of children to commercials appearing with and
e

without separation devlces, concluded that: "separation devices
provide significant lead time in making children aware that a
commercial is coming on .... ,The data does not reval whether such
lead time aids childrek in, making conceptual.distinctions between
commercials and program content.
the issue.

4 5

The research is &conclusive of

Therefore, while it does contain support for the

maintenance of separation devices, it does not dispose of the issue,
sufficiently to warrant any change in the Policy Statement at this
juncture.

45

Palmer, Edward L. and McDowell, Cynthia N., "Progra
Separations in Children's Television Programming", (to
.in Journal of Communications).

tr7

Commercial
published*

.

4
C. Host Selling

The 1974 Policy Statement found that the practice of Host
selling is an unfair adVertising practice that should be
eliminated.

The Commission'S,,concern was twofold:

that

host-selling-4-

takes unfair advantage of the difficulty young children have .in

distinguishing between programing and advertising; that hostselling abuses the trust which children place in statements made by

program characters.46
In addition, the Commission recognized that advertisementsJ
Ain which program characters deliver commercial messages on other
children's programs may also takee'advantage of the trust that

develops between the child viewer and the performer.47

The

Commission, however, chose not bo prohibit thit particular practice
because of concerns that small broadcasters with limited staffs could
not avoid utilizing the personnel on children's

bprogran

to present
tl

oomercial messages on other programs.

Consequently, the Commission

cautioned licensees bp be, particularly sensitive to using program

personalities in their distinctive character roles as sellers 'of
commerCial products on other prOgrams.

46

50 FCC 2d at 17 (para. 52).

47

50 FCC 2d at 17 n. 20.
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1

In the Second Notice4he Task Force sought information on
whether licensees havQadhered bo thp admonition against host-sellihg
and whether the ban should be.extended to prohibit hosts from selling

commercfa products in all programs designed for children.
50th public and.industry filings agree that host-selling
as defined by the Commission, has been virtually eliminated, however,

the practice ofpmploying popu ar children s TV characters in
advertisement's remains.48 Urer the existing standard, for example,
Fred Flintstone appears in ccnmercia1s for Flintsbone vitamins, and

Bill Cosby, host bf Fat Albert and the Cosby Kids, appears in ads fai
ceftain food products on other programs.

It is argued that thebe

practices violate the spirit if not the letter of the Commission's
policy.

An additional suggestion was that program-characters, both

(live and aniAa.ted, only be permitted to appear be cOmmercials with an
identificatiqh that they are paid commercial attors.

48

At least one insiance of a breach of the host-selling ban has
been identified. Uncle Ali program host of the long running Uncle Al
Show on WCP0O-TV, Cincinnati, Ohio, was fdund to have made commercial /
WCPO, the licensee that airs The Uncle
announcements on his program.
Al Shaw, has been admonished for this violation. .
.80
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Virtually all industry filings were opposed bp any
INTV noted that any

extension of the host-selling prohibition.49

extension would cause confusion over the extent of applicable

programing

and that ultimatelyfa broader ban would eliminate selling
Others note that an

by any television personality bo children.

)

\.)

extended ban would unfairly restrict work opportunities bor program
characters, undermine the revenue base necessary for children's
41

programs, and would be dipficult tro police.

The Producers

Association for-Children's Television (PACT) stated that parties
desirihg to extend the prohibition hav
program.characters harms children.

not explained how the use of
/

.

The staff study that reviewed one hour samples of the
aforementioned Saturdai morning progr;amming found no instances of
host-selling.

Accordingly, die Task,FOrce concludes that the host-

selling prohibition has been

teaive.

The elimination of host-

selling has not been without its consequences.

49

It has foeen a

The NAB code proVides that:

916

No children's progrim personality or cartoon character
shall be utilized to deliver commercial messages within
or adjaqpnt bo the programs in which such a idersonality
or cartoon character regularly appears. This provision
shall also apply bo lead-ins to commercials when such
.lead-ins contain sell copy or imply endorsement of the
product by program personalities or cartoon characters.

NAB Code, supra Mcte 3 U13.

160.
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probable factor oontributing bo the elimination of locally produced
children's program,.

While the disappearance'of locally produced

programs is largely due bo marketplace forces such as the cost
efficiencies of nationa,l.distribution, it appears that some licenseeg

. have also determined that if the program host must refrain from
selling commercial products, there,is no further need bo retain the
host.

Thus, it appearsthat the Oorrunission's host-selling policy has

played a part in a progremming trend -the eliminAion of locally
produced programs - -that may,have been inevitable tecause of

marketplaceyressures.
'Reviewing the question ofIxttending the lipst-selling ban,

the staff finds that such action would not be without costs.

It may

develop that given the financial attractiveness of appearing in
commercials, as compared to the financial rewards of appearing in
children s(progra, many program personalities may choose bo forp90
childten's television for the more lucrative advertising arena.
,

2

Given the reality of the commercial lure, and the possible costs
,flowing from the initial ban, i.e., elimination, of locally produced

programs, the benefits of additional regulatory action in this
particular aspect of children's television do not outweigh the
0

1 61
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poesible costs that extending the bainfmay have upon commercial
,
broadcastipg as a whole.5°
D.

Product Tie-Ins

Licensees were cautioned in 1974 againstengaging in
advertising practices that promoted products used in the body of the
Such practices,

program in such a way as bo constitute advertising.

stated the Commission, take unfair advan4ge of childten's lack of

\
sophistication regarding the selling intent of commercia1s.51
In the Second Notice the Staff sought information on the

extent to which licensees have compliedwith the Commission's
I,

\\ policy.

'Virtually all parties. commenting on this issue have stated

a

that licensees are adhering bo the prohibition, and that the practice
of product tie-ins has been eliminated.
that oonClusion.

Task Force research confirms

Thus, the practice of product,tie-ins apparently
-

has been-effectively eliminated and no further action on this issue
is required at this time.

5" It should be noted that hostselling has also been prohibited in
In addition, the majority
virtually every country in Western Europe.
of broadcasting systems also hhs prohibitions which prohibit prOgram
4' hosts from appearing in any commercial aired on.television,while soMe
systems ipve.instituted bans prohibiting a program host from selling
goods or products in any medi9. See Tony Smith, Vol, V.
51

50 FCC 2d at 17 (paras. 53-54).

\

,

\
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APPENDIX A
NAB CODE AND COdE AUTHORITY
,The NAB Code Authority is the self-regulatory organization

which establishes and enforces industry standards and practices on
advertising issues, including the time limits for non-program
Acoording to NAB figures, 68:% of all licensees subscribe

material.

to the Television Code.

52

Members include the broad spectrum of

networks, affiliated stations and idependent stations.

Members in good standing receivethe Code's seal of good
practice whith may be suspended or revoked for violations of the Code
A

provisions.
the Code.

There are no other penalities for non-compliance with
The Association Of Independent Television Stations (INTV)

has.no separate television code.

Its members follow the standards

setloy the NAB COde.
I.

The Television Code establishes time standards for ponprogram material, a category which is more inclusive than commercial
time.

Time standards for childr4n's programs apply bo those hours

other than prime time inkwhich prograths initially designed primarily

bor children unde?12 years of age are scheduled.

The Code limits

the amount of non-program material bo nine minutes, thirty seconds

52

c
National
Association of Broadcasters, The Television Code
(20th ed. 1978) [hereinafter cited as NAB Code). NAB Code, supra
note 1 at l8-22.-'

163

per hour on Saturday and Sunday and twelve minutes
'through Friday.

hour on Monday

'Children's programs scheduled ip primejime use the .

time standaNds estLblished for prime rather thati le time standards'
A

'(.stablished for children's programming.

,Since prime time limit on

non-program material is also nine minutes

irty,seconds, the
4.

standards,are comparable.

However, recent modifications to the NAB

Code may affect limits for non-program material during prime t
"3-

Amendments whiCh will take effect on September 1) 1979 provide
network affiliated statiOnSi with the discretion bo include an

addditional 30 secondsyer hour of promotional announcements.

Thus,

non-program laterial on childrea's programs aired on Saturday morning'
may extend bo ben minutes per.hour.
,

The.NAB Code has also incorporabed an pveraging concept in

*

a,

the time standards.

During programs of Lofty minutes in any day-

part, the amount of permissable non-program time and the numher of
allowable program interruptions may exceed Code hourly limits

long

ag bhe remaini0 program time contains less non-program materiA and
fewer program interruptions.

Tb summarize, the Code-now requires

that an average hour of ptogramming comply with.time limits rather
than requiring that each hour comply with the,Code limits.
,

[Other

revisions-in the Code which apply bo children's programs Include an

increased number of pesmisable programfrinte`rrdiptions on children's
weekday programming, an., increas

number of oforgecutive promotional
.

program anNuncements within programs].

164

These Code changes apply

4

4
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only bo netWork affiliates.

rndependent stations still adhere to the

previous Code standards.

.4v

A

t4

9.

A
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APPENDIX B

Policies Towards Co6mercialization in Other Broadcasting Systems

An additionatconsideration is the differential effect of
advertising on preschool and school age children.

Pilot research by

Blatt, Spenser and Ward (1971)53 found that children five to twelve'
years of age could identify the term "commercials."

Young children

(preschool) were likely bro characterize a commercial on the basis cilf

coincidental reasoning, such as "commercials aFe shorter than the
OP

program.."

Comparisons are frequently made between policies.and rules
follo'wed in the American° broadcasting 4stem and those followed by

broadcasting systems in Europe, Capada and AuStralia.

Although the

American system has, in many respects, become the model for systems
in other countries, one major,distin4uishing feature is the policies
4

At

21.which are.followed for children's television.

In.order bo develop a

more complete record and a better understanding of how other
countries have resolved the issue of advertising on children's

'programs, we commissioned a study bo investigap and describe
advertising policieS in other broadcast systems.

53

Blatt, J., L. Spencer, and S. Ward, "A Cognitive Developmental
Study of Childien's Reactions to Television Advertising" Wbrking
OaPer, Marketing Service Institute, Cambridge, Mass:, 1971.

*a
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Alt1ou0 advertising bo children has been an issue.of long
standing in European broadcasting systems, it has hever attracted the
controversy which it 4-tas in the United States.

In large part, this

difference is due to structural and legal differences between the
American and European broadcasting systems.

The American

broadcasting system is a purely commercial venture derivitm revenues
from the sale of advertising time.

European systems', bo Varying

degrees, obtain their financing from the government.

Thus, very few

broadcasting systems, with theexception of the British.commercial
systam and Australian broadcasting, wyteLh are both commercial

ventures, rely on advertising as a source of tevenue.
Secondly, there.is no legal tradition of separation of
1

government and press in the

Euro*

systems.

Gonsequently,

regulatory authorities in*rope can implement reforms and
7.--

modifications bp policies without the multitude of procedures,
findings and legal considerations which are a necessary part of our

Nonetheless, in spite of these fundamental differences, a
review of advertising policies in other countries serves a useful
purpose.

A comparative study provideslts with insights .into the

rationale for cettain advertising poliyies as well as a baseline ot
experience with a variety of regulatory options.
Because most European broadcasting systems are fully funded
their governments, there is little or no need to' sell commercial

66
'2*

time.

Where oammercial time is sold on government run broadcasting

systems, the conmercials are Icept, to a minimum of 10 or 15 minutes°

per day and are aired in one or two blocks (hence the name "block

advertising") during periods of,highviewing.

In these systems,

commercials are never aired on children's television präqrams.
Great Brit.in andj4ustralia both have commercial
broadcasting systems.

The Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA)

which n the self regulatory body for the British independent
t

t

brOadcasting system permits only six minutes per hour of commercial

ime and reoentlylamended its rules so that no childrent

program of

less than 30 midutes can be interrupted with-oonnercial breaks.
in 1973,

Ae Carlian broadcasting Corporation (CB6

announced that the elimination of all advertising bp children would
have a detrimental effect; it projected an annual revenue loss of
$2,000,000 because of this action and additional funds were allOcated
by the Canadian Parliament bp compensate for the Ipss.

TOday, all

children's television programming in Canada is free of oommercials.
More tecently the province of Quebec has developed broad
ranging legislation which requires that all advertising to children

below age 13 in any medim, be eliminated.

Under this law, the

oontext: of the ad, the nature and market of the product and 'the time,'

manner and presentation of the ad will determine whether it is
directed at a child audience.

This law may eliminate all commercials

directed to chi1dren.in all media.

After years of oontroversy, the

168,
C

,,
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As of

Canadian Supreme Court recently upheld the provincial law.

March, 1979, the rules interpreting this legislation had pot yet been
issued.
\

In Ausralia, televisioo advertising to children is at
A

yresent a hotly debated issue, due bo allegations that'broadcasters
were receiving license renewals without sufficient government
consideration of their'level of perfOtmance and that indus. ±y self-

regulation was ineffective.

The Australian Broadcasting Tribunal, an

industry regulatory board, recommended in 1977 the establis

nt of a

Children's Program Committee to Create guidelines,for children's
programming and advertising.

Among the proposals under conkderation

by the Tr4ounal were clustering of advertisements, "prd-Social" paid
announcemerlts, and elimination of advertising bp children.

The

Tribunal reected these specific proposals in favot of the creation

of the Children's ProgrA Committee.

The TribLinal did, however,

recommend the elimination of all advertising to pre-school children
and the inclusion of pro-social messages, such as health and safety
tips, as a substitute for advertising in these prograTs.

In May,

1979, the Tribupallissued the first of a series of regulations which
will require specified amounts of programming for pre-school and
_schoOl age qiildron at specified weekday hours.

0.

The tribunal has

indicated that a4litional action on advertising will.be forthcoming.

Tb summacize,,in Western Europe and other major English
speaking countries, the issue of commercialization tp children is

.

\

el%

C

*
6

t
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*
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treated wtth more rigor than islexhibited in the United States.
moSt of VIJstern Europe, there are either no commercials at all or

limited amounts which are presented only in viewing time periods
which are not designated.as children's programming.
is to provide greater protection

The global trend

to the child audience from-

.

commei'cial interruptions and purchasing messages and bp replace these

This development appears

advertisements with pro-social messages.

regardless of whether the broadcasting system is publicly
,

supported through commdrcial revenges.

fun34cr

Invirtually 'every instance,

policieS restricting or eliminating advertising welt adopted Kithout''
. -

conclusive showings of negative effects of advertising,on child
viewers.
/
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APPENDIX C
Clustering of Commercial Matter
In 1974, the Commission stated that cluttering commercial
matter at the beginning and erild of a program was an appropriate

technique for maintaining a clear separation betwen programming and
advertising.

The Commission also stated that while there was no

.,

necessity bo require clustering,

i t would

be appropriate bp give

further consideration bo this matter at a future date. 54
Last year, in the Second Notice of

.0

Inquiry,

the Commission
A

requehted infwmation about the current use of cluttered oommercial
formatpran°advertiser!s willingness to putchase advertising time.
The Commission also inquired' whetivar s'eparation techniques assisted,
tO

chilsdre4 in distinguishing between programadng and advertising

matter.

Filings submitted by advertisers and troadcastertn, as well

as information from staff dfscussions with industry representatives,
indicated that clustering commercials is a raiely used techniqueo

tfith'the weption of Gtoup W stations-which cluster advertising on
all:locally produced and syndicated childten's programs aired on its
stations.

Industry parties stated that clustering all commercials at

the beginning and end of each prooram would reduce the effectiveness

54

50 FCC 2d at 16 n.v 18.
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of each commercial message, thereby-ausin

a reduction in'the price

,

t!

of time and diminishing an advertiserig interest in purchasing
time.

*

Futhermore, it suggested that clustering commercials will also

have a negative effect on viewers; who will resent lengthly blocks of
commercial messages and may stop viewing when the blocks of
commercials are broadcast.

As an analogous situation, parties

referred too the ongoing controversy between broadcasters and

advertisers over commercial clutter.

Finally, both broadcasters and

advertisers stated that there exists no proof that clUstered
commercials provide any real benefit bo the young viewer, citing
,

research indicating that young children are more likely too watch and

recall commercials in a clustered format than in a dispersed format.

Action for Children's Television stated that, based on the
Group W experience, clustering did not adversely affect an

0
advertiser's willingness bo purchase advertising timp; however, ACT
que7tioned whether clustering or any other separation device was
sufiicient to assist children in distinqUishing between programming
and advertising.

An analysis of the clustering
the costs

nd benefits of changing fro

dispersing commercial messages both be

t must consider both
the present format of
een and amidst programs.

commercial broadcasting systems in this country have
4

had virtual

no experience with clustered advertisements, we can

only speculate on the effect of adoptiAg clustered commercial

71

el

formats.

From the standpoint of the advertiser, a Austered format

would appear til0 diminish the impact of any individual commercial

because each commercial message is part bf a larger blOck bf
commercials, and viewers may have difficulty recalling the message of
any particular commercial within the block.

Research has shown that

in a clustqred format, the first and last positibns in the cluster
are.highly recalled while comMercial positions in thcmiddle are less
likely tio be viewed.

Accordingly, under a clustered format,

advertisers may bid up the prie of commercials in the first and last

positons.

In addition, a clustered fori4t may forCe 'two competing

products to be placed contiguously in the same block7-a practice
which fs assiduously avoided now.
There has been. little exPerience 4.th clustered fomats in

Ahis country.

Group W, which clusters all advertising on locally

produced and syndicated children's programs, has explained that it
rotates all advertising through positions in the cluster and,_
therefore, charges a uniform price for all time within a cluster.

On

the other hand, Post-Newsweek stations report that they have
terminated their .experiment with clustered commercials on their
locally produced ctiildren's programs.

55

Under their clustered

format, commercial announcements were placed at the beginning and end

55

Letter from Lynn McIntyre,,Manager, Broadcast Standards and*
Practices, April 24, 1979.
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of 30.minute programs and,,on longer programs, clusters were placed
Post-Newsweek (PNS) acknowledges that

at the half-hour bteaks.

clustering did reduce commercial clutter and prgserve plogram
continuity, but determined that clustering was "ineffective and
4

visually\annoying."

As PNS describes: "whenever. a PNS originated

children's program is\scheduled adjacent bo a network presentation,

the closing cluSter ofcommercials'in the PNS program immediately
precedes the station break commercials which are, after a brief
program 'tease', followed by the first block of advertisements in the
network presentation

.

.

.

Whenever two, half-hour PNS produced

children's programs are adjacent, this negative on-air lopearance is

intenIfied since the child.sees"the closing cluster, a station
break, and the opening cluster of the next program in rapid
succession."

PNS also explained that clustering commercials in

syndicated children's programs was costly and impractical because of
the double editing which was necessary (editing out colercial breaks

andthen replacing the breaks &ter the program was aired).

174

Further,
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PNS stated that eliminating program breaks destroyed q)e integrity
arid pacing ofthe program.56

.

There may, however, be certain benefits bp the child
viewer, particularly the younig viewer, in clOstering commercial
\b

messages.

TWo research studies have assessed the impact upon

children of a clustered versus d'spersed format. 'Neither study,
however, directly measures chil

comMercials andprogram material.

,.

en's ability to discriminate.between
Atkin (1975)57 assigned 500

children (pre-schoolers through fifth grade) bp two treatmentconditions:

clustered and'dispersed.

Atkin concluded that overall

attention bp commercials was higher in the clustered condition when
compardd with the dispersed condition.

He also found that there were

no signifiant differences between clustered and dispersed conditions
1

1

56

Certain of the Post-Newsweek:criticisms of a clustered format
would no longer be pertinent if the Conmission, adopted a policy of
requiring clustering on all programs designed foi. children.
First, since clustering would be adopted throughout children's
programs, the pattern of commercial placement would no IDnger be
visually annoying, ekcept for the tr4nsition point between the
last children's program and the first prograM for another audience
segment.
In syndicated programming, double editing would no
lont11:e an expense facbor, although three would still remain the
one
expense of editing syndicated programming bp accommodate
revised commercial placements.

57

Atkin, Charles, "Effects of TelevisiDn Advertising on
Children - First Year Experimental Rvidence," Report #1, Michigan
State University, June, 1975.
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for recall of messages.

Duffy and Rossiter (1975)58 conducted a study exposing
first and fourth grade children bo either clustered or dispersed
commercial formats.

The researchers found that.first graders paid

significantly more atpention to commercials in 'the clustered format
than their fourth grade counterparts.

Among fourthgraders, the

dispersed format produced a significantly higiier level of
4-

attention.

Tte difference inliormats did not produce any difference

in commercial recall among Other the'first or fourth graders, a
finding consistent with that Of Atkin.

Duffy and Rossiter conclude

that when given the alternative of clustered Or dispersed formats,
children "strongly" prefer tht clustered format.

Although Duffy and Aositer infer from theirfindings that
clustered formats did npt aid younger children in discriminating
between programs and commercials, their data 'Ioies not allow this

conclusion bp be drawn because the researchers did not directlY
measure-the impact of clustering on children's ability bo distinqUish
betWeen programming and.advertising.

A

Summarizing, tfie existing research, seems bp indicate that

a./
children have a strong preference for viewing commercials in a

58

Duffy, John, and John R. Bossiter, "The Hartford Experiment:
Chifdren's Reactions bo TV Commercials in Blocks at the Beginning
and ghe End of The Program," paper presented at the 1975
Gpnfgrence on Culture and Communications, Philadelphia: Temple
Uni.versity Varch 1975).
,
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clustered format, although it is unclear whether this preference is
due blo the perceived benefits of uninterrupted programming or the
heighten:Rd attractiveness of clustered commercials.

Recall ability

appears equally strong whether vommercial is placed in a clustered
or a dispersed format, perhaps because, even in a dispersed format,
the viewer is accustomed to seeing several commercial messages and
promotional announ64ments in'each Program brealc.:

It is clear that research must be conducted bp test whether
clustering is an effective mechanism for assisting young viewers in
.4eparating program from advertising matter.

NotWithstanding the lack of a clearcut answer tp-the
efficacy of clustering as a separation technique, clustered
commercials serve the additional function of permitting uninterrupted
programming, or, in longer,programs, only, ajimited number of
commqvcial interruptions.

In the public broadcasting system

announcements and liomaitions are limitL,d to designated periods
er

between programs and-promotional breaks within a program are severelyrestricted.
,

As we have noted, there has been little experience with

clustered advertising in the United States.

However, clustered

76
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adVertisements, or a variation known as'"bloc ,advertising"59 is the
only manner in whAln comMevcial messages are presented in European
broadcasting systems',

Other countries Ostrict block advertising bp

lit

certain day parts when'children's programsiare not aired.
Consequently, in these broadcasting systems children's programs
remain commercial freer.

4

Great Britain's'commercial network has'

traditionally permitted clustered-advertiements between programs
throughout the broadcast day as well as in "natural breaks" within a
program.

Recently, reviSed standards developed Oy the Independent

Broadcast Authoritijn Great Britain no longer permit any comMercial
breaks in children's programs or in any program of less than 20
minutes in length.

In Auftralia, where,government policies regarding

children's programming and advertising practices-are now being
considered, clustered adveitising is one pr9posal:under serious
consideration.

44,

In all the broadcasting systems which practicesome form of

commercial placement which differs from the.dispersed format employed
in this country, clustering,or block advertising has be,en established

he.intrusion of advertising on rogram content.

oontro

Tb
4

\4

.

59

In block advertising, all commercial messages are aired in one:
10-20 minutes in length,
'or! two blocks of time' approximately
4ially during ,early evening hours, 'when viewerthip isibigh.
IS

.

s,
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varying extents, this policy was adopted bo prevent the establishment

of the Awrican system of a dispersed commercial format, which
policymakers believed bo be intrusive and disruptive bo
programming

Oonsequently, in every broadcast system the clustered

A

or block format isnot limited in children's programming; but is the
'*4

format for all commercial messages throughout the broadcast day.

In

4
Int

Great Britain which permits Clustered advertisements betweenchfldren's programs,

presumed that the clustered format itself

aids children in discriminating between programming and
#

advertising.

Tb our knowledge, no research has been conducted in

Great Britain bo either support or disproVe the validity of this
assumption.

It is clear froM this discussiorr that a proposal bo

adopt a clustered format on children's programe will require a
consideration of the social and artistic utility of a clustered
format weighted.against,the equall4y unclear costs of changing the

wde of commercial advertisirvg.

Given the limited evidence on both sides, the staf
persuNded that the welfare of child viewevc sbould take brefe
over the costs of implementing a change in forma.t..

\*

a
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE EFFECTIVENESS OP THE PRESENT LICENSE RENEWAL FORM
AS A METHOD OF, ASSESSING COMPLIANCE WITH COMMISSION
POLICIES FOR CHILDREN'S PROGRAMKING
In 1975 the FCC amended Licence Renewal Form 303Xnoo
4

include questions regarding children's tele1ision.6° .The amendments

to the form require licensees bo provide the °omission with
information regarding the amount of time devoted bo advertising aired
.during children's programs and.a sample list of children's programs.
.paired by licensees. 61

The questions on Renewal Form 303A pertaining

to children's television were 'specifically intended to assess

licensees' compliance with the.1974 Policy Statement.62
In-conjunction wfth the Seoond NOltice the Task Force also

evaluated the responses on renewal form4 order trio:
(1)

Assesslreffectiveness of the license renewal

60

Memorandum, Opinion and Ordert,Docket No, 19142, 53 FCC 2d 161
(1975) (Renewal Form Amendments); LMemRrandum,10pinion and Order,
,Docket Nb. 19142, 58 FCC 2d 1169 (1975) (Instruction Amendments).
.

0

J.

Application for Renewal of License for CoMillercial Television
Broadcast Station, FCC-Porm 303(A) ,SIV, Questions 7, 14 and 17
s(1976).

62

Children's Television Programming and AdvertisindrPractices:
Second Notice of Inquiry, Docket-No. 19142, 68 FCC 2d 1344 at 1347
(1978).
./)

38o
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borm as a means of measuring compliance with the
1974 Policy Statement.

Document problems associated with providing

(2)

information in response bp questions pertaining
to childrevisvtelevision on Renewal Form 303A.

The Task Force focused specifically

question seven in

.

Section II of Renewal Form 303A, that asks licensees to...
4

give a brief descrirlon of programs, prograM
segments, or program series broadcast during
the license period which were designed for
children twelve years old and under-.

Indicate,

the source, time and day of broadcast, frequency
of broadcast, and program type.

Licensees are requested to provide a response bo question seven
within a three page limit.63'
Methodoktigy

The 1977 and 1978 license renewal forms were examined."
.The.renewal forms were from 201

distributed across the country.

e stations geographically
Information was embulated regarding

Application for Renewal of.License for Commercial Television
'Broadcast Station, FCC Form 303, §4, p. i (1976).
:P3

64

The stations whose forms were used are listed in ipp.6ndix A bp

thiS"Chapter.,.

-V

4.
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.

children's programs listed on the renewal fprm, and questionseven
was examined to see whether licensees were consistentli4
.

hielmtanher

,

in which they report children's programi (that isi.'are'theame
programs classified by sqme licensees as entertainment andby'others°
as educational).65

The responses bo question seven were.also*;,;

reviewed bo determine the frequency of programs appearing-in spedific.
N

program category classifications, i.e. ., aducational, information and

,0

entertainment.

The Task Force bound that:
(1)

The three page limit does not enable licensees to
answer question seven completely, and thus reduces

.

,

the Commission's ability to have an accyrate aSsessm:ent

of the status of children's programmin4.
(2)

There is ambiguity and misapplication ih the classifi.L-

.cation of childten's programs, which provides an

inaccurate profile of the types of programs that are
actually aired for children.

Problems with the Three Page Limit
Many stations, in order bp comply with the three page
0.

limitation, do not list all children's frograns aired during the
license period.

Other licensees, in an effort too'list all children's.

65

Two coders tdbulated the data aria reliability measure on
approximately 20% of the renewal forms resulted in complete
agreement between the Tders.
1

1

\. !

d

.0' '6.

-

'P

4,

-

.

programs wii.hin three pages,, "block" programs tOgether, such as
block ofSaturday.'morning.programming

listing a.700 a.m. as mchildren'Sprograms."

Although.many StationSdo..not exceed the:

page limit,some simply note at 4. end of the exhibit that t*
listings were incomplete.
prbblents with ClassificatiOn of Children's Programs
There .is ambiguity and misapplication
sprrounding the
.

,classificatjon of children's programs.66 ,Por example, if-a. lic6fisee
-

.

is uncertain aWto.a-particular. program category, it will frequently
,

create a neW program cab?gDry_such as "ReligiouS/Instructional:"
Some licensees classify programs

ncorrectly, for example

Rompei.

Room as '"Other," and all Saturday nrning carboom as entertainment/
instructional.

such as NBC's Special T'reats,,,are

Some programs

.defined differently by various affiliates, thus giving the program
inbilsistent classifications of "Entertainment" '"Entertainment/
lEducational"., "Various", "Instructional/Educational'! or

The problems associated with,

'"Instructional/Educational".

classifying children's programs make it impossible fdr Commistion
staff bp evaluate responses accurately.

The classifications that

have been *used indicate that either licensees are unsulp of the FCC's
objective, Or that by creating nel:ar categories; they -seek bp present a

66

See 47 C.F.R. S 73.670
of FCC definitions sqe voa.

1-A1979):' Mor a complete listing
1, ch. 5, App. Bf

lo`s

.1.0

LS

(

:

prepgrlmTing schedule that apPears heavily weighted toward
,

instructional and" edutati3nal programs.
T1 p. manner in which program segments are listed furtl-er

reflects problems associated with answering quet don seven.

In the

News, Sc)oolhOuse 1;3:)ck , and Metric Marvel are "programs" that are

actUallY 2-3 minute segments shown during weekend children's
programming. ,Stations listing each individual showing as a sepatate
program have more "News" oril4Intructional" programs\ appearing than

those licensees listing all segments in block form as One program.
Likewise, there is.considerable divergence in the'.listing
of specials, to the point that the. word "Special" is_used as a.

program,classification.
.;exemplifies .this point.
A

/Again, the NEC series of-Special Treats
*Some licensees list eaCh program.separately,

klq--other Licensees write tle name 'of the series--Special TreatP-7

.4

or none of the individual

,upder that heading list some

s1.9000nts in the'. seriesli The Charlie BrownSpecials presented similar
lens to licensee's.
Ar

Program that are watched Sy a large nuaper of°,ohildren,
4'

actually..family entertainment, are of tn designat4 a§
#

programs"rdespite noot being sp'ecifically produced fot

jo

4, s

lve,years Of-vage atfd Under.

Family NprograMs thiat have

i

,
;.

..

,

,

14 44 Burrad ' t An igal

*Mr eni s programs : inclOe :
.

.

'

1

..

.1:11t2sc_ivAE'.....
4[209 '11:Le-itgKir.12_11iSLi- The Brady
. .
. .
...:',.:1.6
-Velv...Pt r Pell Sys tem'Famiiy,;Theat*, °Family Classics,
.

W4t'Cllat

I

Bunch',,
. ,

.

.

.

,

-

-,

Si

.,..-

s14.1;1

I

.
Pr'

A

,

7
r
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#

Star Trek, 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, and Wbrld*of Survival.
4

.Furthermore,

inadequate.

prepentation of the answers issometimes

While some lidensees provide°all the necessary

information in a clear manner, others do not.

Althmighmany give

elaborate descriptions of tile social pnd educational value of a show,
si

some licensees still do not answef all aspects of question seven.
Thdre are many licensees whose answers are incomplete, or simply do,
'not provide specific information About programs.

Table 1 presents

the frequency of program classificatiOns,,According bo network
a

affiliates and independent stations.
it.

The dat'a presented in Table 1 indicate that approximately
61 percent of the clolildren's programs were classified as

entertainment; the remaining 39 percent were classified as non,

entertainment.

Instru tional programs represented 17 percent of all

,

prdgrams.

qnstructiona1/

The oombinat

Bducaponal, InstrUctional/Entertainment, Educational, and
INtertainment/Educational categories represented 24 percent of all
,Ir'eported programs.

/
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I.

Oonclusions

The informatiOn currently obtained from Question Seven on

OOP

License Renewal Farm 303A does not allow the Commission to assess
accurately the licensees' programming efforts for children.

Based

upon the manner in which licensees report their programming,
approximately 40% of all cliildren's programming is non-entertainment
in nature.

This figure is significantly higher than the figures

reported'in the Turow report. 67

There is wide variability in the

ways licensees report information pertaining to children's
programd.

The currentprocess of reporting programs aired for

children oomplicates'Commission action.based upon licensees!
responsibilities toward children.

4/

Based upon the social science research commissioned by the

Task Force in conjunction with this report, there is ample support
bor the argument that the needs and interests of children are so
unique as bo require specific ascertainment by licensees.

However,

the Task Force did not receive sufficient commentp addressing this
issue to permit it bo reach any further conclnsions at this time.

67

Relying upon industry definitions Turow reported 13 percent of
network children'p programs are classified as non-entertainment.
See Turow, Vol V.

0#
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APPENDIX A

KOAI KGUN, KBLU, KZAZ, KVOA, KTVK,-KTAR, KPHO, KOLD, KOOL

ArizOna

-KGSC,.KGTV,4KHSL, KIEM, KHOF, KJEO, KMUV, KEMO KOOY,

California

KABC, KNBC KXTV, KCST, KWHY, KOOF, KVIQ, KTVU, KTSF, KITV,

KTLA, KSBW, KSBY, KADN, KRCR, MTV, KPLM, KPIX, KOVR, KNXT, KNTV,
KBAK, KERO, KCOP, KBSA, KCRA, KAIL, KBHK, KaW, KLOG, KLXA, KMEX,
KMIR, KMPH, KMST, KETr, KR4B, KFSN, KFTV, KGO
WjLA, WRC, WDCA, WTTG, WIOP

District of Columbia
Hawaii,

'KHVO, KITV, KMVI

IdahO

KIFI, KMVT, KID, MCI, KIVI, KLEW, KTVB,l<PVI

,Louisiana

KTAL
4

'Maryland

Nevada

JZ, WBAL, WBFF, WWW, WHAG, MAR
KORL, KLAS, KM, KTVN, KSHO, KOLO

New Jersey

WIVG, WOMC, WKBS, INYIV

New Mexico

KMXN, KIVA, KOAT, KFDW, KBIM, KOB

New York

KSWS, KAVE

WPTZ, WROC, WNJU, WGR, WENY, WICZ, WBJA, WAST, WCBS,

WIVB, WBNG, WKBW, WWNY, WUTV, WUTR, WIVH, WTEN, WSXR, WSYE, WRGB,
WNYS, WOKR, WNYC, WNBC WHEC, WKTV, KNEW, WABC

Greg=
Texa

KCBY, KVAL, KTVL, KPIC, KOTI
KMID, KMJC, KLTV, KIII, KHTV,.KAUZ, KBMT, KHOU, KGNS, KGBT,

KFDX, KFDA, KENS, KIRK, KEBC, Km, KCEN, KCBD, KXIX, KXAS, KWPC,
KVUE, KVII, KrIVV, KIVT, KTSM, KIRK, KTRE, KRGV, KIBC, KSAT, KRIS,

,KOSA, KPRU, KMOL, KSTX, KAMR,

S.

*Pk

Utah

KUTV, KTVX, KSL

VIRGINIA

WHSV, WSET,'WSLS, WCYB, WD1, WAVY, WVEC, WVIR, WNW,

A

WXEX, WYAH

KXLY, KSTW; KNDO

Washingbon

WestVirginia

Wpming

WOAY, CAME

WSA2, WTAP, INBOYr UCHS WTRF, WDTV

KYCU, KTWO

0

is
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TABLE 1: FREQUENCY OF PROGRAKTYPE
ACCORDING TO NETWORK AFFILIATION AND INDPENDENW4,S

ABC AFFILIAT5S

N}!

%

NBC
AFFILIATES
%
N

CBS
AFFILIATES
N

Program Type
aiterta i ranent

News
Public Affairs
Religious
Instructional
Inst/Educational
Inst/Entertainment
Educational
Entertain/Educ
Unclassified
Other
Total

1448 37.0

301t7

9

56.3
27.7
26.8
54.5
19.0
14.2
23.8
13,0
30.5
15.4

303 7.7 3915
16
2 12.5
0.0 '101
0
'13 11.6 112
4.7 1067
50
'25 11.3 221
12 11.3 106
84
11 13.1
69
2
2.9
551
6.7
37
li120.3 143
6385

94 ,33.1

'103

27.4
26.6
56.4
38.8
2.4

1507
306

36.3
32.8
23.1
15.4
34.3
40.2

284
13.1 4595
358 27.0 1324
78
3.8
3
134
30 22.4
82
24 29.3

2

12.5-

3

45.5
27.7
20.2
24.0

- 27
38

16 19.0
18'26.1
60 10.9

37 25.9
1.766 .F.

60
1827
308
.19

21.1
39.8
23.3
24.4
4.5
6
23 28.0

Network
Recorded
Syndicated
Unclassified
Other

1200

46
31
216
53

39 368

Wcal

24.5
18.8
26.7
33.9
20.5
45.7
37.7
44.0
58.0
51.9
38.5

964

219
101
40
37

40
286
55

1810

1257
352
44
2
.2

28
.30

582
42
15
20
9
.168

22
2125

46
33

27
4

9.5

PROGRAMS'',

.

.

, N

ABC

NON-ENTERTAINMENT

ENTERTA' NMMT

1448:
964

NBC ,
CBS

1200

I nd .
IDTALS

303
3915

.

73.7
53,3
56.5
62.6
61.3

1 so

.N

518
846
925
181

2470

26.3
46.7
43.5
37.4
38.7

-1,
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ODNCLUSION

As stated in the Introduction to this Volume, the intent of
the Second Notice of.Inquiry:was to evaluate...the COmmission's self1

.

regulation policy, and if necessary to assess.alternatives/to those
policies adopted in 1974.

That evaluation occurred on two levels:

(a) industry compliance with the goals and expectations of the.1974
Policy Statement; (b) an assessment-of the Statement as a method of
achieving those goals and expectations.

To accommodate the reader, the staff analyses relating to
industry compliance were presented as distinct chapters, each
corresponding to one plf the several questions addressed in the 1978
9tcond Notice.

TO draw coricldsions aS to the impact of the Pol

Statement as a means of achieving the Commission's goals, howeve
requires that we address the issues as a Whole.

It is the

interrelation of the several issues that must ultimately determine
the extent to Which children's television has benefitted from the
positions adopted in the 1974 Policy Statement.

The goals of the

Statement were sound in 1974 and the abundant social science research
compiled by the st4ff indicates that those goals remain sound.

It is

the means of iahieving those goals upon which the Second Notice is
focused 'and the Task Force concludes tliat, in its pfeserit form, the
1974 Policy Sbatement is not the most effective means of achieving
that ena.

o
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,

With the exception of tertaitl aspects of the adyertising

issue, the picture presented in chapters one through five is one of
non-compliance:with the 1974 Policy Statement.

In the first chapter, concerning the amount of programming
available for children, data was presented that established that-the
total amount remained essentially unchangel. 68

What little change
a

did take place did not represent an increase as intended by the
Commission when it stated that it "expect[ed] television broadcasters
as trustees'oEka valuable public resource bo develop and present
programs which will serve tha' child audience.

,;69

Rather

f

the,

increase'represents the counterprogramming efforts of independents.

'located primarily inpthe bop 52 markets, and.drawing upon syndicated
programs .70

The intent of the Commission was the development of new

programi designed for children.and in that effort, the Pokicy
Statement was ineffectual.

Chapter Two concludes that there has been no compliance in
the area of educational, informational and/or age specific
programming.

This failure occurred,despite the Commission' s.

expectation that licensees broadóast 4 "reasonable amount" of

68 Contrasting 197-7-7.8 composite weeks/h 1973-74 composite
(Abel study)
weeks.
69
0

50 FCC 2d 1974 [para. 16].
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educational/informational programing, and that "they,make "some
.

effort" towards a "meaningful effort" in the area ONage-spe

..

s,/.

programs.71.
..

i

In 19V4 tie Comission not only spok. about.

&I'

i.

'n

tr

.0/punt of

,

,!'

v

programming, but also its schedul-ing.

Childrerii wa

than any other segment of our society except.

la more television

..

rnov er.

,

'

1.

35. 72

..

Denographic data indidate titpt children watch televisiOn'tircotighout
the day, with a higher-petcentage Of' viewing during the weekday than
.

c

on the weekend. ',Thd 1974 Policy StAtement called f91'ANre
3

,

,"

4.

.

,,ti

Chapter Three, present industrY programing and sichedu1ing pra tides
,

do not reflect these facts.
/

to

FAur

?
.

Addressing the issue 94 the amount of advertising,/ Chap, er

concludes that here

t
clornpliance with 'fil:e*parameteidS of the

t.;/.4

.

.

i

/

Policy Statement. The. cavat expressed in the 'Chapter is /that 1while:
/

/

.

/

tie Policy Statenent suc*ded ipromptrng arrindustry r,eduction in
,

,

thettamount of advertising..tiine on children's television,/ it did, Din'

.
//
,adhieve tin programmint goaltss-asteiciate'd with:the ComMission!S
.
,
,.

.

,

s

t'

desthison bp' rely upon Andlistry, self-regulation.
/

-,

i

.:.

4.

e

/

.

,Comfdison electeci not bo cddify rules/ ceri

Winn t

..

dth

,
amount of advert sing,,,... the d isfon represented, ill part,/ a :trade-toff,,
..

s/ s

I

is

..

I!,

.50 FCC 2 1974 'Lpar
/

72

See A.

.

NielS:en .da

.

.

./
,

.

1

.4,

..
t

-7

ogramming during weekdays bo reSlect
those factso!, yet, as
.

f..'..rts:
14

tetween t1e valid'concerns of.tbose',who were concerned about tne
.

e

/1' 6

.

popsible effects.of commercials, and the recognition by the .
.

/

,

iOn Of the,

advertising is.the sole eoonomi&.f

.Ithis'sio' th
,

,

aPerti4pr-supPorted broadcasting system.
.,/nfluencing the COmmission's. decision 1310 relY upon the Code

epresentation made by broadcasters thast advertising was,

their eciopomic lifeblood and provided the reVenues neceSsary bp

produce programs.73

Weighing the equi4es, therefore, the Commission

determined that'the benefits thht woulei flow towards children's'

proftamming from the funds derived*oM advertisipg outweighed the
.

./.

.

poSsible, and'undetermined, negatkVe effect8 of allOwing commercials
.1(

to (continue EED'be airied.
.

ission's acceptande of

Yet de4.ite the,00

(

and,relihnce upon industry representations/egarding the relationship
'''between advertiging on children's belev

ion and program development,

.
,the botal amount of children's prOgramming, in general, and in

paEticular-th amount that'was educatiOnal/infOrmational and/Or age-."
,

.1

speciAc remained virtually unchanged.

Thus, the evidence of this
,-`

Volume on compliance must IE 'weighed in ooficert with that CoMMissgn
.
/
expgiakion in'evaluating whether,there hap teen compliance
with the
-,
.

,

;'-

-

,

7:.6)

;

,

1974 Policyutatement as amhole.

%.

d

No

r

.1

4
ft,

:73

"Banning c.he sponsorship of programs designed for children
could havq),,a.very damaginp effect upOTtheiamount of quality of
,suot pro4famming.....Nevenues ftom the sale of commercial tiMie
rpto ide the &nancing for program production"-(emphasis added) 50
FCC)2d 1974 (para. 35);

193
p.

4
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The conclusion is that there was
prograhiming areas as.defined by the 3o
Moreover,:vthe measures employed wi

not address these areas in

complianbe in the

ssion's 1974 expectations.-

in the 1974 Policy. Statement did

,er that would conuel that4

cdtpliance.

The thrust of this Inquiry, however, is not punitive but
prospective.A.Therefore, whi1 6 the oonclusion reached is one of

7
industry fq.lure bo comply with the 1974 Policy Staement, upon
reaching that oonclusion, our assessment must turn bp the, Statement
itself.

We find that while the Policy Statement did,not oontribbte

bo the industry's rion-comOiance, it was not an effective means for
aSsurance of compliance,

Despite the Soundness of its'goals and'expectatiins, the
Policy Statement has n6t caused any subs6.ntive industry chahge in
,

.

prcgramming, and is unenforceable by either the CommiSsion or the
public.

6

4

.

/'*

vow,"
6

rs41'
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